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Summary
Adhesion aspects o f lam inated alum inium /polyester systems have been studied before 
and after mechanical deform ation. The w ork has been carried out in  collaboration 
w ith  a producer o f beverage cans, and the reasons fo r the adhesion reduction 
observed during the deep draw ing and w a ll ironing process has provided the focal 
po in t fo r the w ork. Laminates were manufactured from  commercial polyester film  
and commercially anodised (2 types) or chromium phosphated alum inium  co il stock.
The morphology o f the pretreated alum inium  surfaces has been investigated by using 
scanning electron microscopy. The chemical composition and the composition 
varia tion w ith  depth o f the pretreated alum inium surfaces have been studied by XPS 
sputter depth p ro filing . It is found that the CP and PAAI, PAAII pretreatments have 
reduced the amount o f magnesium in  the top layer o f alum inium  surfaces.
An intim ate contact between the polyester film  and the alum inium  substrate o f the 
laminates and the thicknesses o f the pretreated layers have been observed by cross- 
sectional TEM fo llow ing  sample preparation by chemical sample th inn ing  and 
m icrotom ing.
Based on angle resolved XPS and SIMS investigation, the locus o f fa ilure o f the can 
systems produced from  the CP and PAAI treated alum inium  has been defined as 
w ith in  the polyester film  but very near the interface. The thickness o f the residual 
polyester overlayers has been estimated.
A peel test has been used to evaluate the adhesion level o f the cans. The order o f the 
adhesion level o f the cans produced from  different surface pretreated alum inium  has
been found to be: PAAII > CP > PAAI.
Chemical exposure methods have been established to make the investigation o f 
interfacia l surfaces o f the laminates possible by SEM.
A shear lag analysis has been carried out to  demonstrate the mechanical deformation 
behaviour o f the laminates during the deep drawing and w a ll ironing process. A 
relationship between the thickness o f the pretreated layer and the fragment size has 
been proposed.
It  is found that the pretreated layer fragment characteristics is very im portant. Fine 
and un iform ly distributed fragments w ith  small separation distance in  the alum inium  
substrate o f the cans contribute to the adhesion level through crack pinning effect.
A  comprehensive model fo r adhesion loss during deep drawing and w all ironing 
process has been proposed.
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Chapter 1. The Commercial Production o f A lum inium  Containerware:
The Industria l Background to the Thesis
Alum inium  is now second on ly to the ferrous group o f metals in  terms o f volume o f 
w orld  production, although the alum inium  industry is v irtu a lly  confined to the present 
century. The ore o f alum inium  is w ide ly available and ve iy extensive resources exist. 
The application o f alum inium  has been increasing rapidly.
Packaging is one o f the most im portant uses o f alum inium. Alum inium  is used in  a 
variety o f ways in  the packaging industry. Some 50% o f beer and beverage cans in  the 
UK are made from  alum inium , in  Japan and the USA alum inium  has a much larger 
share o f packaging soft drinks m a r k e t T h e  popularity o f alum inium  stems from  the 
facts that it  is tasteless, odourless, non toxic, lig h t in  weight, and a good barrier to the 
passage o f gases, moisture, lig h t, and grease. It has excellent thermal conductivity 
characteristics, and its strength and d u c tility  increase as temperature decreases.
A lum inium  is among the most resistant metals to atmospheric influences because o f its 
compact oxide film  w hich is formed im m ediately after any mechanical form ing process. 
But it  is w ell Imown tha t the fine silvery appearance w ill change in  a very short time 
to a grey, d irty  colour as a result o f hydration and contamination. In  the case o f food 
packaging such as beverage containers, the interactions between alum inium  and the 
beverage require, almost w ithou t exception, that the metal be protected from  direct 
contact w ith  the product to increase its corrosion resistance and to prevent undesired 
reactions that may im pair the product quality. Suitable organic coatings or the use o f 
plastic laminates can significantly m inim ize such interactions by acting as a protective 
barrier.
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Lacquer coatings are the trad itional way o f protection against corrosion, and the 
interactions between the alum inium  and the containerware contents in  the packaging 
industry. There several types o f lacquer coatings that can be used fo r metal substrates. 
For many years the term  "lacquer” meant a product made w ith  nitrocellulose: However, 
ASTM (American Society fo r Testing and Materials) has adopted the de fin ition  o f 
lacquer to  mean "any product drying prim arily by solvent evaporation", so tha t currently 
products made from  acrylics, vinyls, chlorinated rubber, etc. are also included in  this 
classification. The lacquers fo r metal coatings are m ainly acrylic, epoxide, phenolic, 
v iny l copolymers, etc. Examples o f some o f the types o f resins used in  metal coatings 
are listed in  Table 1.1^^ .^
Table 1.1 Examples o f some o f the types o f resins used in  m eta l decoration coatings.
Resin type Interior can coating Sizes or primers Exterior base coats or printing inks ]
Acrylic +
Alkyd + - r
Epoxide + +
Epoxide ester +
Epoxidephenolic + +
Oleoresincus + 4 -
Phenolic + +
Oil free polyester +
Vinylcopolymers + + +
Polybutadiene +
For beverage can internal coatings, the major consideration is whether the coating w ill 
impact a flavour or odour to the product or w ill absorb constituents from  the product. 
Carbonated soft drinks are acidic. Resistance to corrosion by such products is provided
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by coatings such as epoxy-amino resins or epoxy-phenolic resin s y s t e m s B e e r  is a less 
aggressive fillin g  fo r the can, but its flavour may be spoilt easily by trace quantities o f 
m aterials extracted from  the lacquer. I t  is fo r these reasons tha t the requirements o f 
in te rio r lacquers are unusually stringent; not only must they protect the substrate from  
corrosion, they must not interact w ith  the product in  any way.
Cans may be constructed from  three or tw o pieces o f metal. Two-piece method includes 
draw and redraw (DRD) and drawing and w a ll ironing (DW I) technique. The trad itiona l 
tinp la te  can is made by a three-piece method. Tinplate, received at the can factory as 
pre-cut sheets, is lacquered by passing between rotating rollers dipping in to  a reservoir 
o f lacquer and then dried in  large gas-fired ovens. Tinplate used fo r the manufacture o f 
decorated containers is printed and the inks dried by passing the sheets through an oven 
sim ilar to that used fo r lacquer curing. Lacquered sheets on removal from  the ovens, are 
stacked ready fo r either the making o f can bodies or the stamping out o f can ends. Body 
m aking is a linear operation (Figure 1.1) which converts a body blank in to  a soldered 
cylinder ready to take the can ends.
Nowadays most beer and beverage cans are made w ith  two-piece technique including 
DRD and DWI. Both techniques start from  cupping procedure. Cupping consists of 
feeding a sheet o f metal in to  a press where it  is blanlted (punched into  a disc) and 
shaped (drawn) in to  cups by a plunge-die arrangement as shown in  Figure 1.2. The 
w a ll thiclmess is uniform  throughout.
In  the DRD process, the cup is redrawn in  one or more stages in to  the fina l can height. 
The fin a l w a ll thiclmess o f the can is uniform , since during the redraw ing process only 
the diameter o f the cylinder decreases not the w all thickness. DRD cans are currently
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used in  the packaging o f food rather than beverages where a greater w a ll thickness is
I
unpUte
and pnoitd
stripe
flangeo
end seamed on
tested and packed for despatch
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram  o f the processes used to produce the 
conventional three-piece tinplate can w ith  soldered side seam [4 ].
required to w ithstand pressure reversals. Tin-free steel has an increasingly use in  the 
DRD can production.
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h o ld -d o w n
ring
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die die
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cup
metal sheet
Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram o f cupping process [4 ].
( a ) ib ) (c)
Figure 1.3 Stages in  the manufacture o f a conventional draw n and waU-ironed 
can: (a) disc punched from  sheet; (b) cup form ed; (c) body ironed 
to  oversize height; (d) body trimmed; (e) can printed; (f)  neck 
flanged ready to  receive end; (g) completed can [4 ].
The DWI process is shown schematically in  Figure 1.3. A fter cupping , the next stage 
is to redraw the cup so tha t the diameter is decreased and the w a ll height increased. 
This is done by forcing the cup through a die opening o f the required diam eter in  an 
analogous way to tha t in  w hich the firs t cup was formed. No change in  w a ll thickness 
occurs in  this operation. In  the bodymaker the redraw die is follow ed by a series o f 
ironing dies w hich progressively reduce the w all thickness and achieve the necessary 
can size. Because the can w a ll may not iron to the same height a ll around the 
circumference due to slight varia tion in  material properties (sheet texture), cans are
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trim m ed to correct height. Scrap from  the trim m ing operation is collected fo r recycling. 
This method o f construction allows much thinner metal to  be used and the can has 
maximum strength only when fille d  w ith  a carbonated beverage and sealed.
In  the cases o f three-piece or DRD can maldng, the metal sheets can be lacquered before 
the can body making since there is not much stretching. Anodising is the usual
pretreatm ent fo r alum inium  p rio r to lacquer coating. The process is continuous as 
shown diagram m atically in  Figure 1.4. In  the case o f DWI can making, where the metal 
sheet undergoes a
DRYING OVEN
UPPER FUX3R LEVEL
LOOPING DEVICE
w a s h in g
TANK
Figure 1,4 F low line fo r the continuous anodising and lacquering o f 
alum inium  strip [5 ].
stretching, lacquer coating is norm ally carried out after deep-drawing. The rapid 
application is achieved by short bursts o f airless spray from  a lance positioned opposite 
the centre o f the open end o f the horizontal can. The lance may be static or may be 
inserted in to  the can and then removed. The can is held in  a chuck and rotated rapidly 
during spraying to obtain the most uniform  coating possible. Coating viscosities must 
be very low , and solids about 25-30%. The coatings are cured by convected hot air, in
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schedules of around 3 minutes at 200^C.
Recently environmental problems have been considered more and more seriously. The 
trad itiona l use o f lacquer coatings presents environmental problems due to the 
evaporation o f the organic solvent w hich is the m ajor ingredient o f the lacquers. To 
elim inate the organic solvent uses, several solutions have been developed. They are high 
solids coatings, radiation curing coatings, powder coatings and waterborne systems.
1) H igh solids coatings
These are most usually referred to as high solids systems are form ulations previously 
described where design criteria have been revised to raise the solids from  that norm ally 
used to the region now considered to be high solids - tha t is, from  say 40% to 60% 
solids at application to 60% to 80%.
A number o f approaches to achieving high solids is possible, and powder coatings are 
o f course one kind o f 100% solids system. In  high solids system, reactive diluents (e.g. 
unsaturated monomers) may be used in  place o f solvent, as is the practice w ith  
unsaturated polyesters.
Economy in  application may be gained in  that less stoving energy goes into  evaporation 
o f solvent; however, the approach may not necessarily lead to economy i f  more 
expensive materials are needed to form ulate to higher solids.
2) Radiation curing coatings
Radiation cure includes electron beam cure (EBC), u ltrav io le t (UV) and infrared (IR), 
and a ll these methods are practised commercially. For UV cure photo-initiators are
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required, and fo r IR cure thermal in itia tors, in  both cases norm ally to in itia te  chain 
addition polym erization. For EBC no added in itia to r is required, the electron beam 
producing radiation in  the polym erizing layer through its own h igh energy. Unsaturated 
polyesters are typical prepolymers and are used in  combination w ith  suitable v iny l or 
acrylic monomer diluents. A  broad range o f m ultifunctional monomers is now 
available commercially. The order o f reactivity fo r unsaturated groups in  radiation 
curing systems is acrylate > methacrylate > alkyl > vinyl.
Because o f reduced energy consumption, improved environment protection, and, in  
particular, su itab ility  fo r wood, paper, and plastic substrates, radiation curing coatings 
have been increasingly used.
3) Powder coatings
Powder coatings possess advantages over conventional coatings in  tha t no pollu ting 
solvent loss occurs on application and owing to the use o f electrostatic spray, little  
m aterial is lost. However, the form ulation o f powder-coating resin compositions 
presents special lim itations due to the solvent-free nature o f the product; most powders 
are produced by comminuting an extruded melt which means that the fin a l curing 
compositions has to w ithstand this m elting process. The ingredients and particu larly the 
fina l compositions have to be solid and glassy at room temperature in  order to grind 
and fo r the powder to stay free-flow ing on storage, and this requires tha t the blend 
must not soften or sinter below 40° C. In  form ulation and production additional factors 
such as particle size control, m elt flow  characteristics, and resistiv ity need careful 
attention.
4) Waterborne systems
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Although water-home systems have always found application, legislation in  various 
countries has brought about increased use in  order to reduce airborne po llu tion  from  
solvents. W ater-borne systems can also improve safety in  application from  the po in t o f 
view  o f flam m ability and toxicity. To reformulate a resin system to replace organic 
solvent by water requires an increase in  the hydrophilicity o f the polymer system either 
by the incorporation o f water-soluble groups, or by the inclusion o f surfactants, or both. 
The polymer may fin a lly  be either in  solution or in  dispersed emulsion form .
Polymers fu lly  water-soluble w ithou t the addition o f salt-form ing additives exist; 
examples are polyethylene oxide, or glycol, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, polyacrylamide, and 
copolymers containing a high proportion o f these materials. Polyethylene oxide occurs 
as the water-soluble portion  o f many surfactants.
Emulsion polym er systems are a large group o f water borne system. Emulsion polymers 
are now probably the highest volume resin used by the coatings industry, p rincipally 
because o f the continued grow th and high usage o f aqueous emulsion paints fo r home 
decoration.
Because o f the higher latent heat o f vaporisation o f water, i f  stoved, energy 
requirements may be greater. Another point is that unless very carefully form ulated so 
that the hydrophillic groups are destroyed or deactivated in  cure, w ater sensitivity may 
be a problem in  the fina l coatings.
To solve the solvent problem, Camaud MetalBox (CMB) has developed a new technique 
to replace the lacquer coating process. It is called "METPOLAM", an acronym o f 
m etal/polym er lam ination. In  this new technique, a lam inate o f alum inium  and
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polyester film  is used to make cans. There are tw o main reasons fo r this replacement. 
The firs t is environmental; there is no use o f organic solvent in  the new technique, it  
is sim ilar to the powder coatings, 100% solids. The second is o f economics; th inner cans 
can be produced thus reducing the cost, because the oriented polymer film  has an effect 
o f enhancing the strength o f the can w all.
Figure 1.5 is a schematic diagram o f the new technique. Firstly, the lam inate is made 
w ith  alum inium  in  the m iddle and polymer film  in  both sides. The exact details o f the 
lam ination process are regarded as commercially sensitive by CMB and fo r this reason 
the process is only described in  outline not in  detail. It  is not possible to provide exact 
details o f the process parameters employed in  the can making, but it  comprises 
several steps as described below.
The lam inate is firs t cut in to  circular blanks. The blanlcs are then formed in to  cylindrical 
cups by the action o f a punch. The cups are then redrawn to form  a smaller diameter 
redrawn cups. The redrawn cups fin a lly  undergo a deep-drawing and ironing 
stage to make can body.
The thickness o f the lam inate reduces from  310 pm to 100 pm (measured at the middle 
part o f the can w a ll) during this deep drawing process.The thickness o f the polyester 
film  reduces from  12 pm to 4 pm.
There is a problem that arises from  this deep drawing process. The adhesion between 
the alum inium  and the polyester film  decreases dramatically during deep drawing. In  
the case o f the lam inate, the adhesion between alum inium  and polyester film  is very 
good. It is impossible to peel the polyester film  from  the substrate, even fo r a laminate
- 10 -
produced from  untreated alum inium . But after deep drawing, it  is possible to peel the 
polyester film  o ff quite readily, the adhesion is particu larly poor fo r the untreated 
alum inium  surface.
Polyester film
A1 sheet
Polyester f i lm Laminate
polyester f i lm  12 urn
Blank
d = 100 urn 
—  Can
I polyester f i lm  4 ixm |
Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram o f can m aking process w ith  METPOLAM technique.
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Although the process parameters are w e ll controlled during the drawing process, the 
micromechanics and associated morphological changes that occur, and the ir subsequent 
effect on adhesion levels, are not w e ll understood. This is a much more complicated 
problem  than a normal adhesion problem due to the influence o f the mechanical 
deform ation. Up to date, no research in  this aspect has been reported in  the literature 
by the inventors o f the process.
The aim  o f this w ork is to apply the basic principles o f adhesion science and modem 
analytical techniques to understand w hat happens at the interphase o f the laminates 
before and after the deep drawing process. This should provide an indication o f the 
parameters most closely associated w ith  the loss o f strength on deep drawing and hence 
provide a possible route to improve the adhesion properties observed in  the fu lly  
fabricated can.
This thesis is the report o f the work. The basics o f adhesion science are summarised in  
Chapter 2. In  Chapter 3, the surface treatments o f alum inium  and polyester film  are 
introduced and the techniques fo r studying adhesion problems used in  this w ork are 
examined. In  Chapter 4, the properties o f the alum inium  and polyester film  surfaces and 
th e ir laminates provided by CMB Technology are studied. The behaviour o f mechanical 
deform ation and its influence on the level o f adhesion is analyzed in  Chapter 5. In 
Chapter 6, the properties o f the deep-drawn cans are examined. A fte r general discussion 
(Chapter 7), some conclusions and suggestions fo r fu ture w ork  are made in  Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2. Fundamentals o f Adhesion Science
2.1 In troduction
The practice o f adhesion is a technology w ith  a long h istory bu t a re lative ly young 
science. In  ancient times a slurry o f m ortar was used as an adhesive to stick bricks 
together when build ing houses. In modem industry adhesion technology is used more 
and more w idely in  applications such as adhesive bonding, lam ination, printing, coating 
and composites. However, it  is only in  the last fifty  years or so that the science o f 
adhesion (concerning the nature o f the forces o f a ttraction  between bodies, 
determ ination o f the magnitude o f such intrinsic forces, and th e ir re la tion to measured 
adhesive jo in t strength) has really progressed significantly. Indeed the earliest scientific 
papers on adhesion related to the gum used on postage stamps. One o f the main reason 
w hy the theory has followed behind the technology is tha t the science o f adhesion is 
a tru ly  m ulti-d iscip linary subject’-^ h It is related to surface chem istry and physics, 
rheology, polymer chemistry, stress analysis polymer physics, and firacture phenomena. 
Another reason is that the direct observation o f the interface chem istry associated w ith  
adhesion has only become possible w ith  the development o f m odem technique such as 
surface and interface analytical instmments.
The present w ork deals w ith  adhesion problems in  a lam ination application. It is 
essential firs t to  review some fundamental aspects o f adhesion science. The many texts 
on the topic o f adhesion and adhesives provide extensive details on the fundamentals 
and more advanced aspects o f adhesion science. The fo llow ing  is a b rie f introduction 
to  the salient points o f the science o f the multifaceted subject tha t is adhesion.
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2.2 Interfacial contact
In the form ation o f an adhesive jo in t, an organic polymer used to carry out the task can 
be a liqu id  or a solid adhesive, in  the later case (e.g. a hot-m elt adhesive) the polymer 
must possess a low  viscosity fo r part o f the bonding cycle. In  the present w ork, the 
polyester film  itse lf can be considered as an analogous situation to the hot-m elt 
adhesive. An external pressure is applied to force the softened polym er to flo w  in to  the 
pores and irregularities o f the alum inium  surface during the lam ination process.
It has been recognised fo r many years that the establishment o f intim ate molecular 
contact at the interface, fo r any kind o f adhesive whatsoever, is a necessary requirement 
fo r developing strong adhesive jo in ts. To achieve intim ate interfacia l contact, the 
adhesive must firs t spread and w et the substrate. This w etting phenomenon has been 
w ell studied, from  the attainm ent o f equilibrium  to the kinetics o f spreading.
2.2.1 W etting equilibria
Young’s w ork is w ide ly used to describe w etting phenomenon o f organic liquids on solid 
surfaces. When a liqu id  drop rests in  equilibrium  on a solid surface as shown in  Figure 
2.1, the equilibrium  contact angle 0 is related to the various interfacia l free energies by 
the fo llow ing  equation;
Ysv =  Ysi +  Yiv cosB (2.1)
This is Imown as the Young equation. Where Ysi is the solid-liqu id interfacia l free 
energy, Yiv the free energy o f the liqu id  and Ysv that o f the solid resulting from
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adsorption o f vapour from  the liqu id .
V a p o u r
Figure 2.1 A  liq u id  drop resting at equilibrium  on a solid surface.
The term  may be considerably low er in  value than the surface free energy o f the 
solid in  vacuo, Yso* This reduction in  the surface free energy o f the solid when covered 
by a layer o f vapour has been defined by the concept o f equilibrium  spreading pressure, 
as shown in  the equation below.
=  Yso -  Ys (2.2)
By substitution o f Equation 2.1 th is equation may be rew ritten  as
Yso =  Ysi +  Y iv  COS0 +  TZ, (2.3)
When 0 > 0° the liq u id  is nonspreading but when 0 = 0° the liqu id wets the solid 
surface spontaneously. Thus fo r spontaneous w etting to occur
Ysv ^ Ysi Yk (2.4)
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or Yso ^ Ysi +  Yiv +  (2.5)
W hen 0 > 0°, completely w etting  can be achieved but this requires the application o f 
a pressure or force to the liqu id  to spread i t  over the solid surface.
The term  Ysi may be calculated from  the Good-Girifalco equation'^ ^^b
Ysi =  Ys +  Yiv - 2<i>(YsYiv) ’^^  (2.6)
where (j> is an interaction parameter w hich usually has a value between 0.5 and 1.
2.2.2 Kinetics o f w etting
Thermodynamics may indicate the possibilities o f intim ate interfacia l molecular contact 
under equilibrium  conditions. The kinetics o f w etting  is equally im portant. There are 
several factors affecting the kinetics o f w etting. I f  a liqu id  (an adhesive fo r example) is 
forced rap id ly to spread over the substrate surface, then the liqu id  near the surface 
norm ally cannot keep up w ith  the advancing fron t. This leads to the dynamic contact 
angle 0^, being greater than the equilibrium  value^^^^, and fo r liquids w ith  viscosities 
w ith  the range 10'^ to 1 Ns'^m'^, the dynamic angle 0 j is best described by
t a n 0 ^  = w  ( — ) ( 2 . 7 )
Y  j v
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where ri is the viscosity, is the spreading velocity, and m  is constant . This means 
tha t the viscosity o f adhesives is also an im portant factor a ffecting w etting.
The topography o f the substrate surface may also influence the kinetics o f wetting.
Bascom et al^ '^^  ^ have reported that random surface scratches increased the spreading 
rate o f some liquids by as much as fifty  per cent and tha t open capillaries filled  w ell 
ahead o f the diffusional advance o f the prim ary film . A  liq u id  may spread along pores, 
scratches and other irregularities by capillary action (when 6 <  90°), even though it  
may be non-w etting on a planar surface.
De Bruyne^^^^ has modelled various types o f substrate surface topography and obtained 
quantitative expressions fo r the relationship between the extent o f w etting and driving 
pressure. Figure 2.2 shows the capillary penetration to be expected, under
9 0
E  SO
•n  3 0
20
100 (il
20 3 0  4 0  SO 6 0
CoAtact-angte (degrees)
7 0 8 0 9 0
Figure 2.2 Comparison o f the penetration o f a liqu id  in to  a cylindrical and Thk bottle ’ 
pits [15 ].
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atmospheric pressure and against the back pressure o f trapped air, as a function o f the 
contact angle made on the solid by the penetrating liqu id . Then the distance x 
penetrated in to  a pore o f length 1 and radius r  is given by
X = I - ( 1 ---------------------- „ ---- ) ( 2 . 8 )
where is atmospheric pressure and y,y and 6 respectively the surface free energy and 
contact angle o f the adhesive. Packham’s results^^^^ o f a hot-m elt coating at 200°C o f 
copper w ith  polyethylene also showed that the smaller the pore the greater the 
proportion o f its length fille d  at equilibrium .
Figure 2.3^^^  ^ shows an example o f such theoretical calculation fo r an epoxy resin 
system based on Equation 2.8. I t  can be seen that the smaller the pore radius, the 
greater the proportion o f pore penetration, and when 6 > 90°, there is no penetration.
The kinetics o f pore penetration have been w ell discussed by Packham'-^^^. Poiseuille’s 
law  is a starting po in t; the flo w  rate dx /d r o f a Newtonian liq u id  o f viscosity t| in  a 
tube o f radius r  under the influence o f a pressure p is given by
d X  _
d t  Qx\ ( 2 .9 )
When the driving pressure is taken to be the capillary pressure (2 yiv cos0/r), equation 
(2.9) may be integrated, assuming 0 and r| are constant to give the Washburn equation
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= (2 . 10) 2ti
This shows that the penetration Xj is proportional to the square root o f time. The 
contact angle o f polymer melts on high surface energy substrates (such as metal and 
oxides) is found to change w ith  tim e too^^^'^ ^h Newman^^®  ^and Cherry and Holmes*-^ ^  ^
have reported that the tim e temperature dependence may be expressed by
Cos6  ^ =  (cosS j [1 - a exp(-ct)] (2.11)
where a and c are constants, 6« is contact angle at an in fin ite  time.
Another po in t is increase o f viscosity w ith  time. De Bruyne^^^^  ^ found that the time- 
dependence fo r a phenolic-polyvinyl form al adhesive and fo r cold-setting epoxies could 
be expressed as
n =  ho exp(bt) (2.12)
where b is a constant. Thus a m odified Poiseuille’s equation (2.13) may be used to 
describe the penetration o f such a liq u id  in to  a closed pore o f length 1:
where p j is the driving pressure and the second term  in  the brackets represents the back
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pressure o f trapped air. The back pressure can be neglected when the driving pressure 
is appreciable. W ith  this sim plification, in tegration o f (2.13) gives the lim iting  distance 
o f penetration as
(2 . 14)
The driv ing pressure p j in  Equation (2.13 and 2.14) is the capillary driving pressure 
plus any external pressure.
2.3 Mechanism o f Adhesion
The attainm ent o f intim ate interfacia l contact is not alone a sufficient condition to give 
a strong adhesive jo in t. Some kinds o f in trinsic adhesion forces need to be established 
at the interface. Four main mechanisms o f adhesion have proposed. They are:
(a) mechanical keying
(b) electrostatic theory
(c) diffusion theory
(d) adsorption theory
A concept o f weak boundary layers has also been proposed to explain the causes o f 
weak adhesive joints.
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2.3.1 Mechanical keying
This theory is the oldest one. According to this theory, the adhesive fu lly  fills  or partly 
fills  in  the pores or irregularities o f the substrates, after curing, produces mechanical 
keying w hich is considered the m ajor source o f in trinsic adhesion.
One example where mechanical keying is o f prime importance is the use o f mercury 
amalgam fo r fillin g  tooth  cavities. Dentists d rill out the too th  m aterial to  give a 
re la tive ly large "ink bottle" p it, ideally w ith  an undercut angle o f There is no 
chemical interaction between the metal fillin g  and the dentine o f the tooth.
In  the cases o f porous substrates such as paper, cloth, wood, and porous metal oxides, 
w ith  suitable conditions, mechanical keying is considered to be an im portant 
contribution to adhesion strength.
B orro ff and Wake*^ ^^  ^showed that, in  bonding rubber to textiles, using various adhesives 
and cotton, the adhesion strength was largely unaffected by surface treatments o f 
cotton, it  depended on the number o f fibres which are embedded in  the rubber. This 
could perhaps be rationalised by saying that surface treatments w ill produce only a 
m arginal increase in  adhesion whereas an increase in  fibres by a certain fraction w ill 
lead to  a commensurate increase in  surface area hence the level o f adhesion.
In  the case o f metal p lating o f the polymer acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS), the 
improvement brought about by the use o f etchants based on chromic acid is dramatic. 
Atkinson et al*^ "^^  ^have published some results to support the theory o f mechanical keying. 
The pretreatm ent o f ABS based on chromic acid w hich dissolves rubber particles near
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the polym er surface, produces a porous structure. Metal can be deposited from  solution 
in to  the pores providing mechanical keying effect,
Packham and co-workers*-^^’^^ ’^^  ^ have provided much evidence showing mechanical 
keying effect about adhesion o f polymers to metal surfaces. The structure o f the anodic 
alum inium  surface is porous, and has been described in  deta il by Venables et al^ ^^ ,^ this 
is shown in  Figure 2.4. When polyethylene is applied to metals as a hot-m elt coating, 
good adhesion usually depends on conditions which enable the polym er to oxidize, thus 
i f  the polym er contains antioxidant or the m elt coating is done in  an ine rt atmosphere, 
adhesion usually is low'-^®’^ ^^ . But the adhesion to porous anodic film son alum inium  can 
be good, even in  the absence o f oxidising c o n d i t i o n s t h e  penetration o f the polymer 
in to  the pores in  the anodic film  providing the anchoring effect is the m ain cause.
10 nm
-AGO nm100 nm
-  AO nm
oxide
alum inium
Figure 2,4 Structure o f anodic oxide film  formed on a lum in ium  in  10% phosphoric 
acid at lO v fo r 20 min, (after [27 ]),
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Nitshké^^^^ researched the m etal/polym er interface in  alum inium  adhesive jo in ts and 
reported that the porous oxide layers produced by phosphoric acid anodising(PAA), 
chromic acid anodising(CAA) and chromic sulphuric acid p ickling (GSA< FPL-etch) are 
completely fille d  by the adhesive prim er, w hich cures into  a fibrous structure.
The examples above have demonstrated tha t mechanical keying effects are o f prime 
importance on adhesion. But one th ing should be borne in  m ind that the intim ate 
contact o f adhesive to the substrates is the prerequisite condition. A polymer liqu id  w ill 
generally achieve good contact w ith  a smooth, uncontaminated metal surface. 
Thermodynamically, penetration o f a polymer into  pores on a rough surface depends 
on the contact angle o f the liq u id  adhesive to the substrate.
According to capillary theory, fo r a cylindrica l pore, the relationship between the 
distance o f a liqu id  penetration in to  the pore X and the contact angle 0 is described by 
the fo llow ing equation.
X = _ A _  . YjyCosG ( 2 . 1 5 )g p r
where p is density o f the liqu id , r  is the radius o f the pore and g is gravity. I t  can be 
seen that when the contact angle 0 is less than 90®, x is positive. This indicates that the 
adhesive can penetrate into  the pores spontaneously. When the contact angle is greater 
than 90®, x is negative, and it  indicates tha t the adhesive cannot penetrate in to  the 
pores spontaneously.
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Wenzeh^^^ has shown that the effect o f surface roughness is to change the apparent 
contact angle 0’, observed fo r the rough solid, compared to the same angle 0, observed 
fo r the smooth surface. They have a relationship as shown below.
COS0’ = rcos0 (2.16)
where r  is the roughness factor or the ra tio  o f the actual area to the projection area o f 
the solid. On a smooth surface i f  6 is less than 90°, roughening the surface w ill result 
in  0’ being even smaller; thus increasing the apparent surface free energy o f the solid 
surface and consequently also extent o f w etting. However, i f  0 is greater than 90° on 
a smooth surface, roughening the surface w ill increase the contact angle 0’ s till further 
and decrease the degree o f w etting.
In  practical situations, an external force is usually employed, e.g. spatula or hot press, 
and adhesive is forced to f i l l  the pores and irregularities o f the substrate. A fter the 
adhesive has cured, it  can achieve a mechanical keying effect. In  some cases there are 
pores and irregularities w hich are not fille d  w ith  adhesives but a ir trapped instead 
where the contact angle 0 may be greater than 90°, and the adhesion may be poor. 
Therefore it  is not always true tha t more porous surfaces can get higher levels o f 
adhesion. Another po in t is that the effect o f roughness is the increase o f real surface 
area, thus a roughened surface provides more potential sites fo r bonding to occur than 
a smooth one. Thus the adhesion strength may be increased.
2.3.2 Electrostatic Theory
The electrostatic theory o f adhesion proposed by Derjaguin and his co-workers
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in itia lly  arose from  the phenomena involved in  peel testing. F irst the w ork o f peeling 
an adhesive film  was o f the order 0.1 to 10 N/cm , which is much greater than the w ork 
required to overcome the molecular forces o f the order 10'^  to 10'^ N /cm . Another 
w e ll known phenomenon is that the w ork involved in  separating a film  from  a surface 
depends on the rate o f separation, whereas the w ork expended on overcoming the 
m olecular forces should not depend on the rate at w hich the molecules separate.
Derjaguin and his co-workers proposed that adhesion was due to electrostatic forces 
arising from  the transfer o f electrons from  one m aterial o f adhesive jo in t to  another in  
the case o f the jo in ts w ith  two different substances. In  the interface, an electrical double 
layer is formed Uke a capacitor.
They carried out an experiment, in  argon atmosphere when a po ly vinylchloride (PVC) 
film  was peeled from  glass, the w ork o f separating and the condenser discharge energy 
were measured as Table 2.1.
The results show that the w ork o f adhesion has a good agreement w ith  the condenser 
discharge energy.
Weaver^ "^*^  ^ found that the adhesion between copper and poly m ethyl methacrylate fe ll 
after exposure to a glow  discharge in  a vacuum chamber fo r a few  minutes. This 
evidence is considered by some to be supportive o f the electrostatic theory.
Since the electrostatic theory was proposed it  has received strong criticism  and it  has 
not been readily accepted. Schonhom^^^^ pointed out that most o f the w ork o f peeling 
an adhesive film  is due to deformation o f the materials and the rate dependence is a
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Table 2.1 Comparison of the experimental peel energies and the theoretical 
condenser discharge energy, A ,^ for various interfaces.
Gas pressure 
(mm Hg)
measured peel 
energy (mJ/m^)
charge density
(electrostatic
units/cm^)
condenser 
discharge energy, 
Ac(cgs units)
Plasticized poly (vinyl chloridc)/glass in argon
760 15 X 10'* 2,9 X 10^ 1.8 X 10"^
175 35x10'* 3.0 X 10^ 3.1 X 10^
100 4.0 X 10'* 2.8 X 10^ 4.1 X 10^
50 5.0x10'* 28 X 10^ 5.1 X 10"^
Natural rubber/glass in  air j
760 7.9 X 10'* 8-5 X 10^ 6.1 X 10"^
100 135x10'* 6.3 X 10^ 13.6 X 10^
10 175 X 10'* 5.6 X 10^ 21.0 X 10"^
Natural rubber/steel in air
760 105 X 10^ 22 X 10^
..-
9.5 X 10^
200 15.8 X 10^ 1.7 X 10^ 16.9 X 10^
100 17.7 X 10^ 1.8 X 10^ 22.2 X 10^
consequence o f the involvement o f the theological properties o f the adhesive film . The 
w e ll know n phenomenon o f cracking noises and lig h t is observed only from  the 
separating process. Kinloch^^^^ also stated that any e lectrical phenomena observed 
during the jo in t fracture process probably arise from  the fa ilu re  event rather than cause 
the adhesion between the materials.
R o b e r ts c o n c lu d e d  that electrostatic forces contribute less than 10% and mostly only
0.1-1% to  the adhesion o f smooth rubber surfaces to a va rie ty  o f substances. Wake’s 
view*^ ^  ^ is tha t i f  the electrostatic forces contributed to adhesion, i t  could only be adding 
to the ubiquitous Van der Waals’ forces and not solely responsible for the observed
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adhesion strength.
It would therefore seem that although there is a lim ited data set to support this theory 
that it  is not w ide ly applicable to most cases.
2.3.3 D iffusion Theory
Voyuski proposed the d iffusion theory o f adhesion w hich states that the in trinsic 
adhesion o f polymers to themselves (autohésion), and to each other, is due to mutual 
diffusion o f polymer molecules across the interface. When the polymers are different, 
this requires that the macromolecules or chain segments o f the polymers (adhesive and 
substrate) possess sufficient m ob ility  and are m utually soluble. The adhesive jo in t 
strengths can be described as a function o f contact time, temperature, polymer types, 
molecular weight and viscosity etc.
The m utually so lub ility  may be described by so lub ility parameter 6, w hich has been 
defined as the square root o f the cohesive energy density and describes the attractive 
strength between molecules o f the material^^^^.
AÔ, = (2 .17 )
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where AE/ is energy o f vaporization o f species i, Vj is m olar volume o f species i. 
According to equation
V
and
aG^ = aH^ - TaS^ (2.19)
where aH„, is the enthalpy change on m ixing, V is volume o f m ixture, is volume 
fraction  o f i  in  the m ixture, AG^ is the Gibbs free energy change on m ixing, aS is the 
entropy change on m ixing, T is the absolute temperature. A  negative aG^ predicts that 
the process w ill occur spontaneously. Since the entropy term  is always positive in  
polym er m ixing, in  order fo r aG^ in  Equation 2.19 to be less than zero, the heat o f 
m ixing must be smaller than the entropie term . From Equation 2.18, it  is known that 
aG w ill always be less than zero i f  ô j =  ôg- general (ô j - ôg)^ must be small fo r the 
polymers to be interdiffusion.
Vasenin’-'^ ®^ did much w ork to demonstrate the diffusion theory o f adhesion. He used 
Fields firs t and second laws and deduced an equation
P  = ( 2 . 2 0 )
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in  terms o f molecular characteristics o f the polymers involved, N is Avogadro’s number, 
p is the density, and M is the molecular w eight o f the polym er, is a constant which 
characterizes the m obility o f the macromolecules, and t^ is the contact time. He has 
used th is equation successfully to predict the autohésion o f polyisobutylene as showed 
in  Figure 2.5.
0,88 X 10
1.2 X 10^
2 ,42  X 10^
10 20  30 
Contact tim e, t^ (ks)
Figure 2.5 Relationship between the measured peel energy and contact tim e for the 
autohésion o f polyisobutylenes o f various m olecular weights. The points 
are experim entally determined and curves are theoretica lly determined 
[4 0 ],
Campion*-"^^  ^ added the factors o f molecular shapes and structures to Vasenin’s model. 
He developed a simple ranking model w hich ranked the degree o f autohésion o f various
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elastomers from a consideration of their microstructures.
Plastics w elding o f solution or plastics m elting are w ell known examples o f diffusion 
effect. When the polymers possess sim ilar so lub ility p a r a m e t e r s t h e  polym er chains 
in  the surface layers are given sufficient m ob ility  to interdiffuse e ither by the application 
o f heat to the regions to be bonded or by applying a suitable solvent.
When there is diffusion effect, the interface becomes an interphase as described by 
W a t t s i n  a set o f schematic diagrams as shown in  Figure 2.6.
interface interphase
t :<DCL
2CL
> v
X
(a) (b)
Figure 2,6 The schematic diagrams o f the structure and property o f interface and 
interphase. The property can be modulus (o r stiffness), strength, etc.
The criticism  o f this theory is largely tha t in  the case o f adhesion o f polymer to metal 
or glass, d iffusion is un like ly to occur. Anand'-'^ ^  ^ believes tha t the contribution o f the 
d iffusion to the in trinsic adhesion is m inim al compared to tha t from  the form ation o f
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in terfacia l secondary bonds.
The authors view  is tha t diffusion does happen in  many cases especially in  autohésion 
and plastics welding, but d iffusion is only a process, it  is not a force o f adhesion. The 
diffusing polym er segments w hich establish entanglement netw ork structure, then 
mechanical effect and the possib ility o f adsorption forces may play fu rther roles in  the 
adhesion strength.
2.3.4 Adsorption Theory
The adsorption theory o f adhesion is the most w idely applicable theory. According to 
this theory the adhesion o f tw o surfaces depends on the interatom ic and interm olecular 
forces. There are three types o f attractive forces between atoms or molecules w hich may 
operate at interfaces.
(a) Primary bonding forces such as chemical bonds
(b) Secondary bonding forces such as van der Waals forces
(c) Donor-acceptor bonding forces including acid-base interaction and 
hydrogen bonds w hich are a subset o f acid-base forces.
Primary bonding forces w ill contribute to the adhesion strength, especially to the 
durab ility  o f an adhesive jo in t by retarding or preventing destruction o f the interfacia l 
region, e.g. by moisture. Various types o f prim ary bonds have been reported to be 
formed across an interface. Klein et al^ '^ ^ found infrared evidence o f covalent prim ary 
bonds between a polyurethane adhesive and epoxy based primers, and such interfacial 
interactions gave the highest jo in t strengths. The schematic o f Figure 2.6 is also
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applicable in  this case as an interphase region is also formed. However the physical 
magnitude o f such a region is much smaller, o f the order o f a nanometre.
Gettings and Kinloch'-'^ ^^ have provided strong evidence fo r chemical bonding between 
a silane prim er and steel. Using secondary ion mass spectroscopy they detected the 
presence o f FeOSi^, indicating the form ation o f Fe-O-Si bonds across the interface. They 
concluded that these prim ary interfacia l bonds increase in  the environmental resistance 
o f adhesive jo in t.
Practically, fo r the adhesion o f polymer and metal, the metal surface is often treated 
w ith  a coupling agent such as a siloxane to improve the adhesion properties.
Huntsberger’-'^ ’^'^ ^^  and o t h e r s h a v e  calculated the attractive forces between tw o planar 
bu lk phases due solely to dispersion forces from  a Imowledge o f the surface free 
energies. They showed, fo r example, tha t even at a separation o f one nanometre the 
attractive force would result in  a jo in t strength in  tension o f approximately lOOMPa. 
This is considerably higher than the experimental strength o f most adhesive jo ints. It 
is considered that this discrepancy between theoretical and experimental jo in t strengths 
is due to a ir-filled  voids, defects or geometric features acting as stress raisers when the 
jo in t is loaded.
Dispersion forces are operative at very small distances according to equation (2.21).
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(2 . 2 1 )
where is dispersion energy between molecule 1 and 2, and are the 
polarizabilities o f molecule 1 and 2 , and r is the interm olecular distance. Thus the 
interm olecular attraction at 10 nm is already negligible. Hence in  order that interfaces 
adhere, the atoms or molecules in  the tw o surfaces must be brought close enough 
together fo r these forces to become operative. Figure 2 .7  and Table 2.2^ "^ ^^  show the 
relationships o f several kinds o f bond energies and lengths. I t  can be seen that these 
forces are operative at very small distances.
The thermodynamic w ork o f adhesion, dealing w ith  the in trins ic  adhesion, can be 
calculated from  the components o f surface free energies o f both phases involved in  the 
adhesion couples. In the absence o f chemisorption and inter-d iffusion the reversible 
w ork  o f adhesion, Wy^ , in  inert medium m y be expressed by
W a =  Ya +  Ys " Yas (2 .2 2 )
where a, s represent adhesive and substrate respectively. According to Fowkes and 
Schultz a p p r o a c h e s t h a t  the surface free energy may be generally expressed by two 
terms, namely a dispersion and a polar component, such tha t
Ya =  Ya^ +  Ya^ (2 .2 3 )
where is the dispersion force component and Ya^  is the polar force component. The
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Figure 2.7 Bond energies and lenghts compared
Table 2.2 Properties o f valence bonds o f various types
Bond type Equilibrium lengths (A°) Energies (kJmol"^ )
Primary
Ionic 2-4 600-1200
Covalent 0.8-3 60-800
Metallic 2-6 100-350
Secondary
Debye
Keesom 2-4 'v20
London 4-6 ^40
Hydrogen --3 "^ 60
w ork o f adhesion, W^, is sim plified to:
w. =  2(Ya“ Y  +  2 ( V a ' '  Ys'’) ’ (2.24)
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The methods o f measuring adhesion strength nowadays are norm ally mechanical 
separating. It must be borne in  m ind that these testing methods such as lag shear and 
peeling tests are excellent measures o f the performance o f a jo in t in  its practical 
applications, but they are not w e ll suited to theoretical analysis. Andrews and Kinoch*^^ ^  ^
and Gent and Kinloch*-^^^ correlated the measured strengths o f adhesive jo in ts  w ith  the 
thermodynamic w ork o f adhesion to separate out the contributions from  the 
in trinsic adhesion forces from  viscoelastic and plastic energy losses in  the adhesive and 
substrates. They gave the equation:
G, =  +  ilr (2.25)
where G  ^is the measured adhesion energy, G  ^is intrinsic adhesive fracture energy, 
is the energy dissipated viscoelastically and plastically and can be described as :
i|r -  G„ f(a , T, e) (2.26)
where f  is a function, the value o f which depends upon the crack grow th rate a, the 
temperature T and the strain level e. G^ can be expressed as:
Gq =  iGg (interfacia l) +  b'Gq(adhesive) + sGQ(substrate) (2.27)
where i  +  b’ + s =  1. When the jo in ts  which exhibit a solely interfacia l locus o f failure 
and in  w hich only secondary bonding is established across the interface then i =  1, 
Go(interfacial) =  W^, and therefore, the measured value o f G^ should be equal to  the 
thermodynamic w ork o f adhesion, W,^ . They measured the values o f G^ fo r various jo in ts 
from  the mechanical property studies and found that interfacia l fa ilure had occurred,
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and compared the values o f to corresponding values o f calculated from  equation
(2.24), and found that a good agreement.
- Acid-base interactions
Donor-acceptor bondings were considered by Fowkes and c o - w o r k e r s a n d  may 
represent a m ajor type o f in trinsic adhesion force. This classification includes hydrogen 
bonds which are considered to be a subset o f acid-base interactions.
Hydrogen bonding is believed to be im portant in  bonding o f tyre c o r d s t o  rubber. 
Another example where hydrogen bonding has been shown to play an im portant role 
is the autohésion o f polymers w hich have been subjected to surface oxidation by 
immersion in  certain a c i d s o r  exposure to  an electrical discharge*-^®'^ ^ .^
Besides hydrogen bonding, acid-base interactions is a very broad definition. The acid, 
in  the Lewis sense, is an electron acceptor. In  other words species that are short o f an 
electronic octet by one or more electron pairs are called Lewis acids. The base, in  the 
Lewis sense, is an electron donor. In  the Bronsted sense, the acid is a proton donor, and 
the base is a proton acceptor. The Lewis defin ition o f acid ity is much broader than 
Bronsted definition. Many transition-m etal compounds such as TiCl^, ZnClg, FeClg and 
SnCl^ are excellent Lewis acids. They have a vacant valence orb ita l that can accept an 
electron pair. Most oxygen and nitrogen-containing organic compounds are good Lewis 
bases because they have lone pairs o f available electrons.
Materials may have one o f the three types o f acid-base capability
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(a). Acids include partia lly  halogenated molecules, including polymers such as 
po ly (v iny l chloride), chlorinated polyethylenes or polypropylenes, poly(vinylidene 
fluoride) and ethylene-acrylic acid co-polymers and other surfaces such as silica, Fe^O .^
(b). Bases include esters, ketones, ethers or aromatics, and polymers such as 
poly (m ethyl methacrylate), polystyrene, ethylene-vinyl acetate co-polymers, 
polycarbonate, polyimides and other surfaces such as calcium carbonate, amorphous 
AI2O3, hydrous Fe^Og and amorphous hydroxides o f iron  oxide.
(c). There are some materials (amphoteric) which act as both acids and bases. 
For example, molecules such as amides, amines and alcohols and polymers such as 
polyamides, and poly vinyl-alcohol, and other surfaces such as a-AlgOg, AlOOH 
(boehmite) and A1(0 H ) 3  (bayerite).
Bolger [63] did much w ork to describe the acid-base interactions in  the Bronsted sense. 
The electrostatic interactions between metals, metal oxides and hydroxides and organic 
acids or bases can be expressed as follow s:
MOH 4- HXR = MOHg^ +  XR‘ (2.28)
MOH -f YR =  MO" 4- HYR+ (2.29)
where MOH is a metal hydroxide (under real conditions the surfaces o f metals and 
m etal oxides are present in  this form ), HXR is an organic acid and XR is an organic 
base. The equilibrium  constants o f the interactions (2.28) and (2.29) are given by 
equations:
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Assuming that the number o f positive and negative charge carriers is equal at the 
isoelectric po in t (lEPS) o f metal oxides or hydroxides, then Bolger defines a delta 
parameter (A ) to determine the extent o f acid-base interaction.
AA = lEPS - (2.32)
AB =  PK^(b)°'^ -lEPS (2.33)
where A A  is fo r organic acids and AB fo r organic bases, pK^ is the acidity constant o f 
an organic compound. Strong acid-base interactions occur when the values o f AA or AB 
are positive. I f  very strong the chemical reaction may go to com pletion i.e. not adhesion 
but complete consumption o f one phase.
Fowkes et al^ "^^  ^ extended the acid-base interaction to acids and bases in  the sense o f the 
Lewis theory. They employed the expression developed by Drago et al^ "^^ ,^ who proposed 
tha t the acid ity or basicity is characterized by constants determ ining the changes in  
exotherm ic enthalpy o f acid-base interaction which occur in  acid-base interactions:
-aH ^  = C® +  E^ E® (2.34)
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This is the w e ll known Drago’s four parameters equation, where is the enthalpy 
change o f the acid-base interaction, and are the tw o constants w hich are needed 
to  characterize the acid and G® and E® characterize the base. C is related to the 
tendency o f covalency and E is related to the tendency o f electrostatic bonding. Fowkes 
and Mostafa*-^^^ have demonstrated the application o f equation (2.34) in  the area o f 
polym er adsorption.
W atts and c o - w o r k e r s h a v e  used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to determine 
the acid-base properties o f inorganic surfaces according to Bolgeris definitions and 
polym er surfaces using a variety o f treatments. They showed tha t the orientation, from  
XPS angle resolved depth p ro filing  analysis, o f the C = 0  group o f poly(m ethyl 
m ethacrylate) towards an oxide substrate is a function o f acid ity o f the substrate.
Valla t and c o - w o r k e r s u s e d  the method o f ultrasonic v ib ra tion  to character the Lewis 
acid-base interaction at alum inium  and poly(ethylene terephthalate) interface. They 
found tha t there is no correlation between the efficiency o f the liqu id  w hich is the 
environm ental medium to break the interface and its po la rity  but there is a relationship 
w ith  its acid-base.
Berger'-^^^ developed a method to measure the surface acid ity o f solids using the contact 
angles and applied it  to  lap shear adhesion and found that the acid ity o f the substrate 
surfaces affects the lap shear jo in t strength.
Koning and Ward^^®  ^ investigated acid-base interactions in  polym eric adhesives using 
Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC) and Fourier Transform  Infrared Spectroscopy 
(FTIR). From the data obtained by IGC and FTIR, enthalpies o f form ation o f acid-base
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interactions were calculated, then a predictive model was established using Drago et al’s 
or Gutmann’s theoretical analysis. I t  is considered that acid-base interactions can 
strengthen an adhesive substrate interphase so that the locus o f fa ilure is forced to stay 
in  the bu lk adhesive. Chehimi et al'^ ^^  ^have reviewed the use o f IGC together w ith  FT- 
IRS and XPS fo r the determ ining o f acid-base properties.
Finlayson et al^ ^^  ^ demonstrated tha t the influence o f surface acid ity and basicity on 
adhesion o f poly(ethylene-co-acrylic acid) to aluminium. They believed that the polymer 
to alum inium  adhesion is dominated by Lewis acid-base type interactions. Many o f the 
problems related to  the amount o f data needed to define acid-base contribution to 
adhesion.
Although much w ork has been done to investigate acid-base interactions in  the fie ld  o f 
adhesion, there is little  attem pt to establish a correlation to quantify the contribution 
o f acid-base interactions to in trinsic adhesion. Very recently, however, Kaczinsld and 
Dwight^^^^ have published the ir w ork o f demonstrating a quantitative correlation 
between acid-base thermodynamics and adhesion strength and showing the 
enhancement o f polymer film  adhesion through acid-base interactions.
2.3.5 Weak Boundary Layers
Bikerman’-^ '^  ^proposed the concept o f a weak boundary layer. According to this theory, 
in  many cases there is a in terfacia l layer w ith  low  cohesive strength which causes low  
mechanical adhesion strength. The form ation o f this weak boundary layer is due to a ir 
voids, defects, dust, grease and other contaminates and even metal oxides o f re lative ly 
low  strength, and segregation o f low  molecular weight material such as additives from
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substrates or adhesives. He showed^^^^ tha t polyethylene which adhered poorly to glass 
or steel substrates could be very greatly improved by the simple process o f 
reprecipitation from  solution in  a suitable solvent which retained in  solution m aterial 
o f low  molecular weight.
Schonhom*^^^  ^ found that although the w ettab ility  o f both chlorotrifluoethylene 
homopolymer and polyethylene are sim ilar, strong adhesion jo in ts  can be obtained fo r 
form er not later. This is because polyethylene and probably many other m elt crystallised 
polymers have associated w ith  them a weak boundary layer. Then he used a surface 
treatm ent technique called ^CASING’ (Crosslinking by Activated Species o f Inert Gases) 
to treat polyethylene. A ten fo ld  or greater increase in  lap shear jo in t strength was 
produced but no change in  w e tta b ility  o f the polymer was observed. Formation o f 
trans-ethylenic unsaturation structure was found by attenuated to ta l reflectance (A.TR) 
infrared spectroscopy.
Conventional techniques fo r treating polyethylene surfaces such as oxidation by corona 
discharge or flame treatm ent are considered to have the effect o f creating wettable polar 
surfaces. Schonhom pointed out the prim ary function o f these surface oxidation 
techniques is to remove the weak boundary layer.
2.3.6 Summary
A fter the intim ate interfacia l contact has been achieved, the adhesion o f an adhesive 
jo in t largely depends on its in trins ic  adhesion forces. The adhesion theories above,
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dealing w ith  the intrinsic adhesion forces, can be regarded as complementary rather 
than conflicting, w ith  no single approach providing a universal panacea fo r predicting 
and evaluating the level o f adhesion or interm olecular forces.
Summarily, the intrinsic w ork o f adhesion m ight be described as:
W = + W,b +  W , (2.35)
where W j„, W^, and are the w ork o f mechanical component. Van der Waals 
forces component, acid-base interactions component and chemical bonding component 
respectively. In  some cases it  may be considered that i f  one component is high another 
may be necessarily negligible, i f  is large w ill be vanishingly small.
Having reviewed the various theories and forces w hich may contribute to the adhesion 
phenomena, it  is now necessary to iden tify  experimental techniques that may be o f use 
in  adhesion studies. In  the next chapter those techniques w hich provide an image o f the 
in tact, or failed, adhesive couple, (i.e. the electron microscopes), and those which 
provide a chemical analysis over an analysis depth commensurate w ith  the distance over 
w hich the forces o f adhesion operate, (i.e. surface analysis methods), are described.
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Chapter 3. Practical Aspects o f Adhesion Enhancement and Materials Analysis:
The Surface Treatment o f Polyester Film  and A lum inium  and the Principles 
o f Analytical Techniques Related to Adhesion Problems.
3.1 Surface treatments o f polyester film  and alum inium
A lthough surface treatments o f polyester film  and alum inium  are not carried out as part 
o f the w ork described in  this thesis, a b rie f discussion o f such processes, however, is of 
im portance to gain an appreciation o f commercial practice re la ting  to the adhesion 
problems o f alum inium/PET film  lam ination systems.
3.1.1 Surface treatment o f polyester film
Polyester (in  the case o f METPOLAM, poly ethylene terephthalate-PET) film  has a 
h igher strength than polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) film s. It has a high 
resistance to tearing and has good durability. It is also resistant to abrasion. Its high 
strength allows i t  to be used in  thickness down to 6 pm. It is w ide ly used in  packaging 
industry. A lthough PET is a polar m aterial w ith  re la tive ly h igh surface energy, to 
achieve good adhesion it  is often necessary to use surface treatments. Generally there 
are several kinds o f methods o f surface treatment, such as electrical discharge 
treatm ent, plasma treatment and coating w ith  low  m elting po in t polymers such as PE 
and PP or EVA copolymers.
(1) Electrical discharge treatment
Electrical discharge treatment^^^^ has been used fo r pretreatm ent o f polyolefin film s fo r
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many years. The process fo r treating the film  is quite simple. The film  is passed over an 
earthed m etal electrode w hich is covered w ith  an insulating m aterial, separated from  
the film  surface by about 1-2 mm. The metal electrode is usually made firom alum inium . 
A high voltage (typ ica lly  about 20 kv) is provided to the electrode. The a ir gap is then 
electrically broken down and the a ir is ionised into plasma. This produces the 
phenomenon o f a corona discharge. During electrical treatm ent in  a ir, chemical 
reactions take place, and some oxygen functional groups such as -COH, -GOOH, -COR 
and -COGR are introduced in to  the surface^^^ '^^ '^^ ^L These oxygen functional groups are 
c o n s i d e r e d t o  be responsible fo r enhanced adhesion o f po lyo le fin  surfaces.
The electrical discharge treatm ent o f PET film  has also been studied*-^^^. The resulting 
surface m odifications were analysed by XPS, contact angle and surface energy 
measurements. I t  was reported^^^^ that such a discharge treatm ent introduces phenolic 
-C^H^OH and carboxylic acid -GOGH groups into the surface resulting in  increased 
w etting  and much enhanced autoadhesion. But much chain scission also occurs and the 
low  m olecular w eight m aterial migrates in to  the film  on ageing. The electrical discharge 
treatm ent o f PET film  is less successful than that o f polyolefins. It is not the ideal 
surface treatm ent fo r PET in  packaging industry.
(2) Plasma treatm ent
Plasma treatment^^®^ is also referred to  as a %low discharge treatm ent’ . The plasma is 
formed in  a gas at low  pressure (typ ica lly 0.1-10 to rr) at e ither radio or microwave 
frequency. Systems have been developed both w ith  and w ith o u t electrodes. Plasma 
treatm ent is the term  used to indicate the use of a simple gas (e.g. He, Ar, Gg, Ng) 
w hich leads to surface etching and chemical m odification, i.e. the in troduction o f new
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functionalities. ‘Plasma polym erization’ refers to the use o f a monomer in  the gas w hich 
can polymerise as a th in  film  on the substrate. Yvan and c o - w o r k e r s u s e d
plasma polym erization o f acrylic acid and methyacrylic acid on PET to improve the 
adhesion o f the PET/alum inium  interface. It was reported that this adhesion measured 
by the peel test method is 5-10 times higher than in  the case o f untreated PET. 
Comparisons o f the XPS results obtained from  the treated PET, the untreated PET and 
the reference spectra o f poly(acrylic acid) suggested tha t the observed adhesion 
improvement can be explained in  terms o f the form ation o f new functionalities at the 
PET surface. Because o f the unique polym erization mechanisms plasma polymers can 
be u tilized to  provide surfaces o f u ltra th in  prim er coatings w hich adhere w e ll to metals 
and ceramics and convert hydroph illic nature to more hydrophobic surface and improve 
the overall w ater resistance o f adhesion o f coatings.
O rig inally plasma treatm ent was lim ited to  batch treatments to promote adhesion in  
high value products. However, the introduction o f a ro lling  seal in -line  film  treatm ent‘s®®^ 
should perm it the use o f plasma treatm ent in  the packaging industry.
(3) Treatments by coating o r lam inating low  m elting point polymers
The m elting po in t o f PET is about 260°C. The m elt viscosity is very low  even at a 
temperature o f 285-290°C. Another po int is that the oxygen rich  structure o f PET w hich 
contributes to the strength by providing sites fo r hydrogen bonds also affords pathways 
fo r the easy transit o f water-vapour molecules. These are the shortcomings o f PET as 
packaging materials.
For packaging uses, PET is usually coated or laminated w ith  PE or EVA copolymers to
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improve the heat scalability and barrier properties. As a result o f development w ork 
carried out m ainly in  Australia and the USA, a laminate o f EVA/metallised (Al) 
PET/LDPE is used fo r packaging o f w ine o r fru it juice. A co-extruded polyester film , 
‘Melinex’850 (ICI pic) now is commercially available, which has markedly enhanced 
metal adhesion to its amorphous copolymer surface’^ ®^ .^ There are other methods o f 
treatments such as flame treatment^ ®^^ and heat treatm ent‘s®®^. Flame treatment is used 
m ainly fo r pretreating articles o f thicker section, particu larly blow  moulded bottles. 
Heat treatment can cause distortion o f the treated materials and the process is 
inconsistent, so it  is not w idely used.
3.1.2 Surface treatment o f alum inium
Although the corrosion resistance o f alum inium  and its alloys is re latively high due to 
the very th in  but tenacious oxide film  which covers the surface as soon as a freshly-cut 
piece o f the metal is exposed to atmosphere, surface treatm ent is im portant in  
applications fo r decorative or protective properties or fo r im proving adhesion properties. 
Several treatment techniques have been established over this century. In  packaging 
industry, surface treatment o f alum inium  either by a chemical conversion coating or by 
anodising is usually used. Before surface treatm ent surface cleaning must be carried out 
to  provide a uniform  and active surface.
(1) Cleaning o f alum inium  surface
During the manufacturing o f alum inium  coil stock, some lubricants, dust and moisture 
etc. w ill be introduced at the alum inium  surface. The removal o f these contaminants is 
essential. Depending on the situation, a varie ty o f cleaning methods is available such
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as vapour degreasing, alkaline etching etc.^ ®'^ ’®®h
In  the process o f vapour degreasing, the cleaning action occurs m ainly when the hot 
vapour condenses on the cold alum inium  when it  is firs t immersed in  the vapour, the 
condensed liqu id  takes away the contaminates. The solvent most frequently employed 
is suitably stabilised trichloroethylene. Great care must be taken during this operation 
because the vapour o f trichloroethylene is toxic at concentration o f 2,000 ppm and fatal 
at 4,000 ppm. The use o f fluorocarbon solvents fo r vapour phase cleaning has been 
increasingly reported. One o f them is trich lorotrifluoroethane. Vapour degreasing 
generally removes solid d irt particles as w e ll as oils and grease from  alum inium  surface, 
but cannot produce a chemically clean surface. Environmental considerations have led 
to the replacements o f toxic solvents w ith  "greener" ones.
A lkaline cleaning involves dissolving o ff the surface layers o f alum inium  oxides 
brought about by extended periods o f atmospheric exposure or heat treatment staining, 
by a small amount o f etching and leaving the th in  oxide coating norm ally present in  a 
un iform  condition. A lka li cleaners fo r use w ith  alum inium  and its alloys must w ork at 
com paratively low  a lka lin ity in  order to  form  a protective film  over the surface. Most 
a lka li cleaners are based on the m ixtures o f caustic soda, tri-sodium  phosphate or 
sodium carbonate.
Some acids can also be used as cleaners fo r alum inium  surface cleaning (etching). Acid 
cleaning is used fo r particular applications. Not so effective as a lkali cleaners fo r 
rem oving grease or lubricants it  finds favour in  removing oxide film s, which are often 
thickened during thermal heat treatments o f alum inium. It is particu larly effective in  
rem oving magnesium oxides, w hich may form  during closed coil annealing o f Al-Mg
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alloys, along w ith  alum inium  oxides on alum inium  alloy surfaces. Acids such as 
sulphuric , hydrofluoric acid are used as the components o f chemical cleaners.
(2) Chemical conversion coatings
The natura lly formed alum inium  oxide does not provide a surface w ith  controlled 
topography, suitable fo r prom oting adhesion w ith  applied coatings o f paint or adhesives. 
Its adhesion properties can be improved by this use o f a chemical conversion coating,
i.e. chemical oxidation. By suitable chemical conversion coating, a porous and 
adsorptive oxide layer can be formed.
Commercially suitable solutions are o f two kinds. The firs t type consists o f inhibited 
alkaline solutions w hile, in  the second type, weak solutions o f strong acids, such as 
hydrofluoric, fiuosilic ic, chromic or tartaric acids, w hich form  complex ions, are 
employed. The hydrogen-ion concentration o f the solution should not be too great or 
too small, otherwise its attack on the alum inium w ill be too rapid^ ^®®^
The solution most frequently employed is the chromate-phosphate solution. I t  was firs t 
developed more than fo rty  years ago by Spruance*^ ®^^  at the American Chemical Paint 
Company. The process was simple and economic to operate. Since then, the main 
composition o f the solution specified by Spruance has remained v irtu a lly  unchanged, 
although many m inor modifications have been made. The chromate-phosphate solution 
is a m ixture o f acids, m ainly containing chromâtes and phosphates w ith  some fluorides. 
The optim um  range o f the solution is shown below*^ ®®^ :
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compounds gramme per litre
PO /- 20-100
F  2.0-6.0
CrO, 6.0-20
D uring treatment, acid is consumed, by attack on the metal, phosphate and fluoride are 
included in  the coatings and dichromate is consumed by reduction to triva lent 
chromium. Fluoride is also lost by precipitation as alum inium  fluoride and, to a lesser 
degree, as chromic fluoride. Some chromium phosphate may also be precipitated'^ ®®^ The 
coatings produced on the alum inium  are complex and are more akin to amorphous 
oxides rather than crystalline salts.
In  order to  avoid the tox ic ity  o f chromic acid, only phosphoric acid has been used but 
w ith  in fe rio r properties'-®®^. A solution o f ferric sulphate in  sulphuric acid'^ ®^  ^ has been 
found to be an alternative method.
The chemical conversion coat can be used w ithout further treatm ent. Its function is to 
act as an undercoating and a base fo r organic coatings. It is norm ally considerably 
th inner than the oxide film  produced by anodising. The m ain attraction o f chemical 
conversion is the economy. The requirements involve p lant o f re la tive ly simple 
construction, rap id ity  w ith  which coatings can be produced on large numbers o f articles 
or alum inium  coil brings the cost o f the process down to a mere fraction o f that o f 
anodising.
(3) Acid anodising
A w ide variety o f electrolytes are capable o f giving rise to  anodic coatings on
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aluminium'^ ^®^ Those most w ide ly studied are sulphuric, chromic and phosphoric acids. 
S im ilar oxides are b u ilt up but th e ir pore size and thickness and hence the ir su itab ility  
to adhesive bonding'-^^^.
Chromic acid anodising has been used as a pretreatment process p rio r to adhesive 
bonding fo r many years in  Europe. I t  produces a th ick dense oxide. This th ick oxide 
improves the corrosion resistance. However, the popularity o f chromic acid anodising 
is waning because o f the lack o f porosity thus reducing the possibility o f mechanical 
interlocking^^^^ and the restriction on hexavelant chromium in  the discharge w ater from  
the processing plants.
Sulphuric acid anodising is used more and more w idely because the waste disposal 
problems are less than chromic. I t  gives excellent corrosion protection fo r alum inium, 
but problems have been encountered in  its use as a surface treatm ent p rio r to bonding. 
I t  was found w ith  peel testing at low  temperatures that separation o f the anodic oxide 
layer from  the base metal occurred'^ ^®k Failure has also been reported to occur in  the 
anodic layer rather than the adhesive^^"'^ '.
Phosphoric acid anodising as a pretreatment process prio r to adhesive bonding was 
developed in  the Boeing Laboratory, Seattle*-^ ® .^ The process is very simple, being carried 
out in  10% phosphoric acid at room  temperature at a potential o f lOV. It  was found to 
p r o v i d e a  more hydration resistant surface than other anodising solutions. Venables 
et have studied the surfaces o f phosphoric acid anodised alum inium  using TEM
and postulated a structure fo r the oxide w hich consists o f a porous columnar structure 
w ith  ‘whisker like ’ protrusions. A sim ilar structure has also been proposed by Thompson 
et The porous structure provides, to  a greater extent than chromic acid anodising,
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the possibility o f mechanical interlocking. It has also been evidenced^^®' that the 
phosphoric acid anodising treatm ent o f alum inium  gives rise to a good durability.
The form ation and subsequent grow th o f pores in  anodised oxide have been explained 
in  terms o f fie ld assisted dissolution mechanism^^ '^^ ®®^ According to this theory, pore 
in itia tio n  occurs after the barrier layer has grown to its voltage determined thickness. 
Once the barrier layer has been established, oxide grow th continues by two 
simultaneous process i.e. development o f the porous layer and dissolution at the outer 
surface. The key factors o f this process are:
-intensity o f current and voltage w hich control the grow th o f the oxide and 
therefore the fina l thickness.
-acidity and temperature o f the bath w hich determine the size o f the pores and 
the structure o f the oxide.
The process is summarised in  Figure 3.1.
Recently there is considerable interest in  AC anodising*^ ^®^ .^ The main commercial 
interest in  it  is fo r high speed anodising o f alum inium  coil. The properties o f the oxide 
layer surface aio sim ilar to that o f DC anodised. AC anodising has the advantage that it  
can be established as a continuous process fo r treatment o f co il stock. This is already 
a valuable innovation as fa r as the packaging industry is concerned.
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Figure 3.1 Field assisted dissolution mechanism for anodised aluminium
3.1.3 Protection o f alum inium
Corrosion is destructive attack o f a metal by chemical or electrochem ical reaction w ith  
its environm ent. Metallic corrosion in  the w orld is a big problem . It causes loss o f 
metals (5%  GNP o f western w orld ) and safety problems. C orrosion control is therefore 
very im portant. A  lo t o f e ffort has been made to develop techniques fo r protecting 
metals in  d ifferent environmental conditions. Generally the ways o f providing corrosion 
protection are: electrochemical methods such as cathodic and anodic protection, by 
a lloying, chemical methods to promote the form ation o f a passive film  at the surface, 
and isola tion o f metal from its corrosive environment by coatings including organic, 
inorganic and m etallic coatings.
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The corrosion mechanisms and corrosion control o f ferrous m etal have been w idely 
studied'^ ^® '^^ ®'^ .^ Among the polymeric coating materials a large proportion is used for 
corrosion protection o f iron and steel. A lum inium  is among the most resistant metals 
to atmospheric influences. An average loss o f 1.0 pm/year'^ ®'^  ^ is norm al, only in  heavy 
industria l or coastal areas w ill th is value increase to 3-4 pm /year, compared w ith  steel 
o r zinc this is a very low  value. It is really surprising i f  we consider its position in  the 
electrochemical potential series w ith  an electric potential o f -1.66 V. This should make 
it  a ve iy  active, non-noble, metal. The reason for its good corrosive resistance is the 
fact tha t alum inium  is covered by a very compact and resistant layer o f alum inium  oxide 
im m ediately after any mechanical form ing process, providing a passive surface film . This 
compact oxide film  o f thickness o f about 2nm protects the m etal against oxygen, 
hum id ity and most pollutants in  the atmosphere.
From the po in t o f view  o f durab ility alum inium  and its alloys are among the most 
durable metals in  most cases, because the protective action o f the everpresent oxide 
layer on the surface is adequate. Apart from  corrosion in  industria l and coastal climates, 
i t  is w e ll known tha t the fine silvery appearance w ill change in  a very short tim e to a 
grey, d irty  colour. In  later years it  turns black-brown accompanied by an increasing 
roughening o f the surface. We need, therefore, protection by inorganic or organic 
coatings. In  the case o f food packaging such as beverage containers, entrapped a ir in  
the beverage or the can’s headspace increases the corrosive action o f the product as 
described by Koehler^^ ®® .^ The interactions between alum inum  and foods or beverages 
therefore require, w ithou t exception, that the metal be protected from  direct contact 
w ith  the product to increase its corrosion resistance and to prevent undesired reactions 
tha t may im pair the product quality.
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(1) Organic coatings in  packaging industry
One o f the largest markets fo r ro lled alum inium  products is food packaging. The 
conventional way is the application o f lacquer coating to protect the alum inium  cans 
from  attack, to avoid contam ination or to avoid marking or blacking o f the contents 
from  contact w ith  the metal. Some foods such as fru it juice or those containing vinegar 
are s ligh tly  acidic and prolonged storage w ould result in  failure o f the alum inium  by 
p ittin g  or pin-holing i f  it  were unprotected. There are two ways o f lacquer coatings, one 
is coil coating where the coating is applied before the can body making. It is im portant 
to provide very good adhesion between the alum inium and the coatings w hich can 
w ithstand the stretching during the drawing w ithout cracldng and damaging the 
coatings. Usually the alum inium  coated by this way is used to make shallow drawing 
cans. Another way used fo r deep drawing cans is to spray the lacquer in to  the internal 
w a ll o f the cans followed by stoving.
(2) Lam inating polymeric film s
Nowadays the problem o f environm ental po llu tion  is receiving more and more attention. 
It is necessary to reduce the emissions o f volatile  organic compounds or solvents w hich 
have been a m ajor ingredient in  protective coatings. The conventional way o f 
alum inium  protection by lacquer coatings is being challenged. In  aircraft, automobile 
and architectural industries the alternative ways such as powder coatings and 
water-based paints have been developed. In  food packaging industry a technique o f 
direct lam ination o f alum inium  co il w ith  polymer films has been developed fo r food 
packaging by CMB Technology as described in  Chapter one.
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3.2 Techniques for studying adhesion problems
A variety o f techniques has been developed to study adhesion problems involved in  
polymer-metal systems. To assess the adhesion levels, mechanical tests usually are 
employed to measure the adhesion strengths To understand w hat happens at interface 
or interfacial region imaging techniques such as SEM and TEM and analytical techniques 
such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), 
Secondary ion  mass spectrometry (SIMS) are used to analyse the surfaces and 
interfaces.
3.2.1 Mechanical testing techniques
The mechanical testing techniques used to assess the adhesion levels o f polymeric 
coatings include peel, pu ll-o ff, indentation-debonding, and other tests
Peel tests'^ ®^®^  are used fo r those adhesion systems where one or tw o substrates are 
flexible materials. Peel strengths vary w ith  the speed o f testing and the forces needed 
to start and sustain peeling action are determined by the physical properties o f the 
adherends, test specimen geometry and the adhesive strength characteristics. Extension 
o f a flexible member during peeling leads to inaccurate results. Nevertheless, the 
imperfect peeling action can closely simulate an actual assembly under stress, so as to 
provide meaningful test results. They have been standardized and w idely used.
A normal p u ll-o ff test has been standardized internationally fo r paint as ISO standard 
4624 in  1978*^ ^®^ .^ In  this method a steel cylinder is stuck to the surface under test and 
is then pulled off. The test report must include an assessment o f the site o f failure,
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expressed as a percentage, usually a photograph is attached. The surface after pu ll-o ff 
can be fu rthe r used fo r surface analysis. I t  is a good method fo r assessing the adhesion 
o f paints, but is rarely used fo r polymer film  laminated m etal systems.
The indentation-debonding test^ ®^®^  is basically a test fo r checking the adhesion o f th in  
polym er film s to hard substrates. A small pointed indenter is pressed to the surface in  
the norm al direction. The tensile stresses arising in  the bond outside the contact area 
may exceed the lim itin g  value and debonding w ould then take place. The experimental 
parameters include film  thickness, indenter shape, and indenter force. From the data o f 
indentation radius and debonding radius the peel stra in values are obtained by 
computation. Although this technique has not been standardised, it  can yield 
quantitative results. Thus comparisons w ith  other adhesion measurement techniques are 
possible.
There are other tests such as scratch test'^ ^®^ ,^ abrasion or scuff resistance tests^^^®h They 
are practical methods fo r paint quality control.
3.2.2 Electron microscopy investigation o f surfaces and interfaces in  polymer coating 
systems
Electron microscopes such as scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission 
electron microscope (TEM)'^ ^^^’^^ ^^  are very useful fo r the study o f adhesion. They are 
used to  investigate the topography o f a surface before adhesion and after failure, and 
the structure o f the interface in  this project.
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(1) Basic principles 
-Resolution and depth o f the fie ld
Transmission electron microscopes were developed on the basis o f lig h t microscopes but 
an electron beam is used instead o f ligh t. However, many o f the basic principles 
involved are the same as those in  lig h t microscopes. The concepts o f resolution, depth 
o f fie ld  established from  lig h t microscopes can apply to electron microscopes.
In  the lig h t microscopes, the resolution R, i.e. the least distance between resolvable 
points (fo r human eyes r  is about 0.2 mm) is lim ited by the features o f the ligh t as 
described in  the relationship:
i? = 0 . 6 1      (3 . 1)n • sinot
where X is wavelength o f the light, n is the refractive index o f the medium between the 
object and the objective lens, a is ha lf the angle o f the cone o f lig h t from  the specimen 
plane accepted by the fron t lens o f the objective. The product, nsina, is usually called 
the num erical aperture (NA). Since a can never exceed 90®, when w orking in  a ir (n = l)  
R cannot be smaller than 0.61; in  an o il immersion system (n  is about 1.5) R cannot 
be smaller than 0.41. So, the resolution fo r lig h t microscopes is lim ited to 0.2 pm for 
green lig h t (1 =  400 nm the shortest wavelength to w hich average eye is sensitive), 
and the effective magnification is lim ited to lOOOx. Thus any m agnification greater than 
lOOOx only makes the details bigger not more detailed. W hen we obse^e the surface 
structure we need m agnification as great as possible. However, increasing resolution
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leads to  a reduction in  the depth o f fie ld  (h), i.e. the distance above and below the 
objects focal position fo r w hich human eyes can detect no change in  the sharpness o f 
the image, h  is expressed by:
h  = -------------------------------  ( 3 . 2 )n-sin^a 7jn*sina
where m  is the m agnification. For lig h t microscopes i f  we need to examine a specimen 
at lOOOx we w ill not see clearly details deeper than 1 pm. This very restricted depth 
o f fie ld  is the greatest drawback o f lig h t microscopy.
-The interaction o f electrons w ith  the specimen
When an electron beam is used to  bombard the specimen the electrons w ill interact w ith  
the specimen. There are four possible interactions fo r each incident electron w ith  the 
specimen as shown in  figure 3.2.
The firs t, and least like ly, possib ility is that the incident electron passes straight through 
the specimen w ithou t interacting w ith  it. The second possib ility is that the electron 
passes very close to the strongly positively charged nucleus o f an atom and is deflected 
from  its path by the attraction o f the opposite charge. 0 is between 0° and 180®, 
depending on how close the electron approaches to the nucleus and how  fast it  is 
travelling. The significant po in t about this type o f scattering is that the electron loses 
v irtu a lly  no energy in  the process; it  changes its direction but not its energy and
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Figure 3.2 The fou r possible types o f interaction which an electron can have w ith  a 
specimen o f thickness t. [ I l l ]
therefore is not slowed down. This type o f scattering is called elastic scattering and fo r 
most materials w ill be the most common occurrence fo r the incident electrons. The th ird  
possibility is tha t the electron interacts w ith  one o f the o rb ita l electron o f an atom. In 
this case the tw o identical charged particles repel one another and some o f the energy 
o f the incident electron is transferred to the orb ita l electron. Both electrons then 
generally move on, leaving a vacant electron site in  one o f the shells o f the atom. The 
incident electron has lost energy and is therefore slowed down, as w e ll as being 
changed in  direction, so this type o f scattering is known as inelastical scattering. I f  one 
electron suffers a succession o f inelastical collisions it  w ill eventually lose a ll its  energy
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and w ill be stopped in  the specimen. I t  is then effectively absorbed and the probability 
o f this happening before the electron reaches the other side o f the specimen obviously 
increases w ith  the thickness o f the specimen. This is why the sample fo r transmission 
electron microscopy needs to  be very th in . The fourth possib ility is perhaps the most 
like ly  o f all, as long as the specimen is th icker than 20 nm. This is that the incident 
electron w ill be both elastica lly and ine lastica lly scattered, probably many times. Each 
tim e the incident electron is ine lastica lly scattered it  ejects another electron from  its  
o rb it in  an atom o f the specimen and leaves the atom in  an excited state. There are 
many ways in  w hich the atom  can relax from  its excited state and gives o ff the energy 
in  a variety o f ways. These lead to  the so-called secondaiy effects as shown in  figure 3.3
Primary beam
o f electrons
X-ray Secondary 
electron >
Secondary
electron
\  Elastically 
Tranm itted scattered 
electrons electrons
Figure 3.3 A summary o f the secondary effects w hich may be excited when a prim ary
beam o f electrons hits a t t o  fo il specimen [111].
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The transm itted electrons form  the image in  TEM; the secondary electrons are used to 
form  the image in  the SEM; and X-ray forms the basis o f electron probe microanalysis.
(2) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
In  TEM electromagnetic lenses are used to focus the electron beam. TEM compared w ith  
lig h t transmission microscopes has much better resolution because o f short wavelength 
o f electrons, fo r example, a 50 keV electron has an associated wavelength o f 5.5 x 10’  ^
nm. and equation (2.19) shows that a resolution (R) o f 0.3nm w ould be achieved even 
fo r a =  1° (the lim it imposed by spherical aberration). Since i t  is necessary to keep a 
as small as possible to reduce the effect o f spherical aberration, this gives a relatively 
large depth o f fie ld , typ ica lly 1000 times the R. The problem o f TEM is that it  demands 
a very th in  specimen. A few  techniques o f specimen thinning^^^^^ have been established 
and great sk ill is required. Sectioning by ultram icrotom e is suitable fo r insulating 
materials. An electropolishing method is suitable fo r conducting materials such as 
metals. Chemical polishing is very useful in  th inn ing oxides but is not easy to control. 
When the surface structure is easy to damage during the th inn ing  process, a ion 
sputtering method is considered very useful, but i t  is tim e consuming (about 1 pm per 
hour). There is a fu rther method - making a replica o f surface o f a specimen rather than 
try ing  to  th in  the whole piece to electron transparency. This is h istorica lly an early 
method done by depositing a very th in  layer o f carbon (o r a few  other materials) by 
evaporation in  a vacuum. Then the th in  carbon film  can generally be removed from  the 
surface o f the specimen and mounted on a copper grid fo r examination. Such a th in  film
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actually retains the shape o f the surface o f the specimen.
(3) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
SEM is d ifferent from  TEM in  one extremely im portant way: in  the SEM the form ation 
o f a magnified image is achieved w ithou t the use o f projection lenses. Thus the 
resolution depends on the diam eter o f the electron beam w hich is rastered across the 
specimen. For the best resolution the diameter o f the electron beam is made as small 
as possible (5-lO nm  in  diameter fo r a typical SEM). It means tha t h igh m agnification 
o f above 10 OOGx can be achieved (100 OOOx for a typical SEM can be attainable). 
Another im portant feature o f SEM is that it  has a remarkable depth o f fie ld , compared 
w ith  the lig h t microscopes at the same magnification, the depth o f fie ld  in  SEM is 
10-100 times greater.
The main problem  fo r SEM is surface charging o f insulating materials. This is routine ly 
overcome by applying a th in  (20-40nm ) conductive coating (e.g. Au or Au/Pd) either 
by vapour depositing or by sputtering. But this coating layer w ill make the electron 
probe microanalysis d ifficu lt, unless it  is o f a low  Z number such as carbon.
A great advantage o f SEM compared w ith  TEM is its ease o f specimen preparation. It 
is very w ide ly used in  adhesion studies to examine both adherend surface and failed 
jo in ts to c larify  fa ilure mechanisms.
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3.2,3 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
3.2.3.1 Introduction
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) have 
many features in  common and are often found incorporated in  the same instrum ent. 
Some features o f AES are also introduced together w ith  XPS in  this Chapter. Table 3,1 
brings together the m ain points o f each technique.
Although some o f the lim its  set in  ( iv )-(v iii)  can be improved upon, either by 
m odification to instrum ent design, o r by careful experimentation, the above represents 
the situation in  most commercial spectrometers.
Table 3.1 The features of XPS and AES
Features XPS AES
I  Incident beam
Ü. Emitted particles
ÜÎ. Elements detectable
iv. Detection limit
V. Analysis depth
vi. Spatial resolution
VÜ, Applicability
\iii- Chemical state information
ix. Quantitative
X-rays
electrons
He
< monolayer 
1-3 nm
4 mm (SAX: 100 pm) 
most materials 
yes 
yes
electrons
electrons
Li
< monolayer 
1-3 nm 
50 nm
conducting materials 
not usually 
with standards
XPS and the tw o  m ajor surface analytical techniques. They were both
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developed commercially in  late 1960s at a tim e when the u ltra-h igh vacuum technology 
became w idely available and was no longer a province fo r the specialist. The two 
techniques are largely complementaiy. In  general the universal applicability o f XPS, 
w ealth o f inform ation especially useful chemical inform ation place XPS above most 
other surface analytical methods in  a large number o f applications, such as polymer, 
organics, biological specimens, adhesion studies, fibres, film s and powders. AES has the 
advantages o f greater speed and potential fo r high spatial resolution. In  particular, it  
is the capability o f high spatial resolution tha t has made it  such a popular technique in  
technological applications, such as in  the studies o f corrosion, and semiconductor 
structures. The high spatial resolution is achieved because in  AES the specimen is 
excited by an electron beam that can be focused in to  a fine probe. I t  should be noticed, 
however,that Auger electrons also appear in  XPS spectra (X-AES) and are frequently 
used in  an analytical manner in  conjunction w ith  the photoelectron peaks to define the 
Auger parameters
S.2.3.2 Fundamentals
The incident X-ray photons w ill interact w ith  the specimen. The process is shown in  
figure 3.4
The X-ray interacts w ith  an electron in  the K shell, causing its ejection as a Is  
photoelectron. The binding energy (Eg) and kinetic energy (E^) o f the ejected 
photoelectron are related to the X-ray energy (hv) in  the relationship:
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Figure 3 .4  Schematic o f the process involved in  X-ray photoelectron emission and 
subsequent relaxation via X-ray fluorescence and Auger electron emission. 
In  conventional AES the in itia l vacancy (o) is created by electron impact.
Eg =  hv - Ejç - w (3.3)
where w  is the % o rk  function’(a catch a ll term  whose value depends on both sample 
and spectrometer). The X-ray photons can interact w ith  o the r shells such as 1, m, etc. 
as w e ll, g iv ing rise to a series characteristic photoelectron peaks. Since the atomic 
structure o f each element in  the periodic table is d is tin c t from  a ll the others, 
measurement o f the positions o f one o r more o f the photoelectron peaks allows the 
ready iden tifica tion  o f an element present at a sample surface.
The vacancy caused by electron ejection can be fille d  in  tw o  possible ways, giving rise 
to X-ray fluorescence or Auger de-excitation. X-ray fluorescence involves the dropping 
o f an electron from  an outer level to the vacated inner level, th is  being accompanied by 
simultaneous emission o f a characteristic X-ray (Figure 3.4 (b )). The Auger de-excitation
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is shown in  Figure 3.4 (c). The energy released from  the second electron is transferred 
to a th ird  w eakly bound electron leading to Auger de-excitation. The Auger electron 
leaves the atom w ith  kinetic energy given by:
ErL1L3 — " ^L1 ■ E*L3 ■ (3.4)
where E^, E ^ are binding energy o f the K, L I atomic level and w  is "w ork function", 
w hile  E*l3 is starred because it  is the binding energy o f the L3 level in  the presence o f 
a hole in  level L I, and is therefore different from  Els. Since a ll the b inding energies are 
characteristic o f the particular element concerned, it  is possible , by measuring the 
energies and the number o f Auger electrons, to identify the element and determine the 
composition o f the sample surface as in  AES w ith  the irrad ia tion  source o f low  energy 
electron beam (1-10 KeV) instead o f X-ray.
3.2.3.3 Instrum ental
An X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (including various modules) consists of: X-ray 
source, energy analyzer, detection system, vacuum system and data system. A  schematic 
diagram o f the electron spectrometer is shown in  Figure 3.5. The photon beam 
bombards the specimen surface, the emitted photoelectrons are transferred and analysed 
by the analyzer and detected, am plified and fina lly  recorded as an XPS spectrum which 
can be used to do data processing. The electron spectrometers used in  surface analysis 
must operate under u ltra  high vacuum. Because electrons em itted from  a specimen
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Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram o f the electron spectrometer [114].
should meet as few  gas molecules as possible on their way to the analyzer so tha t they 
are not scattered and thereby lost from  the analysis. Another reason is because the 
h ighly surface-specific techniques such XPS, AES are very sensitive to  surface 
contamination (time for monolayer formation is seconds at 10“^  mbar, hours at 10^° mbar).
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(1) X-ray source
X-ray sources are produced by the bombardment o f an anode by electrons from  a hot 
filam ent as shown in  Figure 3.6.
hv
Alum inium  window
Outer shield
Mg or At anode
Filam ent
Focusing and 
suppressor 
shield assembly
Cooling w ater
Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram o f an on-anode X-ray gun [120].
D ifferent anodes produce d ifferent X-ray photons o f d iffe rent characteristic energies. 
Table 3.2 lists some anode materials together w ith  the ir characteristic X-ray energies 
and in trinsic line  w idths w hich at® associated w ith  the spectrum resolution. The choice 
o f anode m aterial fo r XPS is determined by the energy o f the X-ray transition generated. 
I t  must be o f high enough photon energy to  excite an intense photoelectron peak from 
a ll elements o f the periodic table (w ith  the exception o f the very lightest); i t  must also
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possess a natural X-ray line w id th  tha t w ill not broaden the resultant spectrum 
excessively. The most popular anode materials are alum inium  and magnesium, they are 
available in  a single X-ray gun w ith  tw in  anode configuration w hich provides AlKa and 
MgKa photons o f energy 1486.6 ev and 1253.6 ev respectively. Changing from  one
Table 3.2 Some anode m aterials and th e ir in trinsic linew id ths [115].
X-rays Energy, eV W idth, eV
Y M C 132,3 0.47
Z r M ( 151.4 0.77
M g 1253,6 0,7
A lK a ^2 1486-6 0.85
Si 1739-5 1.2
Z r La 2042,4
A g L a 2984
T iK t t j 4511 1-4
Cr K ttj 5414,7 1.8
Cu Ka^ 8048 2.5
source to the other is accomplished by sim ply switching from  one filam ent to another. 
The alum inium  anode has advantage o f higher energy photon source by 233 ev over 
magnesium anode, but magnesium radiation (FW HM=0.8ev) is preferred to alum inium  
(FW HM=1.0ev) fo r narrower lin e  w id th  w hich provides better spectral resolution.
Several other materials have been used successfully as X-ray anodes, most notably Sikcc
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(hv =  1739.5 ev), ZrLa (hv =  2042.4 ev), AgLa (hv = 2984.3 ev) and TiKa (hv = 
4510.0 ev), a ll o f w hich can be combined w ith  alum inium  o r magnesium in  the 
standard tw in  anode configuration. There are tw o advantages o f these higher energy 
anodes. First, energy levels not available in  conventional XPS become accessible - in  
AlKa rad ia tion the M g ls electron is the highest K electron attainable, in  SiKa this is 
extended to A lls  electron, in  ZrLa the S ils  electron, in  AgLa C lls  electron and TiKa the 
Gals electron. Because the use o f higher energy photon sources increases the kinetic 
energy o f the ejected photoelectrons available when compared w ith  conventional XPS, 
higher energy XPS provides a nondestructive means o f increasing the analysis depth. In  
XPS analysis, i f  k  is the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) o f the emerging electron then 
95 per cent o f the signal in tensity is derived from  a distance 3 k  w ith in  the solid at 
norm al emission^^^^\ Whereas k  varies w ith  the kinetic energy o f the e l e c t r o n s a s  
shown in  Figure 3.7,
1 000  -
100
••
1 10 100 1000
Electron energy,eV
Figure 3.7 The dependence o f attenuation length k  on the em itted electron energy 
fo r elements [122].
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I t  is therefore possible to build up a depth profile o f a specimen m erely by changing the 
X-ray source and m onitoring the apparent change in  composition. This is not the only 
nondestructive way o f build ing up a depth profile, a very useful w ay o f doing depth 
profile  is the use o f angular resolved XPS. According to the Beer-Lambert Equation in  
the fo llow ing  form*-^^^^:
Id =  F k N exp(-d/A,sin0) (3.5)
where 1^  is the intensity o f electrons emitted from  depth d, F is the electron 
spectrometer transmission function, N is the number o f atoms at depth d and k 
represents various m atrix specific factors, and 0 is the electron take-off angle relative 
to the sample surface. The inclusion o f a geometric term  (0) in  the above equation 
indicates tha t the photoelectron intensity is sensitive to specimen geometry w ith  respect 
to the electron analyser collection optics. To put it  another w ay the depth o f analysis 
can be varied at w ill between a maximum o f 3 A, (0=90°), and a value o f less than IX  
at reduced electron take-off angles. This variation o f the electron take-off angle may be 
used to establish compositional variations w ith in  the XPS analysis depth.
A means o f reducing the natural line w id th  is by monochromation. This is achieved by 
the dispersion o f the X-rays by a suitable crystal, but the X-ray flu x  fa lling  on the 
specimen is greatly reduced so the acquisition time fo r spectra o f an acceptable quality 
must be increased.
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(2) The energy analyzer and electron detector
The analyzer w hich measures the energies o f photoelectrons em itted from  a specimen 
surface after the bombardment o f X-ray source is the heart o f the XPS spectrometer.
Over the years o f development o f XPS and AES, various types o f analyzer have been put 
forw ard as being em inently suited to the techniques, but there now seems to be a 
general consensus o f agreement as to  those that are most suitable. The tw o principal 
ones are the cylindrical m irro r analyzer (CMA) and the hemispherical sector analyzer 
(HSA). The description o f these tw o analyzers can be seen in  many texts [Seah, W atts]. 
These two types have been developed independently and u n til quite recently the CMA 
was preferred fo r AES and HSA fo r XPS. The prim ary requirement fo r Auger 
spectroscopy was tha t o f h igh sensitivity because o f the low  energy electron beam and 
the small source area due to h igh focused electron beam; the in trinsic resolution (the 
contribution o f analyzer broadening to the resultant spectrum) being o f m inor 
importance. The need fo r h igh sensitivity led to the development o f the CMA. For XPS, 
on the other hand, i t  is spectral resolution that is the cornerstone o f the technique and 
this led to the development o f the HSA. Figure 3.8 shows a HSA schematically. In  a ll 
modem commercial systems a transfer lens w ill be incorporated between specimen and 
entrance s lit to a llow  easier access to the specimen fo r other sources and detectors.
A t the output stage o f the analyzer the photoelectrons are detected by a channel 
electron m ultip lie r (channeltron). This consists o f a small curved glass tube coated
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in te rna lly w ith  a high resistance m aterial (SnO). A potential is applied across the ends 
o f the tube, electron impingement on the inner surface gives rise to a electron cascade 
results in  a small electric current w hich is then detected and amplified.
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Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram  o f Hemispherical Sector Analyser.
(3) Data handling
Once the photoelectron signal has been detected and amplified, an XPS spectrum can 
be produced. Spectral in terpretation, peak fittin g , quantification can then be carried out. 
Many electron spectrometers are now interfaced w ith  a computer which controls the
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instrum ent during acquisition, store the data, allow ing it  to be retrieved and processed 
w ith  a software. The data processing system in  use at the University o f Surrey 
associated the VG ESCALAB M K II is a VGS 5000/5250 enhanced data processing (EDP) 
package. Using this system the XPS data can be manipulated in  a varie ty o f ways; peak 
fittin g , montage display o f m ulti-level data (fo r example: depth pro file ), background 
substruction, satellite substruction, deconvolution and quantification etc. The operation 
o f the data processing is very straightforward, and experience and p rio r knowledge o f 
the specimen are needed to fu lly  understand the data and analyse it  correctly.
(4) Sample
The firs t requirement fo r specimens fo r XPS is m inim al contam ination because o f its 
h igh surface sensitivity. Any direct skin contact w ith  the surface to  be analysed should 
be avoided. For solid m aterial surface analysis, a broad range o f materials can be 
analysed by XPS including polymers (insulating materials), powders and fibres so long 
as they are stable w ith in  the UHV chamber o f the spectrometer.
3.2.3.4 Spectral interpretation o f XPS
In  a survey X-ray photoelectron spectrum contains a series o f peaks including core-level 
peaks. Auger peaks, the valence band, and shake-up satellites usually may be observed 
on a background w hich generally increases to high binding energy but which also shows 
step-like increase on the high b inding energy side o f each significant peak. The binding
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energies o f the principle peaks fo r the entire periodic table have been compiled in  the 
handbooks o f X P S ( f o r  every spectroscopist to refer to ). W ith in  the peaks there are 
chemical shifts and m ultip le t splitting.
(1). Core-level peaks
Core-level peaks as shown in  Figure 3.9 are the main peaks fo r iden tifica tion  and 
quantification o f an element. The peak w id th  o f a core-level peak defined as the fu ll 
w id th  at h a lf maximum (FWHM) AE, is a convolution o f several contributions
AE =  ( AEn^ +  AEp^ +  (3.6)
where A En is the natural inherent w id th  o f the core-level, AEp is the w id th  o f the 
photons source, and AEa is the analyzer resolution.
(2 ). Auger peaks
The positions o f the principle Auger peaks on the Ej^  scale are constant, but on a Eg 
scale they depend on the X-ray source, because the Auger electron E^ is independent o f 
the exciting radiation as shown in  equation 3.4. I f  fo r example, the X-ray source is 
changed from  Mg Ka (1235.6 ev) to A1 Ka (1468.6 ev) a ll photoelectron peaks increase 
in  by 233 ev w h ils t the Auger peaks remain unmoved. Whereas spectra as shown in  
Figure 3.10 plotted d irectly in  Eg, the reverse is true. This can prove to be useful when 
one wants to check tha t a specific peak belongs to core-level photo-electron or an Auger 
transition.
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Figure 3.9 An example XPS spectrum  recorded from a polyester film  surface showing 
core-level peaks o f C Is  and O Is ,
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Figure 3.10 The Auger peak o f O KL23L23 ^  different energy position due to d iffe rent 
X-ray source. Both spectra recorded from an alum inium  surface.
(3). Valence Band
Valence levels, as shown in  Figure 3.11, are those occupied by electrons o f low  binding 
energy (say 0-20 ev) w hich are involved in  de-localized or bonding orbitals. The 
spectrum in  th is region consists o f many closely spaced levels giving rise to  a band
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Figure 3.11 Valence band spectra from  the hydrocarbon polymers: Low density 
polyethylene (LDPE), polypropylene (PP) and po ly(bu t-l-lene ) (PB. A ll 
these polym ers give identical C Is  spectra [126 ].
structure. The intensities o f valence level peaks are much low er than fo r core levels. 
However, i t  is useful in  the study o f the electronic structure o f materials
(4). Shake-up satellites
Shake-up satellites are associated w ith  the valence electrons o f an atom. The loss o f a 
core electron by photo-emission appears to increase the nuclear charge. This gives rise 
to substantial reorganization o f the valence electrons (referred to as relaxation) w hich 
may involve the excitement o f one o f them to a higher un filled  level (shake-up). The 
effect is observed as an extra peak in  the spectrum. Conjugated and, especially, arom atic 
systems show shake-up satellites w ith  intensities up to 5-10 per cent o f the prim ary
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Figure 3.12 A  shake-up sa te llite  in  C ls  spectrum due to tn: -  it*
transitions. The C ls  spectrum recorded from  a polyester fih n  
surface.
peak. In  aromatic systems the satellites structure has been shown*-^^^^ to be due to tc to 
It*  transitions as shown in  Figure 3.12.
(5), Background o f the spectrum
I f  a photoelectron suffers an inelastic scattering process i t  w ill lose energy. When the 
photoelectron is ejected from  the atom in  subsurface region, th is inelastic scattering 
process is like ly  to take place one or more times. Those photoelectrons w hich have 
suffered inelastic scattering contribute to the peak ta il (step-like) on higher binding 
energy side o f each significant peak as shown in  Figure 3.9 and 3.10.
(6 ). Chemical shifts
The discovery, during the early days o f XPS, that non-equivalent atoms o f the same 
element in  a solid give rise to  core-level peaks w ith  measurably different Eg had a 
stim ulating effect on the research fie ld. The non-equivalence o f atoms is due to  the shift
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295 BE(eV) 283
Figure 3.13 G Is  spectra o f PET surface before (upper) and a fte r (low er) discharge 
treatm ent (40 s a t 50 Hz w ith  15,9 kV peak voltage, equivalent to  an 
energy inp u t o f 620 mJ/cm^). Deconvolution was achieved using a Du 
Pont 310 curve resolver [128], Peak assignments are:
(a)
o
f (t>) O C H j , (c) O , (d) — C— O H  (phenolic),
—Ç—O— C H j
(e) — C— O H , (sh) K  shake-up satellite.
o f electron density. When an atom  is attached by one or more atoms w ith  stronger 
electron w ithdraw ing power there is a electron density sh ift. Generally the core-level 
Eg o f the atom increases as the electron w ithdraw ing power o f attached atoms or groups 
increase. Therefore this kind o f sh ift o f Eg in  the spectrum can be used to detect the
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chemical state o f an element. Figure 3.13 shows the different chemical states o f carbon.
(7 ). M u ltip le t sp litting
M u ltip le t sp litting  o f core-level peaks can occur when the system has unpaired electrons 
in  the valence levels. A fter ejection o f the core-level electron from  a s shell, a fu rther 
unpaired electron is present. Then there are two possible configurations: th is unpaired 
electron spin is parallel o r anti-parallel to  that o f the valence electrons. This is reflected 
in  the sp litting  o f the core-level electron peaks. This phenomenon can prove very 
useful when one wants to  know  the valence electron state o f an element. Figure 3.14 
shows three d iffe rent valence electron states o f Cr3s peaks.
Cr(COh
CriCsHs):
Cr(hfa)3
84 BE.eV 70
Figure 3.14 M u ltip le t sp littin g  o f the 3s peak from  chromium compound: CrCCO)^ is 
diamagnetic (no unpaired electrons); Cr(CgH5 ) 2  tw o unpaired 
electrons; CrChfajg has three unpaired electrons (hfa =  CF 3 C O C H -C O C F 3 ) 
[129 ].
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M ultip le t sp litting  is re la tive ly sim ply described for the s levels, fo r non-s levels is more 
complex because o f the additional involvement o f orbital-angular momentum coupling.
3.2.3.5 Depth p ro filing  in  XPS
In-depth d istribu tion  analysis o f chemical composition is o f great importance in  studies 
o f adhesion, corrosion and semiconductors. Depth profiling in  XPS includes destructive 
and non-destructive depth p ro filing . Non-destructive depth p ro filin g  is achieved 
norm ally by variation photoelectron take-off angle, and destructive depth p ro filin g  is 
usually achieved by ion  sputtering.
(1), Non-destructive depth p ro filin g
Non destructive depth p ro filin g  is used to study compositional variations in  the outmost 
atom layers o f the solid. I t  is known^^^^^ that for XPS 95 per cent o f the photoelectron 
signal comes from  w ith in  a distance d given by:
d =  3 X sine (3.7)
where A. is the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) o f the ejected photoelectron, 0 is the 
photoelectron take-off angle. Then by changing the take-off angle 6 we can get 
inform ation from  different depth o f the sample from depth o f up to 3A,. There are tw o 
ways fo r obtaining the value o f IMFP: experimental determ ination and calculation 
according to em pirical equations. Based on the data compilations o f IMFPs determ ined
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by experimental measurements some em pirical equations have been established^^^^’^^ ®^ ,
(2 ). Destructive depth p ro filing
The most w idely applicable technique, and the one giving the best depth resolution is 
ion  sputtering. The sample is bombarded w ith  ions (usually argon ions) accelerated in  
an ion  gun to an energy above 100 ev (typ ica lly 0.5-6 Kev). A  small fraction o f the 
energy is transformed to surface atoms and causes them to leave the sample; they are 
sputtered away. A fter a certain tim e o f etching the spectrum is recorded w ith  the ion 
gun switched off, usually autom atically by computer in  a cyclic etching program. The 
resulting data is presented as elemental intensity versus etch time, and a major problem 
in  sputter depth p ro filing  is converting this etch time scale to a depth scale. The etching 
rate can be either determined by experimental method or calculated according to 
em pirical e q u a t i o n s T h e  experimental determ ination is carried out by 
determ ining the thickness o f the sample thus an average etching rate is obtainable.
Sputter-depth p ro filing  can be useful at tw o levels. On the finest scale, a depth profile  
through a depth o f < lOnm  enables the surface and subsurface composition to be 
compared. The shape o f the pro file  can be used to determine, fo r example, i f  a surface 
im purity  has arisen from  a source extraneous to the material, or has segregated by some 
mechanism from  the bulk. For thickness up to 1 pm, the technique can be used to 
characterise the composition o f th in  film s or to investigate the interface between the 
th in  film  and its substrate.
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It should be noticed that ion bombardment can cause com positional artifacts to  occur, 
due to the preferential sputtering (especially fo r metal alloys), or by ion-induced 
chemical decomposition (especially fo r polymer m aterials). The uncertainties tha t arise 
due to these mechanisms can be overcome to some extent by the use o f standards.
3.2.4 Secondary ion  mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
In  SIMS^^ '^^  ^ the sample is bombarded w ith  a beam o f ions (e.g. Ar"^, Ga”^ , Cs^) o f
2-20 Kev energy. This causes m aterial to be sputtered from  the surface. Most o f the 
ejected fragments are neutral but a few per cent either positive ly or negatively charged. 
These are extracted in to  a mass spectrometer to give separately the positive and 
negative secondaiy-ion mass spectra, each consisting o f peaks due to elemental species 
(e.g. Al'*', O ') and to "cluster" ions (e.g. AlO^, C^H "^ ) as shown in  Figure 3.15.
A K r/C ,H
■ c,Ht
Atomic Mass Units
§ -
C l A»0“ SO,
Atomic Mass Units
Figure 3.15 Positive and negative ion  spectra from  air-oxidised sputtered alum inium  
film  [135].
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Surface analysis by SIMS falls in to  two categories: static and dynamic SIMS. In  static 
or low  damage SIMS the ion  beam current density is su ffic iently low  (say < 10 nA 
cm’^) fo r m aterial removal or damage to be negligible w ith in  the tim e fo r spectral 
acquisition. In  dynamic SIMS the ion beam current density is deliberately h igh so that 
a h igh sputtering rate is achieved to get elemental depth profiles.
The advantages o f this technique are: detection o f a ll elements including hydrogen, 
isotope separation and high detection sensitivity fo r m a jority o f elements (<  lO  '^  o f 
m onolayer) and in  the dynamic mode o f 1 ppm is rou tine ly achieved. However, the 
m ajor problem  is its quantification. A lthough quantification can be carried out quite 
accurately by comparison o f the specimen being examined w ith  standards o f very close 
composition, fo r routine analysis o f unknown specimens quantification w ill not usually 
be attempted.
Imaging in  SIMS (i.e. secondary ion microscopy, SIM) is achieved either by the 
direct-im aging o r by the scanning microprobe method. In  the direct-im aging method, 
spatial resolution is independent o f prim ary ion beam size but depends on the 
aberrations in  the secondary ion-analyzer optics and the chromatic aberration resulting 
from  the energy spread o f secondary ions. Spatial resolution o f approxim ately 1 pm has 
been achieved w ith  direct-im aging instrument. In  the scanning m icroprobe method, a 
fine, sub-micron, beam o f ions is rastered across the surface and a particular fragment 
is m onitored and used to bu ild  up a chemical map o f the surface in  a sequential 
manner, as in  SAM and SEM. In  this case, spatial resolution is lim ited  to the ion-probe
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diameter, 0.5 pm is becoming common and 50 nm is now possible through the use o f 
liquid-m etal ion  source (e.g. Ga^).
The SIMS used in  th is w ork is a VG Scientific SIMSLAB 3A equipped w ith  a VG FAB61 
ion /a tom  gun, i t  is a fast atom bombardment mass spectroscopy (FABMS or FABSIMS). 
In  this technology ine rt gas atoms rather than ions are used as the p rim a iy radiation 
source. This has the overall effect o f reducing sample charging, w hich can present a 
problem w ith  insulating samples such as polymers.
3.2.5 Other techniques fo r studies o f adhesion problems
Besides the above techniques, there are other techniques such as ion  scattering 
spectroscopy (ISS), reflection infrared spectroscopy etc.
In  the sample is bombarded w ith  low  energy (<  5 Kev bu t usually 1-2 Kev)
noble gas ions. A  small p roportion o f these prim ary ions is e lastically scattered from  the 
surface and these are energy analysed, using the same type o f analyzer as in  electron 
spectroscopy. ISS data are conventionally plotted as ion in tensity versus E/Eg (scattered 
ion  energy/ prim ary ion  energy).
ISS does not a llow  identifica tion  o f elements w ith  Z < 3 and i t  is an inherently low  
spatial resolution technique. Its main virtue is its extreme surface sensitivity, but this 
can often lead to problems when contamination is present. A lthough elemental
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detection lim its  in  ISS are generally sim ilar to  XPS, the quantification is very poor.
In  reflection IR technique^^^^^, the infrared radiation is in te rna lly  reflected at the 
interface between a prism  and the sample under investigation. During reflection, some 
penetration in to  the sample takes place so that, at energies where selective absorption 
occurs, the beam is attenuated. This technique is consequently known as attenuated 
to ta l internal reflection (ATR) infrared spectroscopy. Infrared spectroscopy is w idely 
used fo r qualitative analysis o f organic systems. The pattern o f v ibrational bands in  the 
absorption spectrum (in  terms o f both frequency/ wavelength and relative intensity) 
provides an identification "fingerprin t". Libraries o f characteristic IR spectra exist, 
including those o f polymers*^ ^^®’^^^k
For reflection IR spectroscopy, the depth resolution is about 1 pm. A  particular strength 
o f this technique is its sensitivity to polym er morphology (crysta llin ity, orientation, 
chain conform ation etc.). The m ajor drawback is its poor quantification.
3.2.6 Concluding remarks
The developments o f surface analytical techniques over last 30 years have provided 
powerful tools to study adhesion problems. There Is a series o f possible techniques fo r 
selection, providing complementary inform ation and they have been w idely used in  this 
fie ld  since 1980. Several points such as: elemental identification, compositional 
quantification, chemical inform ation, surface sensitivity, and spatial resolution. The
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effect o f surface charge, the extent o f sample damage, are im portant fo r selecting 
techniques. Since adhesion problems are usually complex, they are unlikely, in  general, 
to be solved by the application o f a single analytical technique. The combination o f 
several techniques, depending on the types o f material involved, usually may provide 
the complementary inform ation required.
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4. Characterisation o f the surfaces and the laminates o f a lum inium  and polyester
film .
4.1 Introduction
Adhesion is related to the characteristics o f the tw o surfaces w hich combine to form  
an interface. The properties (including physical and chemical properties) o f these two 
surfaces are o f prime importance in  determ ining the level o f adhesion achieved. In  
th is w ork, the adhesion phenomenon to be studied is the lam ination o f alum inium 
and a polyester film . The process o f the lam ination is carried out w ithou t using 
adhesives. In  order to obtain good adhesion, chromate-phosphate treated and 
phosphoric acid anodised alum inium  and a poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film  
were chosen. In  the later stages o f the w ork a sulphuric acid anodised alum inium 
was also used as we w ill see in  Chapter 5. In  this chapter, the surfaces o f the 
alum inium  and the polyester film  and the ir laminates are characterised by a variety 
o f d iffe rent analytical methods.
The surfaces o f the alum inium sheets and the polyester film  are readily examined. 
But the characterisation o f the alum inium  and the polyester film  interfacia l surfaces 
o f the laminates is not so straightforward. To characterise the in terfacia l surfaces of 
the laminates, a simple method is peeling the polymer film  from  the metal surface, 
fo llow ed by surface analysis o f both sides using SEM, XPS, o r SIMS, The locus of 
fa ilu re  can then be located. However, this method is not applicable when the 
polym er film  fails cohesively because o f good adhesion or lo w  cohesive strength o f 
the polym er film . Viscoelastic yielding o f polymer w ill also make such an approach
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im practical in  most cases. In  this w ork, the polyester film  cannot be peeled from  the 
alum inium  surface o f the laminates because o f the good adhesion achieved between 
the polym er and the alum inium  surface. Two methods o f chemical dissolution to 
exposure the alum inium  and the polyester film  interfacial surfaces o f the laminates 
have been developed to a llow  examination o f the interfacia l surfaces.
SEM and XPS were employed to characterise the surfaces and inte rfacia l surfaces o f 
the alum inium  and the polyester film . Cross-sectional TEM was used to  investigate 
the interface structure o f the laminates.
4.2 Experimental and materials
4.2.1 Samples
The samples were received from  CMB Packaging Technology w ho had obtained stock 
ro lls o f treated alum inium  sheet from  a variety o f suppliers. The 3004 alum inium  
(Manganese 1.2, Magnesium 1.0, balance alum inium  and norm al im purities including 
copper <  0.25) sheets include:
(a) Untreated
(b) Chromate-Phosphate (CP) treated
(c) Phosphoric acid anodised (I) (PAAI)
(d) Phosphoric acid anodised (II) (PAAII).
The tw o types o f phosphoric acid anodised alum inium  sheets designated as "PAAI" 
and "PAAII" were treated by d ifferent companies to  provide a va rie ty in  surface fihn  
thickness. The manufacturers had provided an indication o f the pretreatm ent layer
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thickness to  CMB. It is not known how these estimations were obtained but they are 
reproduced below in  order to provide an indication o f relative thickness.
Untreated 3 - 3.5 nm
CP treated ~  4.5 nm
PAAI treated >  120 nm
A ll the alum inium  sheets are 0.3 mm thick.
The polyester film  is 12 pm th ick. The bonding side and back side o f the fih n  were 
labelled by the supplier. The inform ation given by CMB is tha t the bonding side is 
d ifferent from  the reverse side having been modified w ith  a co-polyester to improve 
adhesion. The aim  o f the m odification is to reduce the m elting po in t o f the polyester. 
Exact details o f the m odification are regarded as commercially sensitive and are not 
available.
The laminates include:
a). Untreated alum inium /polyester film ,
b). CP treated alum inium /polyester film ,
c). PAAI treated alum inium /polyester film ,
d). PAAII treated alum inium /polyester film .
The lam ination was carried out by CMB as described in  Chapter 1. The structure o f 
the laminates is a sandwich structure w ith  the alum inium in  the m iddle and both 
sides lam inated w ith  polyester film .
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4.2.2 SEM investigation
Scanning electron micrographs were obtained by using Cambridge Instruments 
Stereoscan 250 and 100.
Specimens fo r examination by SEM were cut and mounted onto the stubs by double­
side tape and a small amount o f silverdag was put on the edge o f the specimen. A  
th in  gold-palladium  coating was applied by using Edwards Sputter Coater S150B.
4.2.3 XPS analysis
The X-ray photoelectron spectrometer used in  this w ork is VG Scientific ESCALAB M k 
IL X-ray source used was unmonochromatized AlKa radiation (1486.6 ev) w ith  the 
conditions o f anode potential voltage and current 10 KV and 20 mA respectively. 
Pressure in  the analysis chamber was low er than 5 x 1 0 '^  to rr. The input aperture o f 
15 mm X 6mm was used. The m agnification o f transfer lens was set to  be 3, giving 
an analysis area at the specimen o f 10 mm^ (5mm x 2 mm). The analyzer was 
operated w ith  a pass energy o f 50 ev (survey spectrum or w ide scan) and 20 ev 
(narrow  scan or h igh resolution spectrum). A  survey spectrum (1000 ev) was 
recorded fo r each sample. The h igh resolution spectra were chosen according to the 
elements w hich were present in  the sample surface revealed by survey spectrum and 
the p rio r knowledge about the specimen. Data analyses were performed on a VGS- 
5000S data system. The peak o f C-H/C-C in  the C ls envelope was set to  a binding 
energy o f 285.0 ev to calibrate the binding energy scale.
Specimens were mounted on the stubs by double sided tap and a small amount o f
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silverdag was used on the edge o f the specimen to elim inate the surface charging. 
Depth profiles were obtained by combining XPS surface analysis w ith  argon ion 
etching. Argon ion  beam etching was carried out using a VG Scientific AG 21 ion  gun 
and a beam energy o f 6 kv. The beam was partia lly  defocused to  give a specimen 
current o f about 18 pA.
4.2.4 Sample preparation fo r TEM
A Phillips EM400 TEM was employed w ith  the condition o f 100 KV, a 
ultram icrotom e was used to cut the TEM samples.
For m etallic or ceramic materials, the technique o f ion  beam th inn ing  is usually used 
to  make TEM samples. However, i t  is not suitable fo r the lam inate o f alum inium  and 
polyester film  because o f problems o f polymer degradation. For organic specimens, 
eg. polymer or biological materials, the method o f cutting th in  sections (<  100 nm) 
using an ultram icrotom e is preferred. It is d ifficu lt to  cut the as supplied laminate 
in to  TEM sample as the alum inium  o f the lam inate is about 300 pm thick. When the 
lam inate was cut the interface o f the polyester film  and alum inium  was damaged 
because o f the ir different mechanical properties. However, i t  is possible to cut this 
kind  o f lam inate in to  a TEM sample when the alum inium  is very th in  like the case 
o f metallised polymer film . In  this work, a chemical th inn ing  method was used to 
th in  the alum inium. The procedure is as follow s:
1). The chemical solvent n-m ethyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) was chosen to remove one 
side o f the polyester film s from  the laminate. NMP solvent was dropped and spread 
on the polyester film  surface. A fter about tw o minutes, the polyester film  had been
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swollen and it  was removed easily w ith  a glass bar, the samples then were washed 
using water.
2 ). The sample after removing one side o f polymer film s was pu t in to  a sodium 
hydroxide w ater solution (10% w eight) at 50 ±  5°G. The so lu tion was agitated 
during dissolution. A fter about 30 minutes, the samples w ould flo a t to the surface 
o f the solution, then they were taken out and washed by w ater, and dried in  air.
3). The samples, after th inning the alum inium  in  this manner, were embedded in  an 
epoxy resin fo r ultram icrotom ing.
4.2.5 Exposure o f the polyester film  and the alum inium  substrate interfacia l surfaces 
o f the laminates
Exposure o f the polyester film  interfacial surfaces:
A  two-step method was used to expose the polyester film  in terfacia l surfaces. The 
samples after removing one side o f the polyester film s o f the lam inates were put in to  
a sodium hydroxide (10% by w eight) deionised water solution at 50 ±  5°C. Once the 
alum inium  o f the lam inate had dissolved, the samples were rinsed w ith  deionised 
w ater and treated w ith  an aqueous hydrofluoric acid (10% v /v ) deionised water 
solution at room temperature fo r 5 hours to remove the oxide, then rinsed and 
u ltrasonica lly cleaned fo r 10 minutes in  deionised water, and dried in  a ir fo r SEM 
investigation.
Exposure o f the alum inium  interfacial surfaces:
The samples o f the laminates were put in to  solvent trifluoroacetic acid at room
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temperature fo r 4 hours, then rinsed and ultrasonically cleaned fo r 10 minutes in  
acetone.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Surface features o f the alum inium  surfaces
Surface topography has a significant effect on the adhesion o f polym er to 
aluminium^^^^. A lthough a wide range o f factors influences the adhesion o f the 
polym er to alum inium  surface, in  a number o f instances the m icrotopography o f the 
substrate has been established as a m ajor factor. The scanning electron micrographs 
o f the untreated, the CP treated and the PAAI, PAAII treated alum inium  surfaces are 
shown in  Fig. 4.1. On the untreated alumhiium surface (Fig. 4.1a), stains, perhaps 
o f grease or lubricant, can be seen. This grease or lubricant may lead to the 
form ation o f weak boundary layers. The surface o f untreated alum inium  is re la tive ly 
smooth and featureless. Usually, a cleaning procedure is carried out to  remove these 
contaminants before surface treatm ent or bonding. The micrographs o f the CP treated 
and the PAAI, PAAII treated alum inium  surfaces show tha t there are pores and 
irregularities (Fig. 4.1 b-d). The PAAII treated alum inium  surface is more porous 
than the PAAI and CP treated alum inium  surfaces.
4.3.2 Surface compositions
The surface properties (in  coating, adhesion and corrosion fie ld ) o f sheet materials 
depend largely on the chemical constitution o f the surface. Thus knowledge o f the
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Figure 4.1 Scanning electron micrographs o f alum inium  surfaces: 
(a) untreated, (b) CP treated,
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(d)
Figure 4.1 (contd) (c) PAAI treated, (d) PAAII treated
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chemical constitution o f the surfaces o f the polyester film  and the alum inium  sheet 
before lam ination is essential.
4.3.2.1 Polyester film  surface
The survey spectra o f the reverse side and bonding side o f the polyester film  (Fig.
4.2) show only carbon and oxygen. No difference between these tw o XPS spectra can
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Figure 4.2 XPS spectra recorded from  the polyester film : 
(a) Back side, (b) Bonding side.
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be seen. Table 4.1 shows the composition o f the back side and bonding side surfaces 
o f the polyester film . The C/O ra tio  o f the back side is very close to  tha t o f the
Table 4.1 Surface composition of the polyester film
Sample Atomic % C/OC 0
Back side 73,3 26.7 2.75
Bonding Side 73.2 26.8 2.73
bonding side. The carbon peaks recorded from  both sides o f the polyester film  (Fig.
4 .3) are sim ilar. They are typical polyester carbon peaks composed o f four 
components, i.e. G-G/G-H, G-O, G =0 and it-Tc* shake-up. This indicates th a t no 
difference can be detected by XPS between the back side and the bonding side o f the 
polyester film . This does not mean that there is no difference between the reverse 
side and the bonding side. Although the compositions are sim ilar, the molecular 
structure and configuration could be different, and this is beyond the lim it o f XPS 
analysis at present.
4.S.2.2 A lum inium  surfaces
There is alum inium, carbon, oxygen and magnesium in  the untreated alum inium  
surface (Fig. 4.4a). The survey spectrum o f the GP treated alum inium  surface (Fig. 
4.4b) shows phosphorous, chromium, fluorine and trace n itrogen signals. These 
elements are introduced by the process o f GP treatm ent, a common form  of 
conversion coating based on solutions o f chromate, phosphate and fluoride ions. In
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Figure 4.3 Peak fittin g s  o f C Is  peaks recorded from  the polyester film :
(a) Back Side, (b) Bonding side.
1, C-C/C-H, 2. C-O, 3. C =0, 4. u - IT* shake up
use, these solutions are known to m odify the original air-form ed oxide surface film  
to a th icker surface film . A fter CP treatment, magnesium is reduced sign ificantly in  
outerm ost surface and alum inium  signal is very weak. This indicates tha t the top 
surface o f the CP treated alum inium  is chromium and phosphorous rich. The survey 
spectra o f the PAAI and PAAII treated alum inium (Fig. 4.4c and 4.4d) show tha t the 
principal elements present at the surface are carbon, oxygen, and alum inium . A  little  
phosphorous was found in  the outer surface layer. The carbon C ls  peaks from  the
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Figure 4.4 XPS spectra recorded from the aluminium surfaces 
(a) Untreated, (b) CP treated,
(c) PAAI treated, (d) PAAII treated.
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untreated, CP and PAAI, PAAII treated alum inium  surfaces are shown in  figure 4.5. 
The carbon here is m ain ly adventitious contamination.
C I S
276 278 280 282 284 286 288 290 292 294
Binding Energy /  eV
Figure 4.5 C Is  spectra recorded from  the aluminium surfaces:
(a) Untreated, (b) CP treated,
(c) PAAI treated, (d) PAAII treated.
The surface compositions o f above alum inium  samples are given in  Table 4.2. I t  can 
be seen tha t the amount o f carbon in  the untreated a lum inium  surface is much 
greater than that in  the CP and PAAI, PAAII treated a lum inium  surfaces. This is 
because o f the contribu tion  o f the grease o r lubricant on the untreated alum inium  
surface indicating in  the SEM images o f Figure 4.1 a.
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Table 4.2 Surface compositions of the aluminium sheets
Sample Atomic %C O Al Mg Cr P F N
UntreatedA1 40.2 38.6 19.9 1 .3
CP treated A1 17.5 54.5 8.3 8.0 9.6 1.5 0.6
PAAI treated Al 16.8 54.1 26.4 2.7
PAAII treated Al 19.6 55.6 22.6 2.2
Chromâtes are h igh ly toxic materials especially when the chemical state o f chromium 
is 6 + . The harm ful effects o f chromâtes on human tissue have been w ell 
documented. However, triva len t chromium compounds are much less toxic than 
hexavalent ones. During the CP treatment, fortunately, the hexavalent chromium has 
been reduced to  triva len t chromium. Since hexavelant chrom ium is the only reducing 
agent available in  the CP treatm ent solution, such a reduction must occurred at the 
alum inium  metal surface,
Cr^+ + 3e -  Cr^+
A lfm etal) -  Al^^
Clearly , before such a redox reaction can occur, it  is necessary to remove the 
protective air-formed oxide film  on the alum inium  metal surface. Fluoride ions as a 
part o f the chromate-phosphate treatment solution can dissolve even the most 
refractory alum inium  oxide'- '^^ ®  ^ The m etallic alum inium  surface produced is then 
capable o f reacting w ith  the compounds o f the solution fo r the production o f
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conversion coatings.
There are a few papers in the literature dealing with the study of Cr^  ^and Cr^  ^by 
XPS[i4i*i4^i. The position of 2 P3/2 is reported around 577.2 ev in binding energy, 
and the position Cr^  ^ Zpg/g is at about 579.8 ev. Figure 4.6 shows the peak fitting
0  2 4
575 580 585 590 595
Binding Energy / eV
Peak Centre FWHM Hght G/L Area
(eV) (eV) % % %
1 577.5 3.45 98 55 63
2 587.1 3.51 49 98 37
Figure 4.6 Peak fitting of Cr 2p recorded from the CP treated aluminium surface: 
1. Cr 2 p3/2, 2. Cr 2 pj/2*
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of the peak Cr 2p. The binding energy, 577.5 ev, of Cr 2p^% is close to 577.2 ev and 
well removed from 579.8 ev. This indicates that the state of the chromium is 
trivalent.
The high resolution spectrum of the Cr 3p peak (Fig.4.7) also suggests that the state 
of chromium in the surface is trivalent, for the peak appears w ith a binding energy 
of 44.6 ev. This is close to the value of 44.3 ev^ "^^ ®^ found for the trivalent chromium 
in the surface of its oxide and is also well removed from the value of 4 7 .0  ev 
expected for the element in its hexavelant state.
1 2
CR3P
1 0
8
6
4
35 4540 50 55 60
Binding Energy /  eV
Figure 4.7 Cr 3p spectrum recorded from the CP treated aluminium surface.
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4.3.3 Depth profile
XPS provides surface analysis w ith a probe of only a few atomic layers. Combining 
with argon ion beam etching, a measure of the variation of the composition of the 
sample w ith depth can be done.
4.3.3.1 Untreated aluminium surface
Variation in percentages of oxygen, carbon, aluminium and magnesium during ion 
etching of the untreated aluminium surface (Table 4.3 and Fig.4.8) shows that the
Table 4.3 Depth profile of Untreated aluminium surface
Element Etching Time (minutes)
0 0.5 1,5 2.5 3,5 5.5 7,5 9.5 11,5 13,5
Al° 4.2 6,1 9,6 15,9 22,0 30.8 37.0 39,4 43.1 45.8
Al^ 14.8 20.4 20,5 20,3 19,6 17,4 15.9 14.6 13.6 12,9
C 33.9 8.3 8,0 8,8 10,6 13.6 13,7 15.3 14.8 15.0
0 39.6 44.7 43,0 39,0 34.7 27,2 24.0 20,8 19,8 17.1
Mg 7,5 20-6 19,0 16,0 13.1 11,0 9.5 9.9 8,8 9-3
amount of carbon reduced sharply after 30 seconds etching, this indicates that there 
is a veiy thin layer of carbonaceous contaminants. The amount of magnesium
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Figure 4.8 Depth profile of the untreated aluminium surface film, 
(a) Area graph, (b) Curve graph.
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reached a maximum after 30 seconds etching. The magnesium is covered by the 
carbonaceous contamination layer and is actually enriched in the surface of the 
aluminium alloy. It segregated into the surface through the aluminium alloy grain 
boundaries during the annealing or other heating processes following the tendency 
of forming lower surface energy. A general "rule of t h u m b " i s  that the element 
with the lowest surface energy or the lowest melting point enriches the surface. In 
the present case, the surface energy at zero temperature for magnesium is 790 
MJ/m^ and 1200 MJ/m^ for aluminium^^ "^ ^^ . This surface energy difference is 
considered the main driving force for the segregation. The initial layer of AI2O3 on 
the aluminium surface acts as a sink for Once the magnesium segregates to
the surface layer it is oxidised.
The existence of magnesium in the oxide film  has been correlated with the corrosion 
of bonded aluminium alloy structures There is a significant difference in chemical 
stability and corrosion resistance between MgO and AlgOg. The MgO-rich parts of the 
oxide film  w ill be attacked preferentially by water vapour with PH value in the range 
of 5.5-7. This means that the existence of Mg in the oxide film  is detrimental to 
environmental durability of aluminium alloy bonds. MgO also forms a very brittle 
weakly adherent oxide which spalls quite readily making an unstable adherend.
Figure 4.9 shows the high resolution XPS spectra recorded from the untreated 
aluminium surfaces: (a), before etching, (b). 0.5 minutes and (c). 11.5 minutes 
etching. It can be seen that the intensity of aluminium metal component increases 
with the etching time. The plasmons of the aluminium metal component become 
stronger and stronger when the etching time increases. The plasmons of aluminium
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Figure 4.9 Narrow scans recorded from the untreated aluminium surface:
(a) Before etching, (b) 0.5 min. etching,
(c) 11.5 min. etching.
Al KL23L23 has shifted from higher binding energy to lower binding 
energy after aluminium oxide has been removed.
is the characteristic feature of the aluminium metal component. There are 4 plasmons 
discernible in the lower kinetic energy side of Al 2s with about 15 ev apart from each 
other. The first plasmon among them is the strongest. The intensity of the second 
one is about half of the first one, and the intensity decreased rapidly from the second
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to  the next as w ell. When there is a phosphorous peak w ith in  the spectrum, as in  the 
fo llow ing  cases o f the CP and the PAA treated alum inium surfaces, care must be 
taken to  avoid the error in  the quantification o f phosphorous because the position 
o f the firs t plasmon o f the A l 2s (m etal) is very close to the position o f P 2p. The 
energy loss features o f A l 2s s till can affect the quantification o f P 2p, even when the 
alum inium  m etal component is not very strong. In  these cases, i t  w ould be better to 
use P2s peak fo r quantification.
4.3.3.2 CP treated alum inium  surface
Ion etching o f the CP treated alum inium  surface produced a depth p ro file . The 
varia tion  o f atom ic percentages is shown in  Table 4.4. In  order to  see more easily 
Fig.4.10 was produced using the data. From the figures we can see tha t the in itia l 
effects o f ion  etching o f the surface were a reduction in  the percentage o f carbon and 
a corresponding increase in  the percentage o f oxygen w hich is consistent w ith  the 
removal o f organic contaminants from  the surface. The am ount o f phosphorus 
decreased rap id ly to  zero after 6  minutes etching. The ra tio  o f chrom ium  to 
phosphorus in  the surface is very close to 1 :1 , which suggests tha t close to  the 
surface o f the film  one o f the m ajor components was chrom ium  phosphate, 
CrP0 4 *^ ®^°^ , The amount o f chrom ium  reached a maximum afte r 2 m inutes etching 
then declined. I t  is much h igher than the amount o f phosphorus beneath the surface. 
I t  is clear tha t not a ll o f the chromium can be accounted fo r as its  phosphate salt. 
However, the Cr 2 pg/ 2  peak suggests that the compounds present predom inantly 
contain the element in  its  triva len t state. This indicates tha t th is excess chrom ium  
could be present in  the ion-etched surface as the oxide CrgOg.
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Table 4.4 Depth profile of CP treated aluminium surface
Element Etching Time (minutes)
0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18
Al° 0.3 4.3 10.5 21.0 33.7 40.4 46,3 52.2 54.8 58.6
Al^ 8.7 21 .1 24.6 22.8 18,9 19.0 17.1 15.6 15.5 14.6
C 26.9 4.0 4.2 5.9 6.0 6.9 7.8 8.8 9.1 8.2
0 48.9 50.6 45.6 39.3 31.8 25.9 21.8 18.2 15.4 13.8
Mg 0.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.9 2.2 2,6 2.6
Cr 6.6 9.0 5.3 3.8 2.9 2.1 1,7 1 .3 1 .2 1 .0
P 6.8 4.4 1 .9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 1.6 5.0 5.9 4.8 4,3 3,1 2,4 1 .7 1 .4 1.2
The amount o f magnesium was small and increased sligh tly  through the surface 
towards the substrate. I t  is n o t Kke the case o f untreated alum inium  surface where 
the percentage o f magnesium is much higher than that o f CP treated alum inium  
surface film . I t  is considered tha t the chromate-phosphate so lution can dissolve the 
magnesium oxide during the CP treatment. Fluorine level reached a maximum about 
5.9% (atomic) a fter fo u r m inutes etching then decreased approxim ately in  the same 
trend as chrom ium  levels.
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Figure 4.10 Depth pro file  o f the CP treated alum inium  surface,
(a) Area graph, (b) Major species, (c) M inor species.
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Fluorine levels began to decrease when a significant am ount o f alum inium  had 
appeared. It is clear that fluorine is one o f the last components o f the film  to be 
etched away. The presence o f fluorine w ith in  the film  could be due to either 
chrom ium  or alum inium  fluoride o r to a m ixture o f both.
Chrom ium is a very active element. I t  has been confirmed tha t Cr^^ can be reduced 
to  Cr '^*' under X-ray exposure or ion  beam sputtering^^^^\ In  the present w ork, there 
was a large change in  Cr 2 p^ ,2  psak position during the depth p ro filin g  experiment. 
Table 4.5 shows the peak position varia tion o f carbon, oxygen, alum inium , chromium 
and magnesium. Before etching, surface charge due to the contam inant layer caused 
the peaks moving towards higher binding energy w ith  1.9 ev according to C Is  peak 
position. A fte r tw o minutes etching, the contam ination layer had been removed. A ll 
the peaks kept almost the same position except Cr 2 pg/ 2  w hich shifted to a low er 
binding energy u n til level 6  , and the peak shape also changed (Fig. 4.11). From the 
peak position o f Cr 2p^% at level 2, i t  can be known tha t the chemical state o f the 
Cr is 34-. A fte r level 2, the peak position shifted towards low er binding energy. This 
indicates tha t a fu rther reaction o f the chromium occurred. This phenomenon has not 
yet been reported in  the literature. I t  seems that the Cr^^ was fu rther reduced to 
low er states even chromium metal. I t  is possible that there was a reaction occurred 
induced by ion  beam and/or X-ray radiation (the form er being the more like ly ):
2A1 + CrgOg -  AI2O3 +  2Cr (4.1)
From the reactions:
4 /3  Cr + O2 -  2 /3  Cr2 0 g (4.2)
AG° =  -175 kcal/m ole o f oxygen^^^^^.
4 /3  A l +  O2 -  2 /3  AI2O3 (4.3)
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Table 4.5 Variation of peak position during etching
EtchingTime Atomic %(min.) C Is 0 Is Al^+ 2p Cr 2p3/z Mg 1 s
0 286.9 533.7 77.1 579.8 1306.5
2 285.8 532.4 75.7 577.2 1305.5
4 285.8 532.6 76.0 576.3 1305.7
6 285.7 532.7 76.0 575.8 1305.7
8 285.7 532.7 76.0 575.0 1305.7
10 285.6 532.7 76.0 574.7 1305.7
12 285.5 532.7 76.0 574,6 1305.7
14 285.6 532.6 76.0 574.6 1305.6
16 285.7 532.6 76.0 574.7 1305.6
18 285.6 532.6 76,0 574.6 1305.5
AG° =  -245 kcal/m ole o f oxygen.
Then we have:
C4.3) - (4.2) =  (4.1)
AG° o f (4.1) =  -245 - (-175) = -70 kcal/m ole o f oxygen
This indicates that the reaction (4.1) is spontaneous in  the therm odynam ic sense,
-  1 1 4  -
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Figure 4.11 Peak position varia tion  o f the Cr 2p during ion  beam etching o f the CP 
treated alum inium  surface.
Level 1, Before etching, Level 2 to level 9. From 2 to 16 minutes etching 
w ith  each step o f 2  minutes.
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4.3.S.3 PAA I and PAA II treated aluminium surface
Table 4.6, figure 4.12 and Table 4.7, figure 4.13 show the varia tion  in  
concentrations o f carbon, oxygen, alum inium oxide component, alum inium  metal 
component, magnesium and phosphorus during etching o f PAAI and PAAII treated 
alum inium  surface film  respectively.
Table 4.6 Depth profile of PAAI treated aluminium surface
Element Etching Time (minutes)
0 3.5 15.5 17.5 19.5 21.5 24.5 27.5 30.5 33.5
Al° 0 0 2.8 5.5 8.9 12.5 18.6 24.3 29.5 34.5
Al^ 26.9 30.5 32.0 31.2 30,0 29.1 27.8 26.4 24.2 23.9
C 21.9 13.1 7.0 8.2 7.6 6.6 6.0 5.7 5.9 4.6
0 49.6 55.1 57.0 54,3 52.4 50.9 46.3 42.4 39.1 35.6
Mg 0 0.5 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.9 1.3 1 .2 1.3 1.4
P 1.6 0,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Phosphorus was detected in  very small amounts at the top surface layer in  the both 
cases. A fte r three, three and h a lf minutes etching fo r the PAAI and the PAAII treated 
alum inium  surface film  respectively, the amount o f phosphorus decreased to  a point 
which is beyond the lim it o f detection. The position o f P2p peak fo r elemental
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Figure 4.12 Depth profile o f the PAAI treated alum inium  surface,
(a) Area graph, (b) Curve graph.
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Table 4.7 Depth profile of PAAII treated aluminium surface
EtchingTime Atomic %(min.) Al® Al3+ C 0 Mg P
0 1.1 21.3 19.6 56.2 0 1 .8
1 .5 1 .9 30.0 7.4 59.6 0.4 0.7
3.0 2.3 30.6 7.4 58.8 0.5 0.4
4.5 3.8 31 .0 7.1 57.7 0.4 0
6.0 7.5 30.0 7.8 54.2 0.5 0
7.5 11.9 29.1 7.9 50.6 0.5 0
9.0 17.5 27.4 7.7 46.6 0.8 0
10.5 22.9 25.9 7.3 43.1 0.8 0
12.0 28.6 23.4 6.6 40.5 0.9 0
13.5 32.4 23.4 6.5 36.9 0.8 0
15.0 36.9 20.7 6.2 34.9 1 .3 0
18.0 42.1 20.7 4.9 30.9 1 .4 0
19.5 44.3 19,9 5.6 28.9 1 .3 0
21 .0 47.7 18.6 5.4 26.5 1 .8 0
24.0 55.0 16.8 4.5 22.2 1 .5 0
27.0 60.4 16.0 3.7 18.3 1 .6 0
28.5 63.4 14.9 3.7 16.1 1 .7 0
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Figure 4.13 Depth p ro file  o f the PAAII treated alum inium  surface, 
(a) Area graph, (b) Curve graph.
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phosphorus is 129.2 ev in  binding energy^^^\ but the position o f P2p peak recorded 
from  the PAAII treated alum inium  surface is 134.1 ev in  b inding energy (Fig. 4.14), 
This indicates tha t the phosphorus is present as an incorporated phosphate which 
providescorrosion inhibition^^^^^.
5400
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^ 4200 
g 3800
3400
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Figure 4.14 P 2p spectrum recorded from  PAAII treated alum inium  surface.
Magnesium w hich is harm ful to  adhesion was not, in  e ither case, detected at the 
outer surface, and increased gradually during etching. This indicates tha t the process 
o f phosphoric acid anodising can reduce and stablise the am ount o f magnesium in  
the surface*^ ^®'^ .^ The comparison shows that the amount o f magnesium in  the PAA 
treated alum inium  surface is much lower than that o f the CP treated alum inium
-  1 2 0  -
surface. This could be another reason w hy adhesive jo in ts  w ith  PAA treated 
alum inium  surface has better environmental durab ility  than the CP treated alum inium  
surface.
The sligh tly  higher amount o f carbon at the top surface was contributed by the 
contam ination due to the more than one year storage o f the samples in  laboratory 
a ir. The amount o f carbon, however, unlike the cases o f the untreated and the CP 
treated alum inium  surfaces, decreased throughout the etching. In  the untreated and 
the CP treated alum inium  surface depth profiles, the amount o f carbon increases 
sligh tly after a sharp decrease. This is considered to be due to  the contam ination o f 
o il vapour from  the pumps during the etching. However, in  the case o f PAAI and 
PAAII treated alum inium  surface, the amount o f carbon decreased throughout the 
etching, this shows that the amount o f carbon, beneath the surface, is less than that 
o f the CP treated alum inium.
The m ajor difference between the PAAI and the PAAII treated alum inium  surface is 
the thickness o f the surface film . The etching time based on the crossover o f 
alum inium  oxide component and alum inium  metal component is 28 min. (Fig.4.12b) 
and 11 m in. (Fig.4.13b) respectively. This means that the surface film  o f PAAI 
treated alum inium  is more than tw ice thickness o f that o f the PAAII treated 
alum inium  surface. The etching tim e based on crossover o f the alum inium  oxide 
component and alum inium  metal component fo r the CP treated alum inium  surface 
is 6  minutes (Fig. 4.10 b). This etching tim e o f 6  minutes can not be simply used to 
compare w ith  the PAAI and PAAII treated alum inium  surfaces because o f their 
d ifferent compositions w hich have d ifferent sputtering rates. In  sim ilar conditions o f 
argon ion  sputtering depth p ro filing  (AG 21 argon gun, 6  KeV energy ions, target
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current o f 20 pA), a sputtering rate o f 8  nm /m in  was obtained fo r a chromate 
solution treated alum inium  surface by Treverton and Davies^^®^ .^ I t  has been reported 
tha t the sputtering rate fo r a CP treated alum inium  surface was approximately two 
and a h a lf times that o f a-A l2 0 3 ^^ ®^^ . S im ilarly, the sputtering rate fo r the PAAI and 
PAAII treated alum inium  surfaces w ould be much low er than tha t fo r the CP treated 
alum inium  surface.
Norm ally in  the a ircraft industry the alum inium  surface film s produced by phosphoric 
acid anodising are re lative ly th ick (more than 1  pm ), however fo r container products 
high speed continuous anodising is usually used and th inner film s are produced. The 
thickness and morphology o f the alum inium  surface film  are dependent on the 
anodising conditions w hich can be controlled during the treatm ent. Phosphoric acid 
anodising results in  the in itia l form ation o f a featureless barrier layer, which is 
voltage determined, on the metal surface follow ed by nucléation and growth o f a 
filam ent s t r u c t u r e o r  development and thickening o f a porous layer by dissolution 
at the outer surface.
A large number o f small pores w ith  a very th in  barrier layer is characteristics o f low  
voltage anodising^^°^^.
4.3.4 Thickness o f the oxide layer
The thickness o f the oxide layer in  this lam ination system is very im portant, because 
it  may affect the fragm entation characteristics o f the oxide layer during deformation, 
as we w ill see in  the next chapter. In  this w ork, XPS was used to obtain the 
thicknesses o f the oxide layer fo r the untreated alum inium .
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When a sample has a thin (d < 4 nm) overlayer as shown in figure 4.15, according
overlayer
substrate
Figure 4.15 Schematic diagram o f electron emission from  a overlayer/substrate 
structure (d <  4  nm ).
to  Beer-Lambert type expressions, fo r the intensity o f electrons emitted from  the 
overlayer (I^q), the corresponding expression is;
1% =  (1 - exp[-d/Ao sinGl) (4.4)
fo r the in tensity o f electrons em itted from  the substrate (I^'g), the corresponding 
expression is:
=  Tg exp[-d/Àg sin0 ] (4.5)
Where T  is the intensity o f electrons emitted from an in fin ite ly  th ick clean substance.
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0  is the electron take-off angle relative to  the sample surface. X is the inelastic mean 
free path o f the emerging electrons.
In  this case the overlayer is alum inium  oxide, the substrate is alum inium  metal. I f  it  
is assumed tha t X =  =  and combing these tw o equations we
have:
d = Xsineln([‘‘„^/l“„ + 1) (4.6)
Therefore fo r an estimate o f oxide thickness on an alum inium  surface, two 
parameters are required. F irstly an estimate o f X, and secondly the ra tio  o f intensities 
o f AIqx and Al^ ^. The X value o f alum inium  oxide has been measured by RFC Round 
Robin^^^®  ^ to be 2.488 (±0 .33)nm  when X-ray source is A l Ka.
The ra tio  o f intensities o f Al^^ and A l^ is obtained by Al2p curve fittin g . The best 
fittin g  was obtained when there was no improvement in  the Chi-squared value 
obtained. The example o f Al2p curve fittin g  is shown in  figure 4.16 fo r an untreated 
substrate.
The FWHM o f m etallic component o f Al2p is 1.43 ev and oxide component o f Al2p 
is 2.49 ev. This is d ifferent from  the result o f Round Robin Test organised by the 
European Federation o f Corrosion (RFC). RFC Round Test was to  study the 
reproducib ility o f surface analyses in  different laboratories. The alum inium  samples 
oxidised at 250°C in  oxygen were distributed to 22 laboratories in  Europe, N orth 
America and Japan. The FWHM fo r m etallic component o f A l2p is 1.3, fo r oxide 
component o f Al2p is 1.9. Pure alum inium  fo il was analysed to provide a comparison
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Figure 4.16 An example o f A l 2p peak fittin g .
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w ith  the data obtained from  the commercially treated alloy. S im ilar results (in  terms 
o f FWHM o f Al° and Al®^ components) were obtained indicating tha t the broad "AI^‘^ " 
component is not a result o f the convolution o f Al®^ and a sub-oxide or other 
chemical species. It is not an instrum ental effect either, another spectrometer (ESGA 
III)  was also employed to do the experiment and sim ilar results were obtained. The 
cause fo r this difference is not clear bu t the results are consistent w ith  those o f 
Camey et al^ ^^^k It could be caused by surface charge broadening effect, because 
alum inium  oxide is an insulator.
The thickness o f oxide layer fo r the untreated alum inium  was then calculated to be 
3.8 nm. It  th icker than the EFC Round Robin Test result 2.3 nm. This is because o f 
the difference o f the sample history.
For the CP and PAAI, PAAII treated alum inium  surface film s, the thickness can not 
be calculated simply in  the same w ay as fo r the untreated alum inium  oxide layer, but 
it  can be obtained from  the sputtering depth p ro filing  data. In  order to transfer the 
sputtering tim e in to  depth scale, the sputtering rate must be known. In  principle, the 
depth scale could be obtained sim ply from  a knowledge o f the flu x  density in  the ion 
beam, in  ions per u n it area, and o f the number o f atoms removed from  the surface 
per incident ion. Unfortunately, th is last parameter, known as the sputter yield, is not 
generally known w ith  a h igh degree o f certainty and is, in  any case, strongly 
dependent o f the precise details o f the experimental configuration and the materials 
under analysis. Practically, the sputtering rate is obtained by measuring the thickness 
o f the surface film  in  other techniques p rio r to  the depth pro filing . In  present work, 
only the sputtering tim e was used to  compare the thickness o f different alum inium 
surfaces indirectly. Because when the thickness o f a oxide layer was measured by
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TEM, i t  was not necessary to use sputtering depth p ro filing  m ethod to measure it  
again using a sputtering rate determined by TEM result. The thicknesses o f the CP, 
PAAI and PAAII treated alum inium  surface film s were obtained by TEM and reported 
in  section 4.3.5.
4.3.5 Interfacia l characterisation o f the laminates by TEM and SEM
The interface structure o f the laminate made o f the CP treated alum inium  w ith  
polyester film  is shown in  figure 4.17. It can be seen clearly tha t the pores and 
irregularities in  the alum inium  surface are fille d  w ith  polymer. The thickness o f the 
oxide layer is about 30 nm.
The transmission electron micrograph (Fig.4.18) shows the interface structure o f the 
lam inate made o f the PAAI treated alum inium w ith  the polyester film . The thickness 
o f the oxide layer is about 100 nm. Its oxide layer is much rougher than the oxide 
layer in  the CP treated alum inium  surface. The transmission electron m icrograph 
(Fig.4.19) shows the sectional image o f the laminate produced from  PAAII treated 
alum inium . The thickness o f the alum inium oxide layer is about 25 nm. There are 
large irregularities on the edge o f the section o f the alum inium . EDX analysis shows 
that the bumps (Fig.4.20) at the edge o f the alum inium  metal in  Fig. 4.19 at position 
A is alum inium  oxide, and the area B is alum inium  metal (F ig.4.21).
As noted in  the beginning o f this chapter the laminate can n o t be peeled apart. In  
order to look at the interfacia l surfaces o f the polyester film  and alum inium , chemical 
exposure methods were used to  enable the interfacial surface investigation possible. 
Figure 4.22 shows the schematic diagram o f the interface exposure procedure. Before
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Figure 4.17 Cross-sectional transmission electron m icrograph o f the CP treated 
alum inium  laminate.
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Figure 4.18 Cross-sectional transmission electron m icrograph o f the PAAI treated 
alum inium  laminate.
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Figure 4.19 Cross-sectional transm ission electron micrograph o f the PAAII treated 
alum inium lam inate.
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Figure 4.20 EDX spectrum o f the interfacia l oxide layer related to position A 
in  Figure 19.
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Figure 4.21 EDX spectrum o f the alum inium  related to position B in Figure 19.
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SEM investigation, XPS was used to check whether the two-step method fo r the 
polyester film  interfacia l surface exposure is effective. XPS spectra (Fig.4.23) show
O l s- SURVEY3000
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B ind ing  Energy
Figure 4.23 Survey XPS spectrum  recorded from  the polyester film  interfacial surface 
after rem oving a lum in ium  and its oxide by NaOH and HF solutions 
disolution.
there is no alum inium  signal coming out from  the polyester film  interfacial surfaces. 
This indicates tha t th is method is effective. Packham^^^®  ^ successfully removed 
alum inium  and its oxide from  a system o f polyethylene and alum inium  by using 
NaOH solution. In  th is polyester film  and alum inium  lam inated system it  can remove 
the alum inium  and the oxides from  the polyester film  surface b u t the polyester film  
interfacia l surface w ill also be damaged because o f the saponification o f the polyester
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by the alkali. Before this two-step method was established, NaOH solution was used 
to try  to  expose the polyester film  interfacial surfaces but failed because o f the 
polyester film  interfacia l surface damage.
The scanning electron micrographs (Fig. 4.24-27) show that during lam ination the 
pores and irregularities in  the alum inium  surfaces are filled  w ith  polyester and the 
polyester film  surfaces take on the shape o f the alum inium surfaces. In  the untreated 
alum inium  surface there are few  irregularities. In  the CP treated alum inium  surface 
there are large pores (~ 0.2 pm diameter) and small pores. The pores in  the PAAI 
treated alum inium  surface are like  cell structure. The PAAII treated alum inium  
surface is like  a reverse cauliflow er structure at this resolution, and consists o f small 
particles. The particles in  the polyester film  interfacial surfaces are polyester particles 
not oxides. This has been checked by XPS analysis. There are on ly carbon and oxygen 
signals detected. These particles match w ith  the pores o f the alum inium  interfacia l 
surfaces.
The difference o f the in terfacia l surface topography among the above laminates 
observed by SEM w ill have d ifferent effect on the deformation o f the laminates as we 
w ill see in  the next Chapter.
4.4 Concluding remarks
Some concluding remarks can be drawn from  the results described above.
The CP and PAAI, PAAII treated alum inium  surfaces are porous. The PAAII treated 
alum inium  surface is the most porous one among them.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.24 Scanning electron m icrographs: (a) A lum inium  interfacial surface o f the 
untreated a lum inium  lam inate, (b) Polyester film  interfacial surface o f the 
untreated alum inium  laminate.
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Figure 4.25 Scanning electron micrographs: (a) Alum inium  interfacial surface o f the 
CP treated alum inium  laminate, (b) Polyester film  interfacial surface o f 
the CP treated alum inium  laminate.
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Figure 4.26 Scanning electron micrographs: (a) A lum inium  interfacia l surface o f the 
PAAI treated alum inium  laminate, (b) Polyester film  interfacia l surface o f 
the PAAI treated alum inium  laminate.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.27 Scanning electron micrographs: (a) A lum inium  interfacial surface o f the 
PAAII treated alum inium  laminate, (b) Polyester film  interfacia l surface 
o f the PAAII treated alum inium  laminate.
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Magnesium segregates to  the alum inium  surface. However, the CP and PAAI, PAAII 
treatments reduce the amount o f magnesium in  the alum inium  surface. The amount 
o f magnesium in  the PAA treated alum inium  surface layer is less than that o f the CP 
treated. This could be one o f the reasons tha t the adhesion jo in ts  o f PAA treated 
alum inium  (containing Mg) has better environmental d u rab ility  than CP treated 
alum inium .
The thickness o f oxide layer on the PAAI treated alum inium  surface is about 100 nm 
and is much th icker than that o f PAAII treated alum inium  surface oxide layer which 
is about 25 nm. the thickness o f the CP treated alum inium  surface oxide layer is 
about 30 nm.
From the TEM and SEM results, i t  is known that the polyester was forced to f i l l  the 
pores and irregularities o f the alum inium  surfaces and the polyester film  interfacial 
surface took the shape o f the alum inium  surface during the lam ination.
The interface exposure methods developed in  th is w ork are effective and allowed the 
morphology o f both interfacia l substrates and polymer surfaces to be examined by 
SEM.
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5. Mechanical Deformation of the Laminates
5.1 Introduction
The d u c tility  o f the oxide layer on the alum inium  surface is lim ited, as the oxide is 
a b rittle  m aterial. During the deep drawing process, the oxide layer on alum inium  
surface w ill break in to  fragments. This fragmentation o f the oxide layer may cause 
problems regarding the adhesion between polyester film  and alum inium  surface o f 
the laminates. The aim o f the w ork reported in  this chapter was to  investigate this 
fragm entation phenomenon.
5.2 Deep Draw ing and w a ll ironing Process
Before the investigation o f alum inium  surface film  fragm entation it  is necessary to 
have a general view  o f the deep drawing process. The deep draw ing process*-^ ®^^  is 
the production o f a cylindrical cup from  a fla t circular blank o f sheet metal. It 
includes, usually, firs t stage drawing and re-drawing.
In  this w ork, laminates o f polyester film /a lum in ium  were used to  produce beverage 
cans. The deep drawing process is carried out through six stages namely blank, cup, 
re-dravm cup, firs t ironing, second ironing and th ird  ironing as illustra ted in  Figure 
5.1. The stage o f cup belongs to firs t stage drawing, and the stages o f re-drawn cup, 
firs t, second and th ird  ironing belong to re-drawing process.
5.2.1 First stage drawing
Figure 5.2 shows diagrammatically the firs t stage drawing. There are a number o f
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Stage 1
(j) = 140 m m
Blank
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5
Stage 6
(j) = 90 m m
(|) = 65 m m
(|) = 65 m m
(j) = 65 m m
<]) = 65 m m
Clip 
h = 32 m m
Redrawn cup 
h = 54 m m
First ironing 
h = 65 m m
Second ironing 
h = 85 m m
can 
h = 122 m m
Figure 5.1 Schematic diagrams of six stage progressions
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deform ation processes involved:
1). The pure rad ia l draw ing between die and blank holder;
2 ). The bending o f the lam inate over the die radius and its subsequent
unbending to  form  the walls o f the cup;
3 ). The stretching and th inn ing  o f the walls o f the cup;
4 ). The stretching o f the centre o f the blank over the punch profile .
As shown in  Figure 5.2, m ateria l in  the flange AB has been drawn in  under radia l 
tensile stress. The associated hoop compressive stress causes a considerable increase 
in  m aterial thickness, unless a la tera l pressure is applied by some kind o f fixed 
pressure plate. This compressive hoop stress w ill, in  general, cause the flange to  fo ld  
or w rinkle.
Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram o f firs t drawing.
An element passing the die radius at B is bent under radia l tension, this leads to^ 
th inning and, sim ilarly, fu rth e r th inn ing occurs at point C due to  the unbending. In
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the portion CD, the principal stress is tensile in  the direction corresponding to the 
applied punch load.
Elements w ith  an in itia l radius sm aller than that o f the die th roa t are not subject to 
radial drawing, nor to bending over the die profile. Elements in  the zone DE have 
bending over the punch p ro file  w h ile  elements in  the base experience biaxial tension.
5.2.2 The Re-drawing o f cups
When producing cans o f the common engineering materials, such as alum inium, from  
a circular blank, a re-draw ing operation usually is performed.
The re-drawing operation is carried out using a punch w ith  a smaller diameter. 
Figure 5.3 shows the re draw ing operation diagrammatically. Elements passing the
Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of cup-redrawing.
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sleeve radius at B are bent. In  the portion CD, there are tensile radial stresses and 
hoop compressive stress. When an element passes the die radius i t  is bent again in  
a vertica l direction by the radial tension applied by the punch load. The portion GH 
experiences the least tensile deformation and therefore the base o f the can is the 
thickest part. In  the portion EF, the can w a ll is stretched. The thickness o f the can 
w a ll is controlled by ironing. Usually three iron ing dies are used. Basically, the 
purpose o f ironing is to th in  the walls o f the can by forcing them  through dies w ith  
a restricted clearance so that norm ally the ir ultim ate thickness should be the same 
as this clearance. Ironing can also prevent w rink ling  at the rim . Since the diameter 
remains the same during three ironing operations, the length must increase. The 
stra in is distributed uniform ly across the thickness o f the w a ll.
In  th is project, the diameter o f the lam inate blank is 14 cm. The diameter o f the cup 
is 9 cm. the ra tio  o f the firs t stage drawing (firs t stage draw ra tio ) is 0.4 
(corresponding to the cup height to diameter, h /d ). The diam eter o f the can is 6.5 
cm and the ratio  o f drawing is 1.95 which is below the safety lim it o f 2.2 fo r normal 
alum inium  materials.
5.3 Materials and Experimental
5.3.1 Materials
The laminates investigated were:
a) CP treated alum inium /polyester film ;
b) PAAII treated alum inium /polyester film ;
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c) Sulphuric acid anodised I (SAAI) alum inium /polyester film ;
d) SAAII treated alum inium /polyester film .
SAAI is a slow speed treatment ( 35 m /m in .), w hile SAAII is a h igh speed treatment 
(70 m /m in .). A ll the alum inium  substrates were 0,3 mm thick, and the polyester film  
was 12 pm  th ick before deep drawing. Laminates a and b are fu lly  characterised in  
the previous Chapter, laminates c and d were introduced fo r comparison as they only 
became available at a later stage o f the w ork. A t an early stage o f this w ork, the 
PAAI treated alum inium  laminate was found to be unsuitable. This is because o f very 
poor adhesion o f polymer to alum inium  substrate in  the fin a l product as explained 
fu lly  in  Chapter 6. The alum inium  stock was sourced from  a d ifferent supplier and 
the designation PAAII treated lam inate was then used.
In  order to  investigate the alum inium  surface film  fragm entation step by step from  
laminates to the fina l products, the six operational stages, blank, cup, redrawn cup, 
firs t ironing, second ironing and th ird  (fina l) ironing products were prepared fo r a ll 
fou r laminates.
5.3.2 Experimental
To investigate the alum inium  surface fihn  fragmentation, i t  is necessary to look at 
the alum inium  interfacial surfaces. The exposure method and SEM investigation used 
are the same as described in  chapter 4.
A  manual method was carried out to measure the fragment size step by step fo r the 
CP and SAAII treated laminates. Figure 5.4. illustrates the technique. Four lines were
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Longitudinal
ransverse
Figure 5.4 Example o f manual method o f fragment size measuring. The scanning 
electron m icrograph was taken from  the w all o f a can produced from  the 
CP treated lam inate.
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drawn across the m icrograph in  the longitudinal direction and in  the hoop direction. 
The directions were determined by the method described in  section 5.4.3. The 
fragment size was obtained by d ivid ing the to ta l length o f oxide fragment by the 
number o f fragments covered by the four lines. The expression is equation (5.1).
T l i
L f  = M   (5 .1 )n
where n is the to ta l number o f oxide fragments covered by the fou r lines.
To illustra te  the deform ation extent, a grid was drawn on a lam inate, and after cup 
making and re-drawing, the grid was deformed along the w a ll o f the cup and the can 
as shown in  Figure 5.5. From the deformed grid it  was possible to  calculate the 
strains along the w alls o f the cups as explained in  the next section.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Determ ination o f the strains along the can w all
The determ ination o f the strains along the walls o f cups fo r one o f the four materials 
is assumed to apply to the other three laminate types since the in itia l thicknesses o f 
the four laminates were the same and the deep drawing conditions were the same.
The deep draw ing process exerts stresses on the laminates, the corresponding strains 
(longitudinal, hoop and through-thickness) can be obtained based on measurements
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Figure 5.5 Grid size change after deep draw ing process shows the deformation extent.
1 4 6
of the wall thickness and the grid size at each of the six operational stages.
The thickness o f the samples was measured at each o f the six operational stages 
using a micrometer. The m iddle part o f the walls o f cups was measured. The results 
are shown in  Table 5,1.
Table 5.1 Thickness (pm )
Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6
Thickness 310 310 290 250 175 100
The length o f grid fo r each stage can be obtained readily. The g rid  length fo r stage 
1 (blank), stage 2 (Cup) and stage 6 (Can) can be measured from  the samples as 
shown in  Figure 5.5. Since the thicknesses o f the cup walls have been measured, the 
grid  length fo r stages 3 to  5 can be calculated as fo llow s. During the drawing 
process, the diameter o f the can does not change from  operation stages 3 to  6, and 
the volume o f the alum inium  is assumed not to change during th is plastic 
deformation. Considering the element as shown in  Figure 5.6, the tensile stress in  the 
draw ing direction makes the element th iim er and longer (i.e . t  - dt, 1 + d l), bu t the 
w id th , w , does not change. The longitud ina l length o f grid  fo r stages 5, 4, and 3 can 
be calculated by using the ra tio  o f the can (stage 6) w a ll thicloiess to the w all 
thickness at the stage 5, 4, or 3 according to the equation (5.2) based on the 
conservation o f volume.
li  x t j X w  =  1q X tQ x w (5.2)
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I.e.
Figure 5.6 An element taken from the w all o f the redraw ing cups, 
i l  =  G o X to )/ti (5 .3)
where 1q, tg are g rid  length and w a ll thickness o f the can.
The hoop length  o f the grid fo r stage 5, 4, and 3 is the same as stage 6. since the 
diameter does not change during ironing. The measured and calculated g rid  sizes are 
as shown in  Table 5.2,
Table 5.2 G rid length (mm)
Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6
Longitudinal 2.5 3.0 4.1 4.8 6.9 12.0
Hoop 2.5 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
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The tensile and compressive strains can be calculated based on the grid length values. 
The expression fo r tensile stra in is equation (5.4)^^^^^ .
® ten = /  ) ( 5 . 4 )
where 1q is grid  length on the lam inate before deep draw ing (2.5 mm). 
The expression o f compressive hoop strain is equation (5,5)'^ ^^^^
( 5 . 5 )
where Wq is grid  w id th  on the laminate before deep draw ing (2.5 mm).
The results calculated are as shown in  Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.7.
Table 5.3 Strains along the w a ll o f cups (%)
Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6
Longitudinal 0 18 50 65 102 157
Hoop 0 -33 -57 -57 -57 -57
From the results, i t  can be seen that the laminate was both stretched in  drawing 
d irection and compressed in  hoop direction during the operation o f cup making. In
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Figure 5.7 Strains along the cup w a ll change w ith  the operational stage.
the stage o f redrawing the cup, the cup w a ll was compressed further in  the hoop 
direction, but it  was not compressed in  hoop direction from  stage 3 to 6, The 
stretching in  drawing direction took place continually. The fin a l longitudinal strain 
is 157% in  the m iddle part o f the can w a ll. As stated above th is strain analysis is 
applicable to a ll laminates.
5.4.2 The oxide fragment coverage ra tio
I f  we assume that the oxide layer on the alum inium  surface does not undergo plastic 
deformation, then after the deform ation o f the lam inate, assuming no fragments 
detach, the to ta l area covered by the fragments is equal to  the orig inal surface area 
before stretching. Therefore the surface coverage ratio, the area o f oxide fragments
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divided by the alum inium  surface, can be calculated by using the measured grid size 
(in  m iddle part o f the w all o f cups and can). The expression is equation (5.6).
R _ A q ^ I qX W q■AI2O3/AI (5.6)
where \  is the orig inal area o f the lam inate surface, and is equal to the area o f 
oxide surface. A j is the area o f the lam inate after deformation.
The results are as shown in  Table 5.4. I t  can be seen tha t the oxide coverage ratio
Table 5.4 Oxide fragment coverage ratio
Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6
Coverage ra tio  
(% ) 100 116 102 87 60 35
is greater than 100% at the stage o f cup and redrawn cup. This is because there is 
reduction o f alum inium  surface area due to  the buckling induced by compressive 
stress. In  the stage o f cup, the value o f compressive strain is greater than that o f 
longitudinal tensile stress (Table 5.3). A t the fin a l stage, the oxide fragment coverage 
ra tio  is only 35%. The balance o f surface area is the new ly formed alum inium 
interfacia l surface.
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5.4.3 Identification of drawing direction on the micrographs
The oxide layers on the alum inium  surface were broken in to  firagments o f different 
shapes. To be able to interpret the fragmentation shape in  a meaningful way it  is 
im portant to  know  the drawing direction, which is not always readily apparent from  
the micrographs.
To iden tify  the drawing direction, a microhardness measurement instrum ent was used 
to  put marks along the drawing (longitudinal) direction o f the specimens (Fig. 5.8). 
The marks on the blank samples were put along the drawing direction. The samples 
including cup, redrawn cup, 1st, 2nd and 3rd ironing progressions o f the CP, PAAII, 
SAAI and SAAII treated laminates. Specimens were treated w ith  trifluoroacetic acid 
to remove the polyester film  before marking. SEM was used to iden tify  the directions. 
Two representive sets o f micrographs from  stage 3 (redrawn cup) o f the SAAII and 
CP treated laminates are shown in  Figure 5.S-5.9 as examples. The upper micrograph 
in  each figure shows the direction, the three indentation marks in  a line lie  along the 
long itud ina l (draw ing) direction, the low er micrograph in  each figure shows a higher 
m agnification scanning electron micrograph aligned in  the same direction as the 
upper micrograph.
The scanning electron micrographs (Fig. 5.8) show alum inium  interfacia l surfaces o f 
samples from  SAAII treated alum inium  laminate at stage 3 (redrawn cup). I t  can be 
seen tha t in  the drawing direction there are many cracks caused by the tensile stress. 
In  the hoop direction there are also cracks believed to be caused by the compressive 
stress as interpreted in  section 5.5. Figure 5.9 shows another example from  the 
redrawn cup o f the CP treated laminate. The overall appearance is shmlar to that fo r
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(b)
Figure 5.8 Drawing direction in  the scanning electron micrographs. These 
micrographs were taken from  the stage 3 (redraw n cup) o f the SAAII 
treated, (a) Marks, (b) Cracks o f oxide layer.
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Figure 5.9 Drawing direction in  the scanning electron micrographs. These 
micrographs were taken from  the stage 3 (redrawn cup) o f the CP treated, 
(a) Marks, (b) Cracks o f oxide layer.
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the SAAII treated aluminium sample.
After the drawing (longitudinal) d irection has been determined, i t  is shown in  the 
graphs as we can see in  the fo llow s section.
5.4.4 Fragmentation o f oxide layer
It has been possible to investigate the fragm entation phenomenon by observing the 
alum inium  interfacial surfaces step by step from  blank, to  cup, redrawn cup, 1st, 2nd 
and fina l ironing progressions fo r the d ifferent chemical exposure treatments.
The scanning electron micrographs (Fig.5.10-13) show the firagmentation behaviour 
o f the oxide layers on the alum inium  substrates fo r each o f the four treatments - 
SAAI, CP, SAAII and PAAII - a t each draw ing stage.
The oxide layer o f SAAI treated alum inium  laminate (Fig. 5.10) cracked at stage 2 
(cup). There are a few  cracks both in  the longitudinal and hoop directions at this 
stage. In  stage 3, there are more cracks. The oxide layer broke severely from  stage 
3 to 4. From stage 5 to 6, the fragm ent size did not change, but the gaps between 
the fragments increased. The fin a l size o f the fragments is about 50 nm in  each 
direction.
The oxide layer o f the CP treated alum inium  laminate (Fig. 5.11) broke into particles 
w ith  a distinct aspect ratio  w hich is markedly different behaviour from  that o f the 
SAAI treated alum inium lam inate. The length o f the fina l fragments is about 500 nm, 
and the w id th  is about 140 nm. The m ajority o f the oxide fractures occurred from 
stage 2 to  3.
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Figure 5.10 Scanning electron micrographs o f alum inium  inte rfacia l surfaces from 
SAAI treated, (a) Blank, (b) Cup, (c) Redrawn cup, (d) First ir o i^ g  
progression, (e) Second ironing progression, (f) T h ird  ironing progression.
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Figure 5 11 Scanning electron micrographs o f alumimum in te rfac ia l surfaces from  CP 
treated, (a) Blank, (b) Cup, (c) Redrawn cup, (d ) First ironing 
progression, (e) Second ironing progression, (f) Third ironing progression.
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Figure 5.12 Scanning electron micrographs o f alum inium  in terfacia l surfaces from  
SAAII treated, (a) Blank, (b) Cup, (c) Redrawn cup, (d) First iro im g  
progression, (e) Second ironing progression, (f) T h ird  iron ing progression.
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Figure 5.13 Scanning electron micrographs o f alum inium  inte rfacia l surfaces from 
PAAII treated, (a) Blank, (b) Cup, (c) Redrawn cup, (d) First ironing 
progression, (e) Second ironing progression, (f) T h ird  ironing progression.
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The oxide layer o f the SAAII treated alum inium  laminate (Fig.5.12) showed a 
different fragmentation characteristics compared w ith  the SAAI treated alum inium  
laminate. I t  can be seen that there are many cracks w ith in  each piece o f fragments. 
F inally the size o f the fragments is about 80 nm in  both longitudinal and hoop 
directions.
The oxide layer o f PAAII treated alum inium  (Fig.5.13) broke in  a completely different 
way compared w ith  the above three types o f oxide layers. When under tensile and 
compressive stresses in  the stage o f cup, i t  broke into  uniform  small particles (30 
nm). From stage 2 to 6 , only the gaps between fragments increase.
The variation o f mean fragment size from  stage 3 to stage 6  fo r samples o f the CP 
and SAAII treated alumimum laminates are shown in  Figure 5.14 and Fig. 5.15. For 
the CP treated alum inium  lam inate, the fragment size became smaller from  stage 3 
to stage 6  both in  longitudinal and hoop direction. The change o f fragment size fo r 
the SAAII treated alum inium  lam inate is sharper than tha t o f the CP treated 
alumimum lam inate especially in  the hoop direction. I t  should be noticed that there 
are cracks w ith in  each oxide fragment in  stages 3 and 4 fo r the SAAII treated 
alum inium laminate.
As mentioned previously, the PAAI treated lam inate was not used in  the later stages 
o f this w ork. Hence there are no data relating to the six stages individually. 
However, the cans produced early on from  the PAAI treated alumimum laminate can 
be used to investigate the fragm entation phenomenon. I t  is known that the 
deformation extent is different from  top to bottom  o f the can w a ll as shown by the 
grid marks (Fig. 5.5). Specimens were taken from  the top part, m iddle part and
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Figure 5.14 Oxide layer fragm ent size changes w ith  the operational stages o f the CP 
treated.
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Figure 5.15 Oxide layer fragment size changes w ith  the operational stages o f the SAAII 
treated.
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bottom  part o f the can w a ll after peeling the polyester film . SEM was used to observe 
the fragm entation behaviour o f the oxide layer. Scanning electron micrographs are 
shown in  Figure 5.16. It can be seen that the distance between fragments increases 
from  the bottom  to the top o f the can w all. The fragment size is about 1.5 p.m at the 
bottom  part, about 1 . 2  p,m at the m iddle part and 1 . 0  pm at the top part o f the can 
w all.
5.5 Discussion
The oxide coverage ra tio  is greater than 1 0 0 % at the stage o f cup and redrawn cup. 
It has been suggested earlier (5.4.2) that this is because o f the fo ld ing o f alum inium  
caused by compressive stress. During deep drawing process, from  blank to cup and 
from  cup to redrawn cup, compressive stress was induced because o f the reduction 
o f the diameter o f the cup. This compressive stress can not make an increase o f the 
cup w a ll thickness because o f a fixed pressure holding as described in  section 5.2. 
However, i t  is possible that local deformation o f the alum inium  can occur, because 
there is a relative soft polyester film , which is o rig ina lly 1 2  pm  th ick, on the top o f 
the alum inium  surface. The polymer can be forced to balance the change caused by 
the buckling o f alum inium  as shown in  Figure 5.17. This kind o f buckling 
deform ation may cause the oxide layer cracks(Fig. 5.8 and 5.9). The signs o f 
buckling o f alum inium  can be seen in  Figure 5.11 e and f, Figure 5.12 e and f.
The mechanical deformation during deep drawing is very complex as described in  
section 5.2, there is tension, compression and bending deform ation. Fragmentation 
was almost completed after stages 2  and 3 , where the laminates underwent bending 
and stretching. Crack o f the oxide during stretching is considered in  a simple form
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(a) 
Top part
(b)
Middle part
(c)
Bottom part
Figure 5.16 Scanning electron micrographs o f alum inium  in te rfacia l surface o f the can 
produced from  the PAAI treated lam inate after peeling polyester film .
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Figure 5.17 Buckling o f alum inium  caused by compressive stress during deep drawing 
process from  blank to cup and from  cup to redrawn cup.
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here.
In  order to sim plify the problem, the effect o f polymer him , w hich is not the main
factor, is neglected. The parameter o f most interest is the oxide layer thickness.
Figure 5.18 shows a schematic diagram o f part o f a lam inate and an element, 
we assume that load is transferred to  the oxide layer by a uniform  shear stress, t . 
Using Figure 5.18, a force balance gives:
(a +  do)w t - aw t =  x w dx (5.7)
so
w t do = T w  dx (5.8)
then
do T
d x  t (5.9)
and
to — ~—x  + A (5.10)
where o is tensile stress, t  is shear stress at alum inium  m etal/oxide interface.
To determine the constant A in  the equation (5.10) the boundary condition, x =  0, 
0  =  0 was used. A  is then also 0. I f  at any stage the mean fragment length is Lc, 
then applying simple arguments when
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Figure 5.18 An element is taken from  a laminate. The polyester film  is neglected.
where Of is the fracture strength o f the oxide. We have:
( 5 . 1 1 )
then
-  1 6 6  -
(5.12)
From the last equation, i t  is anticipated that when the oxide layer thickness (t) 
increases the size o f oxide fragments (L^) w ill increase. There are other factors such 
as defects, pores in  the oxide which w ill certainly play an im portant ro le  in  the 
breaking o f oxide layer and mean that Of cannot be taken to have a unique value.
The oxide layer thickness o f d ifferent alum inium sheet, obtained by TEM in  chapter 
4, and the fin a l oxide fragm ent size, obtained as described in  this chapter, are 
summarised in  Table 5.5. I t  can be seen tha t the th inner the oxide layer, the smaller
Table 5.5 Oxide layer thickness and the ir fragment size
Surface
treatm ent
Oxide layer thickness 
(nm)
Final fragm ent size 
(nm )
CP 30 140
PAAI 1 0 0 1 2 0 0
PAAII 25 30
SAAI 50
SAAII 80
the fragm ent size. The extreme tw o examples are the PAAI and PAAII treated 
laminates. The large difference in  oxide layer thickness between these two 
phosphoric acid anodised alum inium  laminates contributes to  extremely different 
oxide fragments.
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5.6 Concluding remarks
During the deep draw ing process, the oxide layer began to crack at the stage 2 (cup). 
The compressive stress caused budding o f aluminium and oxide layer cracks , in  hoop 
direction at the stage 2 and 3. I t  is found that the thicker the oxide layer, the larger 
the fragm ent size fin a lly  produced. I t  has proved possible to develop a simple shear- 
lag model to  describe th is behaviour.
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6 . THE INTERFACE CHARACTERISATION OF DEEP-DRAWN CANS
6.1 Introduction
The surface properties o f the polyester film  and the alum inium substrates, and the 
mechanical deformation o f the laminates have been described in  previous chapters. 
The characteristics o f the in terfacia l fa ilure surfaces o f the cans w ill be described in  
this chapter. The effect o f mechanical deformation on the adhesion between the 
polyester film  and the alum inium  substrates o f the cans w ill be studied.
To assess the effects o f alum inium  surface treatments and the mechanical 
deformation, 180° peel test was employed to evaluate the adhesion level o f the cans.
Indentation test as a method used in  th is polyester/alum inium  system was assessed.
Conventional XPS was used to analyse both the polyester film  and the alum inium  
interfacial surfaces after exposure by peeling. The locus o f fa ilure was investigated. 
To gain further inform ation, angle resolved XPS was employed to analyse the surface 
characteristics o f the alum inium  substrates.
SEM was employed to  investigate the interfacia l surface morphology o f the polyester 
film  and the alum inium  substrates after peeling or chemical exposure.
6.2 Peel Test
A TM-M Instron was employed to carry out the peel test. The peel rate was
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50 m m /m in, a load cell o f 10 N was used.
To in itia te  the peeling, the top part o f the can w a ll was carefully tom  to allow  
debonding to take place. The strips o f the specimens were cut along the can w all 
from  top to bottom  w ith  the w id th  o f 1 cm. The w id th  o f the specimen was decided 
1 cm because the w all o f the can is not fla t in  hoop direction. 3M tape was used as 
a backing material. The stmcture o f the sample is shown in  Figure 6.1.
- Tape- Polymer
Aluminium
11 cm
Top of can Bottom of can
Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram o f peel test specimen.
The deep drawing process reduces the adhesion between polyester film  and 
alum inium  dramatically. Before deep draw ing i t  was impossible to peel polyester film  
from  the alum inium substrate o f the laminates even the untreated aluminium 
laminate. Attempts were made to  use 3M tape, epoxy or acrylic adhesives to adhere 
a backing m aterial (alum inium  strip about 0 . 2  mm th ick) to  polyester film  so as to 
peel it  from  the alum inium substrate but failed. This means that the adhesion 
between the polyester film  and the alum inium  o f the laminates before stretching was
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very good. However, i t  was possible to  peel the polyester film  from  the alum inium 
surface o f the can w a ll using 3M tape in  the cases o f the cans produced from  the 
untreated, CP and PAAI treated laminates. In  the case o f the cans produced from  the 
PAAII and SAA treated laminates, peel test could not be used because o f the polyester 
film  cohesive failure.
Figure 6.2 shows an example o f the peel test curves. I t  can be seen tha t the peeling
%
(ÜÜ
ob
CnC*HiH(D<D(U
8
6 Bottom
Middle
4
2
Top
Figure 6.2 An example o f the peel test curves.
force increases during peeling the specimen o f the can w a ll from  top to bottom . In 
the end o f the peel test curve there is a sharp increase, th is is not rea lly the 
délam ination force and it  is a kind o f releasing impact effect when the end o f the 
specimen was peeled apart. The peel strength fo r the bottom  part o f the can was 
taken ju s t before the sharp increase, fo r the top part was taken from  the beginning
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o f the curve and fo r the m iddle part was taken from  the m iddle o f the curve as 
shown in  figure 6.2. Table 6.1 shows the peel test results. Each data point is the 
average o f five. It can be seen that along the can w all the adhesion strength is the
Table 6,1 Peel strength (N/cra)
Sample Bottom Middle Top
CP treated can 2.78 ± 0,25 1 ,23 ± 0.11 0.97 ± 0.11
PAAI treated can 1,80 ± 0,10 1.14 + 0,11 0,88 ± 0.10
highest at the bottom  part and the lowest at the top part in  both cases o f the cans 
produced from  the CP and PAAI treated laminates. This is because the level o f the 
deform ation in  the top o f the can is higher than that o f the bottom . It has been 
found that the adhesion strength decreases w ith  the deform ation in  a non-linear 
manner^^^^\ In  this w orlt^the  lam inate o f polypropylene/alum inium  was produced 
by using polyurethane adhesives. The laminate was then mechanically deformed by 
ro lling . D ifferent rates o f deformation were obtained by contro lling  the distance 
between the ro lls. It was found that the fin a l peel strength (when the thickness o f 
a specimen had been reduced by a factor o f 4) was 7-15% o f the orig inal peel 
strength. This is in  some ways sim ilar to our case. The deform ation reduces the 
adhesion strength between the polyester film  and the alum inium .
The adhesion strength could not be obtained in  the case o f the cans produced from  
the SAA and PAAII treated laminates because the polyester film  was damaged when
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it  was peeled. This means that the adhesion is better than tha t o f the cans produced 
from  the CP or the PAAI treated laminate. One can also note tha t the adhesion 
between the polyester film  and alum inium  o f the can o f the CP treated lam inate is 
better than the can o f the PAAI treated laminate. It is known, from  Chapter 5, that 
the fragment size o f the CP treated laminate is smaller than th a t o f the PAAI treated 
lam inate. The fragments o f oxide in  the PAAI treated alum inium  surface after deep 
drawing are re la tive ly large (about 1-2 pm). The gaps between the fragments are 
greater than those o f the CP treated aluminium surface. The oxide fragments in  the 
PAAII and SAA treated alum inium  surface after deep drawing are fine and uniform  
particles (about 20 nm ). This suggests that the adhesion between the polyester film  
and alum inium  is related to  the fragmentation pattern. When the oxide fragments are 
small particles, the adhesion is better.
6.3 Indentation test
An indentation method was used by Sura et al^ ^^^ to determine the adhesion o f 
polyim ide film s on a ceramic substrate. Experimental results were obtained by 
indenting 13 pm th ick  polyim ide film s w ith  a conical indenter. The bond strength 
was obtained based on the analysis o f indentation debonding o f th in  film s. R itte r et. 
al [165] indentation induced debonding to calculate the inte rfacia l shear strength 
and fracture energy o f polymer coatings on ceramics substrate. The indentation was 
also used fo r a system o f epoxy film  adhered to copper^^^^ .^
In  our w ork, a Leitz micro-hardness tester w ith  a diamond shape indenter was used. 
One may notice tha t the shape o f the indenter should be conical but the conical 
shape indenter is not available in  this Department. The purpose o f this piece o f w ork
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was to assess the method used on alum inium  substrate, and the diamond shape 
indenter was to hand and was used. A  load o f 300 gm and a dw ell time 30 seconds 
were employed. A fter indentation, the optical micrographs o f the feature were taken. 
An example is shown in  Figure 6.3. I t  can be seen that there are so-called Newton’s 
rings^^^^. These Newton’s rings are considered to identify the debonded regions 
caused by indentation.
Hoop
«—1<0c-H
p
-H
co•P
Figure 6.3 An example o f the op tica l micrographs o f indentation features (x500).
A  series o f results was recorded in  a way as shown in  Figure 6.4. The results are 
shown in  Table 6.2. The data is the average o f five. The absolute value o f (A + B )/2
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in  Table 6.2 is not very inform ative. I t  has been suggested that this parameter may 
T a b le  6 ,2  In d e n ta t io n  r e s u lt s  (pun)
Sample Bottom Middle Top
PAAII treated can 98
CP treated can 103 106
PAAI treated can 105 114
-H
Hoop
Figure 6.4 The m ethod o f taking the indentation results.
correlate w ith  an adhesion measurement such as peeling*^^^^ ,^ bu t it  is very complex 
and has not yet been w ide ly accepted. The values here, however, can allow  
comparisons among different types o f cans. The value fo r the cans o f the PAAII
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treated lam inate was the lowest w hich means that the debonded region was the 
smallest. The top and bottom  part o f the cans produced from  the CP and PAAI 
treated laminates were tested as w ell. The results show that the debonded region in  
the bottom  part o f the can is smaller than the top part o f the can in  both cases o f the 
cans produced from  the CP and PAAI treated laminates. Thus the indentation test 
provides qualitative data tha t indicates the same ranking order, in  terms o f the level 
o f adhesion, as the peel test.
6.4 XPS Study
XPS is one o f the most pow erful tools in  the adhesion fie ld  to evaluate the locus o f 
failure o f a jo in t. In  the present work, conventional XPS and angular resolved XPS 
were used to analyse both alum inium  and polyester film  interfacia l surfaces o f the 
can after fa ilure by peeling.
6.4.1 Conventional XPS
The principles o f XPS were described in  Chapter 3. Samples including the cans 
produced from  the untreated, the CP treated and the PAAI treated laminates were 
analysed.
Figure 6.5 shows the XPS spectra recorded from  the polyester interfacia l surfaces o f 
the cans produced from  the untreated, CP and PAAI treated laminates. The X-ray 
sources o f Mg Ka and A l Ka were used. In  the XPS spectra, the XPS peaks keep the 
same positions on a binding energy scale and the Auger peaks changed the ir 
positions when different X-ray sources were used. For example, O KL23L23 in  the Mg 
Ka XPS spectra is at the binding energy o f 743 ev and is at 976 ev in  the A l Ka XPS
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Survey XPS spectra recorded from  the polyester in te rfac ia l surfaces o f the 
cans produced from  the laminates of: (a) Untreated alum inium , (h) CP 
treated alum inium , (c) PAAItreated alum inium, a fte r peeling in  a ir. (Note: 
D ifferent X-ray sources were used, Mg Ka fo r a and b, A l Ka fo r c).
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spectrum. This is because the kinetic energy o f Auger transition is invariant w ith  
prim ary radiation whereas the k ine tic energy o f the photoelectron peaks vary w ith  
X-ray source, fo r an XPS transition  i t  is the derived value o f b ind ing energy that is 
characteristic. I t  can be seen tha t there is no alum inium  signal detected in  the spectra 
o f Figure 6,5. Carbon and oxygen are the tw o principal elements. Table 6.3 shows
Table 6.3 Composition of the polyester interfacial surfaces of the cans prepared in air
Sample Atomic % c/o
C 0
Untreated 72,8 27,2 2.7
CP treated 72,6 27.4 2,6
PAAI treated 72,3 27.7 2.6
the compositions o f these three polyester film  interfacial surfaces. The ra tio  o f C /0  
is close to  2.7 o f the polyester film  surface (bonding side) before lam ination. This, 
together w ith  the absence o f an A l2p peak, means that the fa ilu re  is not w ith in  the 
alum inium  oxide.
Figure 6 . 6  shows the XPS spectra recorded from  the alum inium  interfacial surfaces 
o f the cans produced from  the untreated, CP and PAAI treated laminates. The 
alum inium  signal appears as expected. However, the in tensity o f carbon is higher 
than that o f the bare alum inium  surfaces. Table 6.4 shows the compositions o f these
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Survey XPS spectra recorded from  the alum inium  substrates o f the cans 
produced from  the laminates of: (a) Untreated alum inium , (b) CP treated 
alum inium , (c) PAAI treated alum inium, after peeling in  a ir, (Note: 
D ifferent X-ray sources were used. Mg Ka for a and b, A l Ka fo r c).
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Table 6-4 Composition of the aluminium interfacial surfaces of the cans prepared in air.
Sample Atomic %
C 0 Al P Or
Untreated 63.4 29.0 7.6
CP treated 50.2 37.0 9.9 2.2 0-7
PAAI treated 50.6 37.2 11.7 0.5
in terfada l surfaces. The different amounts o f carbon between the interfacial 
surface o f the can and the alum inium  surface before lam ination fo r the untreated, the 
CP and the PAAI treated alum inium  surfaces axe 30.0%, 36.1% and 37.0% 
respectively. The carbon peaks (Fig. 6.7) recorded from  these alum inium  interfacial 
surfaces after fa ilure present typical polyester carbon peaks including four 
components as described in  Chapter 3,
A t this stage, the XPS data indicates tha t there is polyester remaining on the 
alum inium  surface after peeUng the polyester fihn  in  a ll the cases, including the cans 
o f the untreated, CP and PAAI treated laminates. This indicates that the locus o f 
failure is w ith in  the polyester film , i.e. a cohesive failure. There is a possibility that 
i f  an interface is exposed in  air, the interfacia l surfaces w ill be contaminated, 
especially fo r h igh surface energy surfaces such as metals and the ir oxides. In  our 
case, i f  there was carbon contam ination from  a ir during sample preparation, it  could 
only contribute to the amount o f hydrocarbon. In  order to check whether there was 
carbon from  a ir contam ination during sample preparation in  air, a method o f
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Figure 6.7 C Is  XPS spectra recorded from  the alum inium  substrates o f the cans 
produced from  the laminates of: (a) Untreated alum inium , (b) CP treated 
alum inium , (c) PAAI treated aluminium, after peeling in  air.
sample preparation in  vacuum was used w ith  a T-peeler as shown in  figure 6 .8 .
Figure 6 . 8  TEE-PEELER fo r adhesion studies in  X-ray photoelectron spectrometer on 
lam inated materials.
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Great care must be taken in  sample preparation for peeling in  situ . To in itia te  the 
debonding, a small cut was made a t the top o f the can w all. A  sm all tear was done 
in  hoop direction. The debonding o f the polyester film  from  the alum inium  surface 
was then in itia ted. A fte r debonding in itia tio n , a strip o f alum inium  (about 0,15 mm 
thick) was stuck onto the back side o f the polyester film  o f the sample by double side 
tape. The specimen was fixed onto a special stub as shown in  Figure 6,9a, The 
specimen was loaded in to  the preparation chamber o f X-ray photoelectron 
spectrometer and mounted and then peeled in  the T-peeler attached w ith in  the 
spectrometer as shown diagram m atically in  Figure 6,9b, A fte r peeling bo th  the 
polyester film  and the alum inium  interfacia l surfaces were exposed fo r XPS analysis.
Alum inium  side
Polyester side
CD
Stub
(a)
Figure 6,9 Schematic diagrams of: (a) T-peel specimen, (b) T-peeling m ethod.
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Figure 6.10 shows the survey XPS spectra recorded from the polyester film  interfacia l 
surfaces o f the cans produced from  the untreated, CP and PAAI treated laminates 
after exposing in  vacuum. There was no aluminium detected either. Table 6.5 shows
Table 6.5 Composition of the polyester interfacial surfaces of the can prepared in vacuum.
Sample Atomic % c /oC 0
Untreated 74,4 25.6 2.9
CP treated 72,5 27.5 2.6
PAAI treated 71 ,6 28.4 2,5
the compositions o f these surfaces. The difference o f the amount o f carbon between 
the samples prepared in  vacuum  and in  a ir is very small compared w ith  Table 6,3. 
This means tha t fo r low  surface energy materials such as polym er the contam ination 
in  a short tim e (less than 5 m inutes) is not a problem.
Figure 6.11 shows the survey XPS spectra recorded from the alum inium  interfacia l 
surfaces o f the cans produced from  the untreated, CP and PAAI treated laminates 
after exposing in  vacuum. They are sim ilar to  those in  Figure 6 .6 . Table 6 . 6  shows
Table 6,6 Composition of the aluminium interfacial surfaces of the cans prepared in vacuum.
Sample Atomic %C O Al P Cr
Untreated 62,2 29,5 8.3
CP treated . 54.6 34.4 . 8.9 1 .6 0.5
PAAI treated 53.8 35.4 10.5 0.3
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Figure 6.10 Survey XPS spectra recorded from  the polyester in terfacia l surfaces o f the 
cans produced from  the lam inates of: (a) Untreated aluminium, (b) CP 
treated alum inium , (c) PAAI treated alum inium, a fte r peeling in  vacuum. 
(Note: D ifferent X-ray sources were used. Mg Kcc fo r a and b, A l Kcc for 
c).
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Figure 6.11 Survey XPS spectra recorded from  the alum inium  substrates o f the cans 
produced from  the lam inates of: (a) Untreated alum inium , Cb) CP treated 
alum inium , (c) PAAI treated alum inium , after peeling in  vacuum. (Note: 
D ifferent X-ray is were used, Mg Kcc for a and b, A l Ka fo r c).
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the compositions o f these surfaces. Once again the data is w ith in  the lim its  o f 
experimental error indicating th a t there is no carbon contribu tion  from  the a ir 
contam ination compared w ith  the data o f Table 6.4. This could be due to the fact 
that the rem aining polyester covers the alum inium  surface. The h igh resolution G Is  
peaks recorded from  these surfaces (Fig. 6.12) are sim ilar to  those in  Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.12 C Is  XPS spectra recorded from  the alum inium  substrates o f the cans 
produced from  the lam inates o f: (a) Untreated alum inium , (b) CP treated 
alum inium , (c) PAAI treated alum inium , after peeling in  vacuum.
The contam ination during sample preparation in  a ir was not a problem as PET is a 
re lative ly low  surface free energy m aterial and there is no surface energetic driving 
fo r contam ination to  occur. Therefore the experiments were carried out afterwards 
using the method o f sample preparation in  a ir unless stated otherwise.
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It was necessary, at this stage, to know the structure o f the polyester remaining on 
the alum inium  interfacial surfaces. Angle resolved XPS was used to analyse this 
residual layer.
6.4.2 Angle resolved XPS 
According to Beer-Lambert equation:
E =  Ioexp(-d/Asin0)
i t  is clear that the depth o f analysis is variable and dependent on the electron take­
o ff angle 6 . This is diagram m atically shown in  Figure 6.13a. Another useful point 
should be noticed that a th in  overlayer w ill give a characteristic angular d istribution 
predicted by the Beer-Lambert expression, as shown in  Figure 6.13b. An island-like 
d istribu tion (where island thickness >  3 À) w ill show no angular dependence, thus 
it  is possible to distinguish between these tw o types o f surface phase distribution.
The cans from  the CP and the PAAI treated alum inium were studied by angle 
resolved XPS. The conditions used were M (Lens M agnification) o f 3, input aperture 
o f 15 by 6  mm. The results are displayed in  Figure 6,14. I t  can be seen tha t the 
curves o f Ic/Iai versus take-off angle are close to the case o f overlayer but not perfect 
uniform  overlayer structure. The d istribu tion o f the rem aining polyester could be 
intermediate between an overlayer and patchy structure, possibly an overlayer of 
variable thickness.
One can notice that in  the case o f the can produced from  the CP treated lam inate the
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Figure 6.13 Angular electron emission (a) Sampling depth as a function  o f electron 
take-o ff angle (0 ), (b ) Substrate/overlayer d is trib u tio n  and intensity 
versus 8 [114].
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Figure 6.14 Ic/ I ai versus take-off angle (Ô) for the alum inium  substrates o f the cans 
from  (a) CP treated aluminium, (b) PAAI treated alum inium .
Ic/ I ai p ro file  is closer to the case o f perfect uniform  overlayer than  the can o f the 
PAAI treated lam inate can. This means that the polyester rem ain ing on the 
alum inium  substrate surface o f the can produced from  the CP treated lam inate is 
closer to  overlayer structure than the can o f the PAAI treated lam inate.
I f  we assume a un iform  overlayer we can obtain an estimate o f the am ount o f 
polym er rem aining on the substrates. Restating the Beer-Lambert equation, fo r an 
overlayer o f thickness d, the photoelectron intensity o f the core levels from  substrate 
is o f the form :
I^ s =  r^expC-d/A-sinô)
It can be rew ritten;
In l^, =  In iT  - d/Xsin0
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Using lnl% to p lo t against l/s in 0 , a straight line should be obtained. The slope o f the 
line is d/A,
Then d =  A, x slope
Where A. is 2.5 nm as used in  Chapter 4.
Figure 6.15 shows the results from  the cans o f the untreated, CP and PAAI treated 
laminates. They are stra ight lines w ith  the correlation coefficient, R ,^ value o f 0.949, 
0.974, and 0.980 respectively. This also indicates that the remaining polyester is an 
overlayer not island-like structure. The alternative d istribution o f the polymer is that 
remaining polyester is d istributed in  islands w ith  fractional surface coverage f, then 
the above equation is changed to^^^^h
I^s = (l-f)rs + fl"sexp(-d/fAsin0)
The m anifestation o f this behaviour is that a plateau value would be reached 
corresponding to the firs t term  in  above equation. The results as shown in  Figure 
6.15 do not show this behaviour.
The polyester overlayer thickness results (A, x slope o f the straight lines in  figure 
6.15) are shown in  Table 6.7. From the results, one can see that the polyester 
remained on the alum inium  surfaces after peeling is very th in . This means tha t the 
locus o f fa ilure is w ith in  the polyester film  but very close to  the interface. The 
thickness o f the rem aining polyester overlayer on the CP treated alum inium  
interfacial surface is th icker than the other two. This could be related to the higher
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ay = 6.8306 - 0.54431 X R'^ 2 = 0,949
l/s in 6
(a)
y = 7.3987 - 0,63021 X =  0.974
l/s în 0
(b )
CO
I
y = 7.7252 - 0.50970X R'^2 = 0.980
5 4—
l/s in 0
(c)
Figure 6.15 versus 1/sin0 for the aluminium substratesof the cans produced from (a) untreated aluminium, (b) C P  treated aluminium, (c) P A A I treated aluminium.
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Table 6.7 The thickness of the left polyester overlayer on the aluminium interfacial surfaces of the cans.
Sample Thickness (nm)
Untreated 1 .4
CP treated 1 ,6
PAAI treated 1 .3
peel strength o f the can produced from  the CP treated over the PAAI treated one. The 
thickness o f the remaining polyester overlayer on the untreated alum inium  interfacial 
surface is not thinner than the PAAI treated one. This could be contributed by the 
orig ina lly contam ination o f the bare untreated alum inium  surface,
6,5 SIMS Analysis
Static SIMS spectra were recorded using a VG Scientific SIMSLAB 3A equipped w ith  
an VG FAB61 ion/atom  gun and a VG MM12-125 quadrupole mass spectrometer. The 
spectra were acquired using a 3 kv beam o f argon atoms w ith  a flux density of 
around 10^ ® cm'^  s'^  using a static spot o f approximately 10 mm^. A target bias of 
around lO v was used fo r the collection o f the positive ion spectrum over the mass 
range 0 - 200 m /z. Charge neutralization was achieved w ith  an electron flood gun. 
The correct description o f this analytical technique is fast atom bombardment mass 
spectroscopy (FABMS or FAB SIMS), fo r brevity the acronym SIMS is used to 
describe this technique in  this Chapter. The specimen preparation is sim ilar to  XPS 
investigation as described early in  th is Chapter.
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Figure 6.16 shows the SEMS spectra recorded from  the polyester film  interfacial 
surface o f the can produced from  the PAAI treated laminate. The peaks at mass range 
m /z =  104, and 149 correspond to CgH^-C^O^ and H0-C(0)-(C6H^)-C=0+ These are 
characteristic peaks o f polyester (PET).
X lO  *
H O C
Figure 6.16 SIMS spectra recorded from  the polyester film  in te rfacia l surface o f the 
can produced from  the PAAI treated aluminium lam inate.
Figure 6.17 shows the spectra recorded from  the alum inium  interfacial surfaces o f 
the cans produced from  the untreated, PAAI and CP treated laminates in  mass range 
o f 100 to 200. It can be seen that at m /z — 104, 149, the peaks are present. This 
confirms the XPS results that there is polyester remaining on the alum inium  substrate 
after peeling.
Figure 6.18 shows the spectra recorded from  the alum inium  interfacia l surfaces of 
the cans produced from  the untreated, PAAI and CP treated laminates in  the mass
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I H 0 - C - ( 0 ) - C = 0
(a )
(b)
Cc)
Figure 6.17 SIMS spectra recorded from  the alum inium  interfacia l surfaces o f the cans 
produced from : (a) Untreated alum inium, (b) PAAI treated, (c) CP treated 
laminates in  mass range o f 100 to  200.
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1I
(b)
Ï
(c)
Figure 6.18 SIMS spectra recorded from  the aluminium inte rfacia l surfaces o f the cans 
produced from : (a) Untreated aluminium, (b) PAAI treated, (c) CP treated 
laminates in  mass range o f 0 to 100.
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range m /z  =  0 to 100, It can be seen that the intensity order o f the peak CH^-CsQ^
at m /z  — 41 is: CP treated > Untreated >  PAAI treated. This confirm s the XPS data
in  Table 6.7 that the remaining polyester overlayer thickness is the thickest in  the
case o f the CP treated. The peak at m /z  =  27 may in  part correspond to A l^. There 
any
is hardly^A l^ detected in  the case o f the CP treated compared w ith  Figure 6,16 a. 
This indicates tha t the alum inium  interfacial surface was covered by polyester 
overlayer. However, there is A l^ detected in  the cases o f the PAAI and untreated 
situations, thus there are parts o f the alum inium  interfacia l surfaces not covered
by the polyester. This supports the angle resolved XPS results tha t the remaining 
polyester overlayer fo r the CP treated case is closer to  the un iform  overlayer than the 
PAAI treated case.
For comparison the positive ion  spectrum o f a PET standard is reproduced in  Figure
6 ,191166]
6,6, SEM Investigation
SEM is a very useful too l to observe the morphology o f surfaces and i t  can be used 
to  investigate the failure locus o f adhesion jo in ts  in  a re lative simple way.
6.6,1 SEM investigation after peeling
The polyester film s o f the cans produced from  the CP and PAAI treated laminates 
could be carefully peeled. A fter peeling both sides were investigated by SEM, I t  was 
very d iffic u lt to peel polyester film  from  the can o f the PAAII treated laminate. Small
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areas were peeled for SEM investigation. An example is shown in Figure 6.20.
400HM
Figure 6.20 SEM sample preparation method for the cans o f the PAAII and SAA 
treated laminates by tearing the polyester film .
Figure 6.21a shows the polyester film  interfacial surface a fte r peeling from  the 
alum inium  substrate o f the can produced from  the CP treated lam inate. The fractured 
pieces o f polyester can be seen. The molecules o f the polyester, under a stress, tend 
to align themselves in  the stretching direction o f peeling, the orienta tion extent of 
molecules increases .The fibrous fractured polymer can be seen in  the polymer side.
Figure 6.21b shows the alum inium  interfacial surface o f the can produced from  the 
CP treated lam inate after peeling the polyester film . The a lum inium  oxide layer is 
broken as described in  Chapter 5. No polyester is visible. Figure 6.22a shows the 
polyester film  interfacia l surface o f the can produced from the PAAI treated lam inate 
after peeling. The signs o f fractured polyester are very apparent. The alum inium
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.21 Scanning electron micrographs for the can of the CP treated aluminium
laminate after peeling, (a) Polyester film interfacial surface, (b)
Aluminium substrate surface.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.22 Scanning electron micrographs for the can of the PAAI treated aluminium
laminate after peeling, (a) Polyester film interfacial surface, (b)
Aluminium substrate surface.
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interfacial surface (Fig. 6.22b) is rather different from the CP treated. The size of 
oxide fragments is about 1-2 pm. There are white spots on each piece o f fragments. 
A higher m agnification SEM micrograph (Fig. 6.23) shows more clearly that there 
is polyester trapped in  the pores o f alum inium  oxide fragments after peeling the 
polyester film  from  the alum inium  surface o f the can.
Figure 6.23 The higher resolution scanning electron m icrograph o f the alum inium  
substrate surface o f the can produced from  the PAAI treated lam inate after 
peeling.
Figure 6.24 shows the alum inium  interfacia l surface o f the can produced from  the 
PAAII treated lam inate after peeling polyester film . It can be seen very clearly that 
there appears to be polyester remaining on the substrate. The signs o f fractured 
polyester are much more than the CP and PAAI treated. This is in  agreement w ith  
observation that the adhesion strength o f the can produced from  the PAAII treated 
laminate was the best.
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Figure 6.24 Scanning electron m icrograph o f the alum inium  substrate surface o f the 
can produced from  the PAAII treated alum inium  lam inate after peeling the 
polyester film  away.
6.6.2 SEM investigation after chemical exposure
The micrographs (Fig.6.21 to 6.24) show the fa ilure in te rfac ia l surfaces o f the 
polyester film  and aluminium after peeling them apart. W ith  the exposure methods 
described in  Chapter 4, one can look at the undamaged in te rfac ia l surfaces o f the 
polyester film  and aluminium o f the cans by the chemical rem oval o f one side or 
another.
Figure 6.25 shows the alum inium interfacia l surface o f the can produced from  the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.25 Scanning electron micrographs for the can of the CP treated alumimum
laminate after chemical exposure, (a) Aluminium interfacial surface, (b)
Polyester film interfacial surface.
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CP treated laminate. The typical CP treated alum inium  oxide fragments pattern after 
deep drawing can be seen. The other side, i.e. polyester film  interfacial surface 
matches the alum inium  surface w ith  cavities which are complementary to the oxide 
fragments. One can see more clearly from  the scanning electron micrographs o f the 
alum inium  and polyester film  interfacia l surfaces o f the can produced from  the PAAI 
treated laminate (Figure 6.26). The particles on the polyester film  interfacial surface 
matchs the pores in  the oxide fragments on the aluminium interfacia l surface. Those 
parts o f the polyester interfacia l surface, look smooth, were stretched during the deep 
drawing process. It is known tha t the stretching made the oxide layer break and 
created gaps between the oxide fragments. Were these gaps fille d  w ith  polyester? 
One can see from  Figure 6. 26b tha t the particles o f polyester are situated in  a 
position which is below the smooth parts o f the polyester. A  scanning electron 
micrograph was taken by tiltin g  the specimen by 45® (Fig. 6.26c) to  show this effect 
more clearly. That is to say that the polyester was forced to  f i l l  into the gaps 
between the oxide fragments. This confirms that intim ate contact was achieved 
throughout the interface during the deep drawing operation.
Figure 6.27 shows the alum inium  interfacia l surface o f the can produced from  the 
PAAII treated lam inate after chemical exposure. The fine oxide fragments structure 
in  the alum inium surface can be seen. The corresponding polyester film  interfacia l 
surface is also very different from  those o f the CP and PAAI treated. A lo t o f pores 
w ith  the sim ilar size as the oxide fragments in  the polyester film . This indicates that 
the oxide fragments were compressed in to  the polyester film  during the deep drawing 
process.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.26 Scanning electron micrographs for the can of the PAAI treated aluminium
laminate after chemical exposure, (a) Aluminium interfacial surface, (b)
Polyester film interfacial surface.
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Figure 6.26 (contd) (c) polyester film  interfacial surface (tilte d  45°)
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.27 Scanning electron micrographs for the can of the PAAII treated aluminium
laminate after chemical exposure, (a) Aluminium interfacial surface, (b)
Polyester film interfacial surface.
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6,7 Discussion
The oxide fragm ent size is largely dependent on the thiclcness o f the oxide layer as 
described in  Chapter 5. I t  is known that the thinner the oxide laye r the fin e r the 
fragments a fte r deep draw ing. In  this Chapter, the interfacia l characteristics o f the 
deep-drawn cans have been investigated. Table 6,8 shows the oxide layer thickness
Table 6,8 The relation of the peel strength of the cans and the ' thickness of the aluminium surface films
Sample Oxide layer thickness (nm) Peel strength (N/cm)
PAAI treated 100 1.14
CP treated 30 1 .23
PAAII treated 25 Polyester film cohesive failure
o f d ifferent surface treated alum inium, the fragment size a fte r deep drawing, and the 
subsequent peeling strength o f the cans. I t  can be seen th a t a th inner oxide layer 
breaks in to  fin e r fragments and produces better adhesion than the  th icker one. The 
order o f the adhesion level between the polyester film  and the  alum inium  substrate 
o f the deep-drawn cans is: SAA « PAAII >  CP > PAAI.
In  order to  understand w hat happened at the interface o f the  d ifferent lam inates 
during deep draw ing process, PAAI and PAAII treated a lum in ium  laminates are used 
as tw o extreme examples fo r comparison. Figure 6.28 shows diagram m atically the 
oxide fragments on these tw o alum inium substrates. The fragm ents size o f the  PAAII 
treated oxide layer is ca 30 nm and these are considered as fin e  fragments, and the
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Figure 6.28 Schematic diagrams o f the oxide fragments on: (a) PAAI treated 
alum inium  substrate, (b) PAAII treated alum inium  substrate, a fter deep 
drawing.
fragments o f the PAAI treated oxide layer is ca 1200 nm, and these are considered 
as relatively large fragments.
The fine oxide fragments on the PAAII treated aluminium substrate are readily 
compressed in to  the polyester film  during the deep drawing process. The cavities in  
the polyester film  surface a fte r the chemical removal o f the alum inium  and its  oxide 
from  the specimen o f the deep-drawn can produced from the PAAII treated lam inate 
(Figure 6.27b) are the evidence o f this. These fine fragments p lay an im portant role 
in  the adhesion level tha t is achieved subsequently. When the polyester film  is peeled 
from the alum inium  surface, the fragments act as obstacles fo r the crack fro n t since 
the crack cannot penetrate th is region easily and must bow round the site^^^^h The 
stress concentration builds up around the fragments nearest to  the peel fron t. The 
plastic deform ation o f the polyester leads to  fracture. The fractured polyester can be 
seen a ll over the alum inium  substrate (Fig. 6.24). The energy absorbed in  producing 
this plastic deform ation contributes to the peeling force.
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In  the case o f the larger fragments on the PAAI treated alumimum interfacial surface, 
the situation is completely d ifferent. The fragments were not compressed in to  the 
polyester film  (Fig. 6.26). The polyester fhm  was stretched unevenly. Those parts o f 
the polyester in  contact w ith  the oxide fragments appear not to  be stretched, and the 
other parts o f the polyester w h ich  match the gaps between the fragments were 
stretched severely. This may produce a h igh level o f residual stress which weakens 
the adhesion level.
The difference o f the oxide layer thickness and subsequent fragm ent size between the 
PAAI and PAAII treated laminates leads to markedly different surface characteristics 
such as the aspect ra tio  (AR) and fragm ent separation distance (L^), The aspect ratio  
(AR = oxide thickness/fragm ent size) can be calculated readily. Fragment separation 
distance can also be calculated by using a coverage ratio o f 35% as obtained in  
Chapter 5, and fragment size. The data o f surface aspect ra tio  and fragment 
separation distance are shown in  Table 6,9. I t  can be seen tha t the aspect ra tio  o f
Table 6.9 Aspect ra tio  (AR) and Fragment separation (FS)
AR FS (nm)
PAAI 0.083 2100
PAAII 0.667 65
PAAI treated alum inium  in terfacia l surface, 0.083, is much smaller than 0.667 o f the 
PAAII treated, the fragment separation distance, 2100 nm, is much greater than 65 
nm o f the PAAII treated. The strains fo r the polymer film  at the interface are
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considered to be different in  different parts as shown in  Figure 6.29. In the case of 
the PAAII treated, the strain above the fragments is sim ilar to the strain above the
Polymer
A lum inium
Oxide Fragments
Figure 6.29 Schematic diagrams o f the strains fo r polyester film  at the interphase after 
deep drawing, (a) PAAII treated, (b) PAAI treated.
gaps between the fragments, because the oxide fragments are very sm all and 
un iform ly distributed. W hile in  the case o f the PAAI treated, the strain above the 
gaps between the fragments is much larger than the strain above the fragments. This 
may lead to the polymer molecules severely stretching between the large gaps. 
Therefore the polymer molecules are forced to orientate at the interface. This 
orientation may affect the adhesion between the polyester film  and alum inium  
substrate. There also could be residual stress along the interface. Based on this
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hypothesis, a suggestion o f heating the cans after the deep drawing was made to 
CMB and a post deep-drawing stoving treatment was added. This improved the 
quality o f the cans produced from  the PAAI and CP treated laminates substantially 
and areas o f cohesive fa ilure were now observed^^^°b
In  the case o f the PAAI treated lam inate, the polyester was forced to flow  around the 
fragments to achieve intim ate contact between the polyester film  and the newly 
exposed alum inium surface. The newly exposed alum inium  surface (which is 
considered to be oxidised*^^^^  ^possesses a high surface energy and can be bond to the 
low  surface energy polyester via secondary forces. During the deep drawing process, 
the distance between the fragments increased w ith  deformation continuously. Some 
polym er which adhered to the new ly exposed oxidised alum inium  surface could be 
delaminated or the polymer molecular chains could be broken. The data in  Table 6.7, 
obtained by XPS analysis, showing tha t the polymer overlay remaining on the 
alum inium  substrate, after peeling the polyester film  from  the can, produced from  the 
PAAI treated laminate is the thinnest confirms this point. I f  the localised 
displacement is not enough to delaminate the polymer or break the molecular chains, 
the residual stress would remain at the interface, because the process parameters 
during deep draw ing/ironing (low  temperature 45° and high speed 200-300 
can/m in) do not a llow  the molecular chains to conform to the new geometry. I t  is 
concluded that the greater the fragment separation distance, the greater the residual 
stress, and subsequently the poorer the adhesion level.
When the polyester film  is peeled from  the cans produced from  the PAAII treated and 
PAAI treated aluminium, the situation at the peeling fron t is different as shown in  
Figure 6.30. I t  is a Idnd o f crack pinning^^^^'^ ^^^ behaviour (the interaction o f a crack
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Figure 6.30 Schematic diagrams o f the peeling fronts, (a) PAAII treated. 
(b)PAAI treated.
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fron t w ith  impenetrable obstacles). In  the case o f the PAAII treated specimen, there 
are fine and even distributed fragments as obstacles in  the peeling front. The crack 
fron t cannot propagate through the gaps between the fine oxide fragments because 
o f the small separation distance as shown in  Figure 6.30 (a). W hile in  the case o f the 
PAAI treated, there are much fewer fragments in  the peeling fron t, the separation 
distance is much larger than that o f PAAII treated as shown in  Table 6.9, the crack 
fron t can propagate through the gaps between the oxide fragments as shown in  
Figure 6.30 (b). When the crack fron t encounters a fragment, i t  bows around like  a 
wave. The crack fron t is forced to be separated into tw o and meet again after passing 
the fragment. In  the case o f the PAAII treated as shown in  Figure 6.31(a), the crack
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.31 Schematic diagrams o f the peeling failure positions, (a) PAAII treated, 
(b) PAAI treated.
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fro n t cannot propagate through the gaps between the fragments, and therefore 
propagate above the oxide fragments and the ir gaps, this leads to  the cohesive failure 
o f the polymer film  as described early in  this chapter that the peel test cannot be 
employed to the can produced from  the PAAII treated alum inium  because o f cohesive 
fa ilure. The fractured polymer a ll over the fa ilure alum inium  substrate shown in  
Figure 6.24 confirms this. W hile in  the case o f PAAI treated, the crack propagation 
is considered to be different from  the case o f the PAAII treated as shown in  Figure 
6.31 (b). The crack fron t propagates above the oxide fragments, but after passing the 
fragments a little  distance, it  may propagate along the interface. As shown in  Figure 
6.22, there are fractured polymer in  some parts o f the fa ilure polyester film  surface 
w hich are related to the oxide fragments, but in  some parts there no fractured 
polymer. This indicates that the peeling strength o f the can produced from  the PAAII 
treated laminate is much better that the PAAI treated.
6.8 Concluding Remarks
The results o f peel test a llow  the comparison between different laminate cans 
although the absolute value o f the peeling force was influenced by many factors. The 
order o f the adhesion level between the polyester film  and the alum inium is: SAA 
treated»?AAII treated > CP treated > PAAI treated. For each type o f can, the order 
o f the adhesion level is: bottom  part > m iddle part > top part.
The indentation test can produce some useful inform ation when it  used in  this 
system. The results can be used to  compare the adhesion level among the different 
types o f cans. An indenter w ith  conical shape w ould be better.
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The locus o f failure after peeling the polyester film  from  the alum inium  is w ith in  the 
polyester film  but very close to the interface. The polyester le ft on the alum inium 
interfacia l surface is a very th in  overlayer. The thickness o f the remaining polyester 
overlayer is in  the range o f 1 to  3 nm fo r the cans o f the CP and PAAI treated 
laminates.
The most im portant factor is the oxide fragmentation pattern w hich is influenced 
m ainly by the thickness and the morphology o f the oxide film  on the alum inium  
surface. The PAAII treated alum inium  surface oxide film  is very th in  ( about a 5 nm) 
and is very porous. During the deep drawing process, the fine oxide fragments on the 
alum inium  substrate surface were compressed into  the polyester film . Those fine 
oxide fragments situated in  the polyester film  play an im portant role to contribute 
to  the adhesion strength by mechanical interlocking mechanism.
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Chapter 7 General Discussion
The aim  o f th is project was to investigate the reduction in  the level o f adhesion 
observed em pirica lly when METPOLAM material was fu lly  processed to form  a 
beverage can. This has provided the opportunity to undertake fundam ental scientific 
research on both the source m aterial (the laminate) and also the end product (the 
beverage can).
Throughout the w ork, particular attention has been paid to  fin d in g  that may have 
im portant ram ifications in  the production o f the cans. In  particu la r those parameters 
w hich were thought to  have a direct bearing on the level o f adhesion, observed 
em pirically in  the cans, were fed back d irectly to CMB.
The fo llow ing  discussion draws together, in  a chronological way, the im portant 
find ing o f the w ork  re la ting the METPOLAM route for beverage can production. The 
starting po in t is the alum inium  and polymer films prio r to  lam ination and the 
processing steps are follow ed through to the fina l deep draw ing and w a ll ironing 
stages o f can production.
The properties o f the in itia l polyester film  and the alum inium  sheet such as 
morphology and chemical composition are important. In  th is project, the in itia l 
surfaces o f polyester film  and alum inium  have been investigated w ith  SEM and XPS, 
Only one type o f polyester film  was used throughout this w ork, therefore the effect 
o f polyester film  on the adhesion was not investigated. The m ain attention was 
focused on the alum inium  surfaces. The aluminium samples includ ing  untreated and 
surface treated by chromium phosphating (CP) and two types o f phosphoric acid
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anodising (PAAÏ and PAAII) were examined.
Evidence o f contam ination, perhaps o f grease or lubricant was found on the 
untreated alum inium  surface. This leads to the poor adhesion between the polyester 
film  and alum inium  substrate. There are pores in  the CP, PAAI and PAAII treated 
alum inium  surfaces. The average size o f the pores is about 0.1 pm, 0.2 pm and 0.4 
pm in  the CP, PAAI and PAAII treated aluminium surface respectively.
The composition o f the alum inium  surfaces was analyzed by XPS and depth p ro filing . 
Magnesium and chrom ium, in  particular, show large variations as a function  o f 
pretreatment. The magnesium is present at a low  level in  the alum inium  a lloy w h ils t 
the chromium is a residue o f the CP pretreatment method. The existence o f 
magnesium oxide in  the surface layer is normally detrimental to  adhesive jo in ts , and 
chromâtes are toxic m aterials especially when the chemical state o f chrom ium is 6^.
In  the case o f the untreated alum inium  surface, magnesium is surface enhanced. 
However, the CP, PAAI and PAAII treatments reduce the amount o f magnesium in  
the alum inium  surface layer. The amount o f magnesium in  the PAA (including I and 
II) treated alum inium  surface layer is less than that o f the CP treated. This could be 
one o f the reasons w hy the adhesive jo in ts o f PAA treated alum inium  (containing 
magnesium) has better environm ental durability than the CP treated aluminium^^"^^^. 
The chromium in  the CP treated alum inium surface layer was found to be Cr^ "*", 
because hexvalent chrom ium  has been reduced to tiiva len t chrom ium  during the CP 
treatment.
Once these materials had been processed (by the METPOLAM prototype p lan t at
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CMB) the study progressed to an investigation o f the laminates. In  a ll cases, 
irrespective o f surface pretreatment, the in teg rity  o f the polym er/m etal bond was 
such that it  was not possible to cany out mechanical tests. Prelim inary tests indicated 
that the locus o f failure was clearly w ith in  the polymer layer and this aspect o f the 
w ork was not pursued further. However, the interfacial structure o f the laminates 
was investigated by SEM and TEM. The interface exposure methods developed in  this 
w ork allowed the morphology o f both interfacia l substrate and polymer surface to 
be examined by SEM.
On the basis o f the SEM and TEM observations i t  became clear that during the 
lam ination process, the polymer fille d  the pores and irregularities in  the alum inium  
surfaces, as shown schematically in  Figure 7.1. Besides the mechanical interlocking
Figure 7.1 Polymer is fille d  in  the pores o f the pretreated alum inium  surface o f the 
laminate.
effect, the polar function groups in  the polyester film  surface have strong acid-base 
interaction w ith  alum inium  oxide and th is has been thoroughly studied^^^^L The 
combination o f pressure and temperature during the lam ination process has ensured 
that intim ate contact and a commensurate high level o f adhesion has been achieved
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between the polyester film and aluminium substrate.
Once the cans had been produced (by prototype plant at CMB), an evaluation o f 
adhesion level was carried out. I t  was observed that the adhesion between the 
polyester film  and alum inium  substrate reduced sharply compared w ith  that observed 
fo r the laminate. Peel tests were employed, and by careful sample preparation were 
able to  provide a quantitative comparative measure o f adhesion. The results show 
tha t the adhesion level between the polyester film  and the alum inium  substrate o f 
the can produced from  the CP treated is better than the PAAI treated. This indicates 
tha t the CP treated alum inium, w ith  a th inner surface oxide layer o f about 30 nm, 
provides better adhesion than the PAAI treated aluminium, w ith  a thicker surface 
oxide layer o f about 100 nm. In  the la te r stage, PAAII treated alum inium , w hich has 
th inner surface oxide layer (about 25 nm) than the PAAI treated, was used. The 
adhesion between the polyester film  and alum inium substrate o f the cans produced 
from  the PAAII treated alum inium  is much better than the PAAI treated. I t  was not 
possible to  carry out peel test w ith  the cans produced from  PAAII treated alum inium  
because o f cohesive fa ilure w ith in  the bu lk o f the polymer film  in  an uncontrolled 
manner.
A fter peeling polyester film  from  the alum inium  substrates, selected failure surfaces 
were examined by SEM, XPS and FABSIMS. It was found that the size o f 
pretreatment layer fragments in  the PAAI treated alum inium substrate is much larger 
than tha t o f the CP treated alum inium  substrate, and the size o f fragments is the 
smallest in  PAAII treated alum inium  substrate.
It  was found by XPS and SIMS analyses that the failure locus is w ith in  the polyester
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film , because there is polyester remaining on the alum inium  substrates in  a ll cases. 
This indicates that the mechanical deformation is the critica l factor not variations o f 
chem istry at the interface, as fa r as the observed level o f adhesion was concerned.
D uring the deep drawing and w a ll iron ing process, the alum inium  surface layer 
breaks in to  fragments as shown in  Figure 7.2. This fragm entation o f the alum inium
Pretreatment Layer 
Aluminium
Figure 7.2 Schematic diagrair^ o f the pretreated layer fragm entation du iing the deep 
draw ing and w a ll ironing process.
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surface layer causes a reduction on the adhesion between the polyester film  and 
alum inium  substrate o f the laminates. By the analysis o f the adhesion tests, it  has 
been found that the effect o f mechanical deformation on the adhesion o f the 
processed laminates depends m ainly on the oxide fragment size. The mechanical 
fragm entation behaviour was examined by fo llow ing the deep drawing and w all 
iron ing step by step. A shear lag analysis o f the response o f the substrate and its 
associated oxide to the strain imposed by the deep drawing and w a ll ironing process 
has enabled this fragmentation to be modelled successfully. Thus the level o f 
adhesion observed on the fu lly  formed can is a direct and predicable function o f the 
pretreatm ent method employed. I t  was confirmed that the size o f the fragments, at 
any particular stage in  the mechanical deformation process, depends m ainly on the 
thickness o f the alum inium  surface oxide layer.
The adhesion level o f the can was increased dramatically when the PAAI pretreated 
alum inium  was replaced by PAAII pretreated. The tw o types o f cans produced from  
the PAAI and PAAII treated alum inium  are ideal examples fo r the illustra tion  o f the 
adhesion model to be proposed. Both the PAAI and PAAII pretreatments are 
phosphoric acid anodising treatments but from  different sources. The difference 
between them is merely the thickness o f the oxide layer and m orphology, the surface 
chemistry is the same. The thickness o f the alum inium  oxide layer fo r the PAAI 
treated alum inium  is about 100 nm, and the PAAII treated is about 25 nm. The PAAII 
treated alum inium  surface has more pores than the PAAI treated example. A fter the 
deep draw ing and w all iron ing process, the alum inium  surface oxide layer o f the 
PAAI treated alum inium  breaks into  fragments w ith  an average size o f about 1.2 pm, 
w h ils t the alum inium  surface oxide layer o f the PAAII treated breaks in to  fragments 
w ith  an average size o f about 30 nm. As discussed in  Chapter 6, the better adhesion
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o f the cans produced from  the PAAII treated aluminium over the PAAI treated 
alum inium  is due to the d ifferent surface characteristics. This is a result o f three 
closely connected factors. F irstly, the fine oxide fragments on the PAAII treated 
alum inium  substrate are readily compressed into the polyester film  during the deep 
drawing and w a ll iron ing  process as shown schematically in  Figure 7.3. These fine
Polymer 
Fragments
Aluminium
C&)
Polymer 
Fragments
Aluminium
( t)
Figure 7.3 Schematic diagrams o f interface formation during the deep draw ing and 
w a ll iron ing  process, (a) PAAII treated, (b) PAAI treated.
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fragments subsequently play an im portant role in  the adhesion level that is achieved. 
Secondly, the polyester film  was stretched unevenly in  the case o f the PAAI treated 
alum inium  laminate, some parts were stretched severely, th is could lead to the 
delam ination in  patches. Thirdly, the fine, evenly distributed oxide fragments act as 
obstacles in  the peeling fron t in  the case o f the can produced from  the PAAII treated 
alum inium. As shown in  Table 6.9 the fragment separation distance o f the PAAI 
treated (2100nm) is much larger than the PAAII treated (65nm ). In  the case o f PAAII 
treated, the crack fron t cannot propagate through the gaps between the fine oxide 
fragments and therefore propagate above the oxide fragments and the ir gaps. W hile 
in  the case o f the PAAI treated, the crack fron t can propagate through the gaps 
between the fragments and therefore the crack fron t propagates above the fragments, 
but after passing the fragments, i t  may propagate along the interface. This leads to 
the difference in  the adhesion level between the cans produced from  the PAAI and 
PAAII treated.
As discussed above, in  order to obtain good adhesion fo r the processed can, the 
alum inium  surface pretreatment is very im portant. First o f a ll, the thickness o f the 
alum inium  surface oxide layer should be controlled to be very th in . This can be done 
by the selecting the pretreatment conditions. For example, in  phosphoric acid 
anodising, the thickness o f the alum inium  surface oxide layer can be controlled by 
selecting the pretreatment conditions such as current intensity and voltage. Secondly, 
structure o f the surface oxide layer should be very porous and the w a ll o f pores 
should be very th in , so as to  make the break very uniform l during the deep drawing 
and w a ll iron ing process. Another po in t is that a post heating procedure is necessary. 
A fter can body making (deep drawing and w a ll ironing process), a heating procedure 
can release the stress between the polyester film  and alum inium  substrate quickly.
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8. Conclusions
Based on the surface and interfacial surface m orphology and chemistry investigation, 
interface structure investigation, shear lag analysis, fa ilure locus defining and 
adhesion level evaluation, the fo llow ing conclusions can be drawn.
(i). The CP and PAAI, PAAII treated alum inium  surfaces present pores. These pores 
are fille d  w ith  polymer during lam inating process. The contact between the polymer 
film  and alum inium  substrate is intim ate at the molecular level.
( ii) . The CP and PAAI, PAAII pretreatments play an role o f reducing the amount o f 
magnesium in  the top surface layers o f alum inium. In  the case o f the CP treated 
alum inium , the phosphorous is surface rich, w hile in  the case o f the PAAI and PAAII 
treated aluminium, phosphorous is present at very low  levels.
( iii) . Chemical exposure methods established in  this w ork are effective. The chemical 
solvent n-m ethyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) can be used to remove the polyester film  from  
the lam inate w ithout damaging the alum inium  substrate interfacia l surface. A sodium 
hydroxide deionised water solution (10% by weight) and an aqueous hydrofluoric 
acid deionised water solution (10% v /v ) can be used to remove the alum inium  and 
its pretreated layer from  the laminate w ithou t damaging the polyester film  interfacial 
surface.
(iv ). By careful sample preparation, a peel test can be employed to evaluate the 
adhesion strength o f the coating on the cans. The adhesion between the polyester 
film  and alum inium  substrate after deep drawing and w a ll iron ing fo r the PAAII
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pretreated is the best, the PAAI treated is the poorest and the CP treated has 
properties m id-way between the other two.
(v). The surface sensitive analytical techniques, XPS and SIMS, have enabled the 
locus o f fa ilure after peeling the polyester film  from  the alum inium  substrates o f the 
cans produced from  the CP and PAAI treated alum inium to be defined w ith in  the 
polyester but very near the interface. The average thickness o f the remaining polymer 
overlayer has been found to be in  the range o f 1-2 nm.
(v i). The thickness o f the alum inium  pretreated layer is very im portant w ith  regard 
to the level o f adhesion achieved between the polyester film  and the alum inium  
substrate fo llow ing  the deep drawing and w a ll ironing process. Based on the shear 
lag analysis, i t  is found that the pretreated layer fragment size increases w ith  the 
pretreated layer thickness in  a certain relationship:
(v ii). Based on the w ork o f this project, it  is found that the role o f mechanical 
characteristics is dominant fo r the adhesion level o f the can, w hile interfacial 
chemistry plays an im portant role in  the stage before mechanical deformation, during 
deep draw ing and w all ironing process, it  is a less im portant factor than mechanical 
factor.
(v iii) . As discussed in  Chapter 6, the fragment separation distance is a crucial point 
as fo r the adhesion between the polyester film  and alum inium  substrates o f the cans
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is concerned. When the fragm ent separation distance is small, the peel fron t cannot 
propagate through the gaps between the fragments, it  can only therefore propagate 
above the fragments and the ir gaps. This leads to the polyester film  cohesive failure. 
When the fragment separation is large, the peel front can propagate through the gaps 
between the fragments, this leads to poor adhesion, although there is s till a very th in  
layer of polymer rem aining on the substrate.
(ix ). During the w ork o f th is project, some points have emerged that would benefit 
further investigation. Firstly, the durab ility  o f the adhesion is very im portant.
The beverage cans fille d  w ith  beverage need to be stored for a period o f time, the 
durab ility experiments should be carried out to check the quality o f the cans after a 
certain period o f tim e. Secondly, the fragment separation distance is a critica l 
parameter, i t  is not clear what lim itin g  separation distance can prevent the peel fron t 
propagating through the gaps between the fragments. Thirdly, this w ork indicates the 
importance o f the fine fragment crack pinning effect on adhesion. An interesting 
point would extend this comment as a means o f improving the adhesion between a 
polymer and the metal substrate, there are two potential ways o f engineering surface 
morphology: one is to make the metal substrate porous, another way is to put fine 
particles in  the substrate w ith  small separation distance.
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APPENDIX: THE APPLICATION OF BEER-LAMBERT LAW IN XPS
The Beer-Lam bert Law is:
If =  Ii G-"' (1)
where If is the intensity that emerges from  a sample o f thickness Ij is the incident 
intensity, c is concentration, and a is the proportionality coefficient. This Law can be 
applied to  both lig 6  and electron spectroscopy. I t  states that the transm itted ligh t (o r 
electron) intensity If decreases exponentially from  the incident value ^  w ith  increasing 
thickness o f the sample.
In  XPS, a geometric term  (0) is introduced to extend the usefulness o f the technique, 
and in  practice analysis depth can be varied by simply tiltin g  the sample. W hen the 
photoelectrons are em itted from  a sample surface at a take-off angle 0, the distance, 
d, norm al to the sample surface is:
d =  ( sin 0 (2)
where ( is the characteristic distance that the electrons travel in  the solid.
Replace £ w ith  d/sin 0 in  equation (1) we have:
If =  Ij e (3)
The proportionality coefficient fo r photoelectron emission, a, is:
a =  lA  (4)
where X is the inelastic mean free path o f the electrons fo r a given energy and 
material. Then we have:
U f =  I. (5)
The simple case o f a homogeneous layer (c =  1) o f thickness a  o f element A  on a 
substrate B can be described by:
lA = (6)
Ib =  (7)
W here I ”  is the intensity fo r an elemental bu lk standard.
